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Joblessness
prompts work
program calls
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's 10.4 percent unemployment
rate is prompting renewed calls
by Democrats in Congress and
labor leaders for enactment of a
public works program.
But the Reagan administration
is refusing to budge in its
resistance to any such New Dealtype initiative.
Demands for governmentsubsidized jobs reached a crescendo Friday when the Labor Department reported that in October:
—Some 11.6 million people were
out of work.
—Unemployment rates among
blue-collar, construction, adult
male and female and full-time
Workers reached the highest
levels since the Bureau of Labor
Statistics began tracking labor
force activity on a month-tomonth basis in 1948.
—The number of unemployed
Increased by 627,000 since
September when the jobless rate
was a post-Depression recordlevel 10.1 percent.
—Joblessness among full-time
workers — for the first time — exceeded that of part-time workers.
President Reagan, who has
maintained that his tax and spending policies will ultimately ease
the employment problem, made
no comment on the latest figures.
But White House deputy press
secretary Larry Speakes
characterized Reagan as "sympathetic and concerned about the
(Continued On Page 2)

Governor discloses flat rote
personalincome tax proposal

JUST ANOTHER DAY — The morning sun slowly rises above liarray's Vanderbilt Chemical plant bringing with it the hopes of a slow
warming trend. Recent cooler temperatures have left area residests
longing for the warmth of the summer months now past

Dollar hits new highs;stock prices increase
By The Associated Press
The dollar hit new peaks against
the French franc and Italian lira
Is- foreign.exchange trading, and
stock prices edged higher in subdued trading compared to the
previous day's record volume.
In other foreign exchange
trading Friday,the dollar reached
six-year highs in relation to the
British pound, West German
mark and Swiss franc in European activity. It also rose in U.S.
trading.
Traders said the dollar remains

Per Oen

strong mainly because U.S. interest rates relative to European
rates continue to favor the dollar
over other currencies.
On Wall Street, stocks turned
upward near the close of the New
York Stock Exchange to record
some moderate gains. The Dow
Jones average of 30 industrials,
off 15.27 Thursday after hitting a
record high 1,065.49 Wednesday,
edged up 1.56 to 1,051.78.
Big Board volume slowed to
96.55 million shares from the
record 149.35 million on Thursday.

Meanwhile, with the nation's
unemployment rate already standing at a post-Depression high of
10.4 parent, Chrysler Corp. says
2,500 of its U.S. workers will be
laid off Monday because 10,000
Chrysler workers in Canada
struck the automaker early Friday and shut down six plants.
The company said its entire U.S.
workforce of 43,000 could be laid
off if the Canadian dispute drags
on for months. The Canadian
plants provide interior trim and
other items needed to build cars.

By SY RAMSEY
Amodsted Prises Writer
FRANKFORT, KY ( API — The
details of a proposal for a flat-rate
personal income tax of 3.65 percent which aims at eliminating or
reducing taxes for 000,1100 lowerand middle-income taxpayers
have been disclosed by Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr.
Under the plan, taxes would be
increased for more than 300,000
Kentuckians.
The flat rate, Brown said at a
news conference Friday, would
replace the current graduated
schedule which ranges from 2 percent tad percent.
Another feature is elimination
of itemized deductions and the
small standard deduction in favor
of larger standard deductions.
The basic Kentucky taxable income would be the taxpayer's adjusted gross income from the
federal return. Currently, taxpayers must make separate computations to arrive at Kentucky income.
Brown and his revenue aides
said nearly all taxpayers would be
able to file a simple one-page tax
return.
The governor said that under his
plan, if it is adopted by the
General Assembly — either in
special session next year or
regular session in 1964 — tax-

payers with incomes between
and MOM would pa)
slightly more in income taxes
Taxpayers making more than
MUM would pay about $3011 more
than they do now. according to the
administration.
An estimated 110.000 lower income taxpayers who now file tax
returns would not pay any tax
under the flat-rate proposal.
Brown said.
The details of the tax plan inn
be given to legislators and provide
the basis for public discussion
around the state in coming weeks.
the governor said.
Brown indicated that if his plans
gain acceptance and he decides to
call a 'pedal session, it could be
Immediately after the demeral
Assembly's organisationalsolop
early in January.
The state's Moline tax has not
been changed in* years. It limits
the tax rate on incomes over $11,000
to 6 percent, which Brown said is
obsolete, regressive and unfair.
Currently, single people making
more than $I,650 a year must pay
the state income tax.
Under the Brown proposal, that
floor would go to 63.300. This is expected to eliminate tax filing for
67,000 persons.
Low-income married couples
making more than 12.650 now
must pin, taxes. The proposal

as,000

Hampton gets 105 years
Ronnie Hampton, Murray, was
sentenced to 105 years in the state
penitentiary Friday after being
found guilty Oct. 26 by a Marshall
Cowity jury on 12 counts of
and serial abase.
The seven-woman, five-man
jury, which deliberated less than
one hour, returned two 30-year
verdicts, seven five-year verdicts,
one 10-year verdict and two 12month terms in the county jail. A
total of $1,000 in fines was also
recommended at that time.
Circuit Judge James Lassiter
set the sentencing for 10 of the 12
counts at 105 years consecutive.

The two 12-months terms were
scheduled to run concurrently
with the prior sentencing. Two
$500 fines were suspended.
Hampton had been charged with
Vero counts of first-degree sodomy,
seven counts of first-degree sexual abuse, one count of seconddegree sodomy and two counts of
second-degree sexual abase
resulting from a number of incidents involving three male
youths in Murray in 1981.
The trail, originally scheduled
for Calloway County, was later
moved to Marshall County.
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Popularity measured by student participation

'Family'working to continue Calloway High speech dynasty
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The classroom is perfectly
quiet, and all eyes are on Debbie
Walker, for she is speaking. She is
telling the story of a 15-year-old
girl with bone cancer. Her eyes
make contact with every listener,
and her carefully modulated voice
brings out the painful emotions of
the tale.
Her coach, Larry England,
takes notes; a camera records her
performance. It is a convincing
one, and the feeling comes
through as she says,"What people
don't seem to understand is I'm
alive right now, and that's all that
matters."
When she finishes, her teammates applaud, and Coach
England gives her a thorough
critique. Remember, he says,
"the way you practice is the way
you're going to do it in competition." With encouragement, he

hands her his notes. She will work
on her story some more, because
in a few days it will be judged.
It is an after-school practice of
the Calloway County High School
Speech Team on the eve of yet
another tournament. While the
basketball team runs drills in the
nearby gym, the speech team is
working out with equal determination. Having won state championships in five of the last six years,
they have a demanding standard
to meet.
Debbie is one of many team
members slated to compete in the
Harrison County Tournament today, but the final lineup is not set
yet. Lori Burkeen and Liz Bailey
have challenged for a spot on the
prose interpretation "A" team,
and England says he may have to
hold a runoff on Friday to decide
the final three.
Lori and Liz tell equally emotional tales. Lori's is of an aging

WORKING HARD — Mark Baltzell and Karen Adams rehearse for
duo acting competition.

black couple that commit suicide,
while Liz tells of a mental patient
psychologically tortured by her
mother. England gives them,
along with several other prose,
poetry and storytelling entrants,
equally detailed critiques: more
intensity, less acting, use your
eyes, sly "any" and "get," not
"enny" and "git."
Outside, Craig Kelly and Mike
Keeling practice their debate on
gun control. In another room,
Karen Adams and Mark Bazzell
rehearse their duo acting performance. Other students are
editing oratories or student congress speeches.
For England, it all started with
his 2 p.m. planning period, and
will not end till 5:45. That's a little
longer than usual, but most practices run till 5 p.m. four or five
nights a week. Then there are the
hours he puts in by himself,
reviewing the videotapes, and the
hour or more each night the
students devote to refining their
speeches.
"The student in speech has to be
a self-disciplined individual,"
England says. "It's not like in
basketball where they're out there
where you can see them every
day. They've got to do this work on
their own.
"I don't think there's a time I'm
ever failing to be amazed at the
way these kids will work."
The same could be said of
England himself, who has been
coaching for 13 years. Only one
other coach in Kentucky has been
at it longer than that, he says, but
the rewards of all those hours continue to satisfy him.
High among those rewards is
"getting to see the learning experiences that happen to kids outside the classroom," England
says. Rewarding too is watching
students grow from shyness to
self-assurance. One such former

coAars CRITIQUE — Calloway Comity Bib School Speech Teem Coach Larry ragised crques Us
Bailey during a team practice.
student of England's recently
graduated from law school at Northern Kentucky. For many
students, "through speech training they realize they are a worthy
individual."
England, along with junior varsity coach Wanda Johnson and
middle school teacher Patricia
Lassiter, have helped form
something of a speech and debate
dynasty at Calloway. The success
of the team can be reckoned by its
ultimate goal: a national championship. Its popularity can be
measured by student participation: 44 on varsity and 25 on JV
this year.
When he started coaching in
1970, England "begged about
eight students for the team."
Students' enthusiasm for their
team is evident. "You have a good

Staff pbstas by Mariam Bear,
feeling about something you've
accomplished," says Liz Bailey.
Speech training helps you communicate with others, teaches
responsibilty, and builds selfconfidence, explains Carrie
Paschall: "People ask,'How can
you get up there in front of all
those people?"'
One reason is the support given
each team member by coaches
and teammates. Says Lori
Burteen, "It's like a family with
him (England) as the father." In
fact, students call him "Daddy
E."
"I think the love and respect I
have for them, and that I feel like
they have for me, is one of the
reasons we continue to have the
kind of program we have,"
England explains. "I try to promote very heavily that we've got

to care about one another" His
students "fight as a team and
work as a team," he says.
England credits not only the
wort of his students and fellow
coaches, but the support of school
administrators and the community for the success of speech at
Calloway: "I have the best place
In Kentucky, or probably
anyplace else, to coach."
He also says he is personally indebted to Ruby Krider and Ray
Mofield, teachers of his at Murray
State, for his development in
speech, and to his wife for
understanding the hours and
miles of being a speech coach.
With three state titles in a row,
the speech team members could
rest on their laurels, if England
would let them and if they would
(Continuant On Page 21
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Joblessness...
(Continued From Page 1)
difficulties of those who are
unemployed." He said the chief
executive will continue to fight efforts to enact a public works bill.
Legislation that would have
allocated $2 billion from the U.S.
Treasury to put some 250,000 people to work rebuilding bridges and
highways was passed earlier this
year by the House, but was
defeated in the Republicancontrolled Senate.
There are, however, some hints
that such legislation might get a
more receptive response since
unemployment has breached
double-digit levels.
An aide to Senate Republican

Leader Howard Baker Jr. of Tennessee indicated Friday that the
GOP ranks in Congress May be
more likely to support such a proposal.
Tom Griscom said that Baker
had talked to several Republicans
since Election Day, including conservatives, who expressed the
thought that Congress must produce some type of jobs program.
Rep. Henry S. Reuss, D-Wis.,
chairman of the congressional
Joint Economic Committee, called the latest figures
"devastating." In the coming
lame-duck session of Congress, he
said, Democrats will propose a
multibillion-dollar public works

Larry Gilbert nominated
for top honorary FFA award
Larry Gilbert, vocational
agriculture instructor and FFA
advisor at Calloway County High
School, has been nominated to
receive the FFA's Honorary
American Farmer Degree.
Gilbert was nominated for the
degree by the Kentucky FFA
Association and the nomination
was approved by the National
FFA Board of Directors which
recently met in Alexandria, Va.
The Honorary American Farmer
Degree is the highest honorary
degree presented by the FFA.
This year 78 teachers of vocational agriculture were nominated
to receive the degree during the
National FFA Convention in Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 11-13.
Gilbert has been a vocational
agriculture teacher at Calloway
County for 8 years and at
Taylorsville for 7 years. During
that time he has had nine students
to receive the American Farmer
Degree, 68 students to receive the
State Farmer Degree, one State
Star Farmer and Six Regional
Star Farmers and numerous
students who have earned State
Proficiency Awards.
Each year at least 50 of the
12,000 teachers of vocational
agriculture in the nation are
awarded the Honorary American
Farmer Degree. The degree is
awarded on the basis of points
scored by a teacher for his accomplishments as a vocational
agriculture instructor, FFA advisor, and as a participant in professional vocational agriculture
teachers' organisation
;
iict
ius
Teachers are awarded

a;

Larry Gilbert
for each student they supervised
in earning state and national FFA
awards. Teachers also receive
points for serving as officers and
committee members of the National Vocational Agricultural
Teachers' Association and for
their participation in national
meetings of the FFA and othr professional associations.
Gilbert is the only vocational
agriculture teacher from Kentucky to be nominated for the
Honorary American Farmer
Degree this year. He plans to attend the National FFA Convention
where he will be presented the
degree pending final approval of
the nomination by the student
FFA delegates who must vote on
all honorary presentations of the
National FFA Organization. The
degree will be presental darting
the Friday afternocksegigikel,
the Convention.

Program.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, 1)Mass, said,"As our first priority
when Congress returns to session
later this month, we must renew
our effort to enact an immediate
job program to put people back to
work."
AFL-CIO President Lane
Kirkland called the latest figures
"an economic and social disaster.
This cold statistic portends a grim
holiday season for millions of
Americans."

International
fair slated
at university
The Murray State University
Center for International Programs will hold an International
Studies Fair Wednesday.
Students who would like to know
about study opportunities abroad
offered through MSU are encouraged to come.
The fair will be held from 2:30 to
4:30 p.m. on the second floor of
Lowry Center. International
refreshments will be served, and
Information available about
MSU's expanded foreign study
programs.
MSU recently joined the International Student Exchange Program, which allows students to go
from one school to another without
paying additional tuition, said CIP
Director Tracy Harrington. In addition, a program of British
studies is being offered for the
first time next summer,he said.
MSU's overseas studies program is part of the school's international program which has been
stepped up with the establishment
of the CIP last year.
Suzanne Keeslar of the foreign
language department is chairman
of the University Exchanges Committee, which develops opportunities for MSU students and
faculty to go abroad, and for
foreign students and teachers to
come here. The committee also
seeks ties with other universities
for international educational exchange.
MSU currently has exchange arrangements with England's Bradford University and the
Cooperative Center for Study in
je
Bta, theAiniyopity..a, SorpVug.M5Viar'the Kentucky
lnatitutand the ISEP.

REHEARSAL — Linda Begley, David Eberle and Len P. Slaughter, all of Murray, are shown in rehearsal
for a scene from "Caterpillars" by Benjamin Bradford, which will be given its world premiere on Thursday,
Nov. 11, in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Tickets are now on sale for this production. The box office phone
number 1.7124797.

STUART BOOK INTRODUCED — Dr. Jerry Herndon (seated) discusses a new book by Jew Stuart
with Lois Sparks at a publication party at Murray State University. Herndon,curator of the Stuart Collection at Murray State, is the editor of the book, which is titled "Land of the Honey-Colored Wind:
Jesse Stuart's Kentucky." Also shown (from left) are Herftdon's wife Patty, their daughter Jo Anna,
and his father, Robert V. Herndon of Cadiz. The publication party was planned to familiarize the public
with the Jesse Stuart Foundation Inc., which published the book. Among the objectives of the foundation are the preservation of the Stuart land in W-Hollow in Greenup County and the promotion of
Stuart's literary works. A copy of the book may be obtained by becoming an associate member of the
foundation. Anyone interested may contact Dr. Jerry Herndon, Department of English, Murray State
University, telephone 762-4639 or 762-2401.

Notional Hospice Week to be observed
The two-year-old Hospice program at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will be joining
similar organizations across the
country next week in the observance of National Hospice Week.
The observance is being held in
conjunction with the annual convention of the National Hospice
Organization in Washington, D.C.,
during which recent changes in
Medicare regulations and standards applicable to home health
care and including hospice will be
discussed.
Within recent months, the
United States Congress has passed legislation extending the
hospice benefit under Medicare to

some 266,000 terminally ill
Americans and their families annually.
Hospice programs, which have
mushroomed from a handful of
such organizations in the mid1970s to at least 500 currently
operating or being planned in all
regions of the country, are
operated by volunteers for the
support of terminally ill patients
and their families.
The hallmarks of the movement, Which has its roots in an
English hospital, are providing
services dealing with pain relief
and management, nursing care,
household help, counseling of
children, financial problems and
the like.
Since its establishment in
January, 1980, five-member
teams from the Murray program's roster of volunteers have
worked with 43 patients. More that
A reception in honor of
playwright Oen Bradford will ehe„ 150 vplunteers have completed the
WTI in the Green Raorn off thel0V— Programs special training proobeit E. Joinsisiama. great before ioitangsone of the
ire at 7:15 p.m. Friday and
teams.
This program involves one twoSaturday, Nov. 12 and 13, achour session per week for six
cording to Dr. Mark Malinauskas,
weeks with instructors coming
director of Murray State Universifrom people familiar with hospice
ty Theatre.
work- as well as professionals —
These receptions are for the audience members who attend the
doctors, lawyers, clergymen and
World Premiere performances of
the like — who have been working
"Caterpillars."
with terminally ill patients and
their families.
Malinauskas describes "Caterpillars" as "the story of a '1960's
"Having 150 volunteers involved
with-it' mother who is attempting
in such a program seems like a
to raise two college age children in
lot," said Louise Sickle, a
the 1980's." He says that the
registered nurse who directs the
resulting play is humorous and
program at the Murray hospital,
whimsical.
"but our ,patient load has more
Reservations for the play, which
then doubled expectations since
runs on Nov. 11-13 at 8 p.m., may
our program was established and
be made by calling the box office
there is not only a continuous but
of the Johnson Theatre at 762-6797.
urgent need for additional
Admission will be $3 or by season
volunteers."
ticket.
Anyone interested in parFor further information on the
ticipating in the program should
receptions, call 762-4421. contact Mrs. Sickel at the
Malinauskas urges all theatre
hospital. The telephone number is
patrons to join him for this event.
753-5131, Extension 132.
"We'd like to cordially invite them
Providing direction for the Murto share this with us,"
ray program is a 16-member adMalinauskas said.
visory council, the chairman of
Funding for these receptions
which is Dr. Wallace Baggett, a
has been provided by the Bank of
professor of social work at MurMurray, Peoples Bank and Securiray State University.
ty Federal Savings & Loan, acDr. Alta Presson, retired procording to Malinauskas. The
fessor of dietetics and nutrition at
receptions will be catered by
Murray State, is the chairmanDakota Feed and Grain.
elect, while Louise Swann is the

Receptions to honor
playwright Bradford

secretary.
Other members of the council,
which meets quarterly, include:
Mrs. Ronne Pierce, director of
nursingat the hospital; Dr.
Charles Clark, a member of the
medical staff; and Oleta Burkeen,
a member of the nursing faculty
at Murray State.
Also, John Dale, minister at the
Poplar Street Church of Christ;
Mrs. Mary S. Moyer, a housewife;
Gail Corneilson, social services
director at the hospital; Cindy
Ragsdale, social worker in the
hospital's Hugh Houston Long
Term Care Center; and Bonnie
Ashby, a social worker with the
Bureau of Social Services.
Also, Rev. Jim Stubbs,
associate minister at First United
Methodist Church; Rebecca
Selwitz, Calloway-Marshall County Home Health Agency; Stuart
Poston, the hospital's administrator; Dr. Ruth
retired -chairman of the Department ei Nursing at Murray.State;
and Mrs.Sickel.
"Death is a fact of life for all of
us, no matter what our age," Mrs.
Sickel said,"and most of us, while
remaining healthly ourselves,still
are affected by the deaths of our
friends and relatives. For almost
all of us, then, hospices are vitally
important institutions."
The most important advantage
of the program, she went on, is
that many patients and families
find it humane and comforting
alternative to health care.
However, she said, because of
its emphasis on in-home care and
use of volunteers, hospice care
can be far less expensive than
hospital care or nursing home
cared, the normal alternatives for
the terminally ill.

'Family...'
(Continued From Page 1)
let themselves. But in their afterschool practice the students don't
seem complacent. They are
pushing themselves to be ready
for Harrison County this weekend,
Trigg the following week, Bullitt
Central the week after that.. and
next June? .

Show explores Edison's life, work
Most people have paid only
silent tribute to Thomas A. Edison
in the 50 years since his death. Unconsciously, we honor the inventor
each time we watch a motion picture, rest a phonograph needle on
a record or flip a light switch.
Robert Valentine, a Bowling
Green native with more than 20
years experience as actor, writer
and producer, goes one, maybe
two steps further in "Edison: A
Man." He portrays the "wizard of
Menlo Park," not only as inventor, but as thinker, philosopher,
humanitarian and prankster as
well.
"Edison: A Man" will be
presented Nov. 12-13 at the Capitol
Arts Center in Bowling Green.
Performances are at 8 p.m.
Valentine, a 1964 graduate of
Bowling Green High School, spent
three years researching Edison's
life and work. The show, set in
Edison's laboratory, blends
recollectons of his most notable inventions with his thoughts on
sleep, diet, marriage and politics

taken from diaries, news reports
and correspondence.
"Imagine what happens when
the mind that unlocked the secrets
of electricity is turned to questions
of economics, education and
theology. That's what this show is
about," Valentine said.
"We think of him as a legendary
figure — almost a mythical
character — when the real excitement should stem from the fact
that he was an ordinary man," he
said.
Valentine said Edison's wit and
humor were the first things that
attracted him to Edison as the
subject of a one-man show. "He
was a wonderfully funny man,"
Valentine said, "he loved practical jokes and a well-turned
phrase. You'd have to have a good
sense of humor to take over 3,000
failed experiments and keep going, as Eqison did when he
perfected the'light bulb."
"Edison: A Man" premiered
Sept. 4-6 at the World's Fair in
Knoxville, Tenn., as a special pro-

duction for the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Adventure Theatre.
The timing was especially
significant, Valentine said,
because it marked the centennial
of what Edison himself termed his
"greatest adventure": the commercial lighting of New York city.
"Edison had the ingenuity to do
what he pleased," Valentine said.
"Fortunately for us, he put his
mind to practical use."
Likewise, he said, Edison's
practicality is reflected in his uniquely American philosophy of life.
"Edison didn't think people had
to be geniuses to be successful. He
says that anyone who gets up early, goes to work, and works like
the devil will find solutions to the
questions that confront him."
Tickets for "Edison: A Man"
are $5 for adults and $3 for
students and senior citizens.
Tickets are available through
general admission only. For more
Information, call the Capitol Arts
Center at(502)782-ARTS.

=MONS PAST AND PRESENT — At left Is Thomas Alva Edison,scientist, Inventor and philosopher. At
right is Robert Valentine, writer, actor and star of"Edison: A Man," a oneinan portrayal of Edison's life and
work. "Edison: A Man" will be presented at 8 p.m. Nov. 12-13 at the Capitol Arts Center in Bowling Green.
Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for students and senior citizens, and are available through general admission
only. For more information,call the Capitol Arta Center at(502)782-ARTS.
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A nation of readers
The popular notion that habitual newspaper
readers are a dying breed can be laid to rest, accerding to one prominent student of television's impactThis hardly comes as news to us.but It may prove
enlightening to many who have been led to believe
that television is replacing newspapers as the
primary source of news for Americans.
Largely influencing that apparent misconception
Is the annual Raper Organization survey, which last
year found that 39 percent of respondents claimed
television was their primary news source, compared with 22 percent who said they depended on
newspapers.
The Roper poll has produced similar figures for
more than a decade,so many people accept them as
valid.
Not so, says analyst Lawrence Lichty, who bases
his own conclusions on studies by the Simmons
Market Research Bureau into the exposure advertising gets in various media.
Lichty, a professor of communications at the
University of Maryland, says the only types of
Americans getting much news from TV are those
who watch a lot and to whom the news is just
another show, and those who are younger, better
educated, and heavy readers of newspapers.
The casual approach to TV news-watching taken
by most viewers also is cited by Lichty.
For most people, he says, the 50 million viewers
watching network newscasts on a given night are a
fickle audience. For example, he says only 1 percent of the 78 million TV households in the country
watch CBS news as often as four nights a week.
Writing in the Wilson Quarterly, a magazine of
the Smithsonian Institution's Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, Lichty concludes:
"What seems obvious is that most American
adults get the 'news' from many sources. And ...
most of what they get every day still comes from
newspapers."
Lichty finds none of this hard to understand.
"Newspapers are easy and efficient," he says.
"Scores of items can be scanned, selected, put
aside, retrieved, pored over, even reread. This process occurs at the reader's convenience, anytime,
anyplace ..."
It seems clear to us that the various source of
news complement each other. The electronic media
have the advantage of immediacy — which they too
often neglect — while newspapers offer
thoroughness, accuracy and permanency.
The Simmons study speaks well of both
newspapers and Americans. This long has been a
nation of readers, proud of their literacy.
Newspapers long have met their need for reliable
and authoritative news.
We don't expect this will be changing soon.

perspective
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Halley's Comet and Mark Twain — together again
Halley's Comet is on its way back.
Mark Twain would be pleased with
that news.
Spotted in mid-October, some
billion miles from the sun, out between Saturn and Uranus, it will be
1986 before Halley's comet re-enters
the earth's orbit and appears the
clearest to us.
Edmund Halley saw the comet in
England in 1682, and claimed it was
no new comet at all, but one that had
been seen in 1456, 1531, and 1607. He
predicted it would appear every 76 to
79 years,as it has—in 1758, 1835, and
1910. The first recorded sighting was
before 240 B.C.
The regularity of the comet's going
and coining is reassuring. Despite all
that man has done to upset the
clockwork of Nature, schedules are
still met, and the comet's return
underlines the annual lessons of the
seasons that what dies returns as
new life, as spring follows winter.
There is little, the scriptures say,
new under the sun.
Some years ago, in the days of
small-screen, black-and-white
movies (for 35 cents admission ),
there was a movie about Mark
Twain. It opened with Halley's Cornet crossing the sky above the farmhouse in Florida, Missouri, where

Samuel L. Clemens Mark Twain )
was born on Nov. 30, M.The movie
ended with the same comet crossing
the house where Twain Lay dying on
Apr1121, 1910.
A month before Twain died, he
wrote his daughter, Clara, that he
Imagined God saying, "Here are
those two unaccountable freaks" —
Twain and the comet "They came in
together,they must go out together"
It was almost as if Twain had come
in on the comet and couldn't leave
before it came by again. Newspapers
worldwide often printed his obituary
by mistake, and he always wrote to
tell them "the news of my death is
greatly exaggerated." As late as Christmas Eve, 1909, he wired the
Associated Press to deny he was dying.
Astronomers say the earth's view
of the comet in 1910 was spectacular,
and that the 1966 sighting will not be
as dramatic. The comet's tail in 1910
stretched from the horizon upward to
two-thirds the way overhead.
I doubt too, that the literary world
of 1967 would compare with the one
Twain trailed behind him In 1910. He
dropped into our homes and libraries
such meteors as Huckleberry Finn,
Tom Sawyer, Life on the Mindielppi,
A Connecticut Yankee in King Ar-

thrar's COWL, Innocents Ahmed,
Peddlihead Wilson, sad The
Mystatinis Stranger One of the first
glimpses at bis bright light was a little glary called'
Celebrated
Jamie Frog of Calaveras County "
Mad people today bewail reed much
Twain, and others remember a few
titles from pleying "Authors" when
that was a popular cardgame. allowed even on Sundays
A link dimmer in INS, perhaps.
both Halley's comet and Mark Twain
are in the news again. Al some public
and school libraries across the land.
Mark Twain is being banned from the
shelves. It is an increcbble and an indecent thing to raped. Self-righteous,
self-ansinted guardians of other people's minds have again taken upon
themselves the divine right of
deciding what we should reed Hitler
and Stalin, who also banned and
burned books, would feel right at
home with such people. People of
legal age have the democratic right
to decide for themselves what to
read; and those under legal age
ought to be protected by no one other
than their parents.
To think that Huckleberry Finn
should be taken off library shelves
sounds like something out of Orwell's
1964, which may get here before

letters

FOP seminar
a success

Don't let oil smear your eyes
Remember the energy crisis? Well, you'd better,
because it's apt to return before this decade is over,
says the International Energy Agency's 1982 World
Energy Outlook report.
Don't let today's relative stability of oil prices
fool you. "The energy crisis has not gone away, but
is only hiding behind the economic problem," says
the agency's board chairman, Hiromichi Miyazaki.
Or, as the agency's executive director, Ulf Lantzke,
put it:
"We are all familiar with the argument of some
that the energy problem ... has been solved. This
'solution' is hardly satisfactory because poor
economic growth has contributed heavily to the
reduction of energy demand.
"If average annual economic growth in industrialized countries remains around 2 percent for
the next decade,I would agree energy probably will
not be a big problem for the rest of this decade. But
I doubt any democratic society could accept the increasing unemployment which such low growth
would entail."
Beyond the world economy's effect on energy demand lies the equally significant factor of potential
disruption of petroleum supplies from politically
unstable parts of the world. Thus, says the agency,
there is continued need for nations to pursue energy
conservation and efficiency, diversify their energy
sources, and reduce oil imports.
It's good advice, but is anybody listening? There
are disconcerting indications in the United States
that people are forgetting (1)that gasoline lines and
the folly of buying gas-guzzling autos could bedevil
society again,(2)that clean-air safeguards must be
retained against the day of increased coal use and
(3) that generous research and development funds
are needed for solar and other alternative energy
sources. Will America really be that shortsighted?
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Halley's Camel doss Twain would
have a geed burgh if he burs that hr
Is a canter of controversy again But
it is no laughing matter to learn that
some pimple would bee or burn the
worts of the writer most responsible
for modern American literal ure
which Ernest Hemingway said
''begins with Huckleberry
The irony of this abridgetnerst of
OW' freedoms Is that whenever some
well-intended group sets out to protect us whether we want protection or
not, it draws public attention to the
very thing they stoop to stop. I doubt
that hardly anyone has checked any
of Twain's books out of the library
recently, but once word gets around
that they aren't there anymore,those
books will become over-night somatwos and bestsellers all over again
Trying to run them out of town on a
rail, all the vigilantes do Ii to run
them out into the public eye That'a
the kind of ironic twist Twain loved to
use in his writing and lectures
You can almost hear him saying.
as his books are re-discovered thanks
to those trying to destroy them,'The
news of my death is greatly exaggerated "
And, he would really love the
double-irony of all this — that it happens just as his and Halley's Comet
returns

"Isn't there anything left that hasn't been contaminated?!
This stuffs got soda pop in it!"

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
Lanette Thurman and Kenneth
Sinclair, both of Murray, were
among the graduate students at Murray State University who attended
the conference of Kentucky Association of Junior Colleges at Henderson
Community College Nov.3 and 4.
Deaths reported include Emery
Jones,70.
Mrs. Olga Freeman will be
featured speaker at annual day
meeting of Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs on Nov.8 at Lake
Barkley Lodge, according to Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer, county president.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Collins, Nov. 2, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Morgan
Garner, Nov. 3.
Hazel Woman's Club was host for a
luncheon for senior citizens on Oct. 28
at Dees Bank of Hazel.
Twenty years ago
George Landolt, Larry Lockhart,
Michael Cathey, Brown Crouch, Din
Luther, Alan Jones, David Hughes,
David Alexander, Mitch Ward,Steve
Rowland, Joe Patton, Bob Ward,
John Hale, Chip Veal and Bobby Collins were winners of annual Punt,
Pass and Kick Contest, sponsored by
Parker Motors.
Deaths reported include Henry
Bascom Miller, 73, and Mrs. Hugh
Watson.
Murray Grove 126 of Supreme Forrest Woodmen Circle will be host to
West Kentucky Fall Convention at
Murray Woman's Club House on
Nov. 8.
A recent birth reported at Murray
Hospital was a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Woods.
Miss Eppie Wilcox who has taught
in Athens Bible School, Athens, Ala.,
for several years is spending the
winter at the National Hotel, Murray.
Thirty years ago
Three persons were bitten by a
"mad" dog, suffering from rabies, in

the New Concord area on Nov. 4, achonored Nov. 2 on their 50th wedding
cording to local law and health ofanniversary at the home of their
ficials.
daughter, Mrs. Neva Waters and Mr.
Deaths reported include Fred W.
Waters.
Shoemaker,51.
The Rev. Howell Forgy, lieutenant
Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath of Mw-ray
senior grade of U.S. Navy, former
was elected president of the 'Pastor of First Presbyterian Church,
Southwestern Region of the Baptist
Is credited with being the author of
Woman's Missionary Union at a
the phrase, "Praise The Lord and
meeting conducted at Paducah.
Pass the Ammunition," for the title
Ann White and David Thompson
of the new song written by Pvt.
were married Nov. 1 at Corinth,
Frank Loesser.
Miss.
Fifty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. G.B. Scott and Mr.
and Mrs. A. Carman attended the anThe low of the fall season was
nual meeting of the Kentucky Jersey
reached on the morning of Nov. 2
Cattle Club at Mammoth Cave Nawhen the temperature was reported
tional Park.
as being 26 degrees.
Forty years ago
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Registration for gasoline rationing
Frances Buchanan, 61, Augustus
will take place on Nov. 12,13 and 14 at
Nathaniel Boorland, 72, Charlie
Murray High, Murray Training,
Tinsley, 68, and Mrs. Mary Lou
Almo High, Faxon High, Hazel High,
Waters.
Kirksey High, Lynn Grove High and
The Legionnaires and Ex-service
New Concord High School. One of the
men of Murray and Calloway County
restrictions will be no car owner may
are planning an Armistice Day Proregister who has more than five tires
gram on Nov. 11, according to
to a car, and anyone having over five
George Hart, commander of Legion
Urea will have to turn in one and
Post No. 73.
receive credit for it, officials said.
The Murray High School Band
Deaths reported include George W
composed of 30 members will present
Perkins.
a concert in the near future, acWylie Dobbs of Lexington has purcording to Joe English, director.
chased C. Ray Bus Lines and will
The Rev. J.E. Skinner is serving is
change the name to Western Kenpastor of the First Baptist Church.
tucky Stages.
Perry B. Ctitharn is serving as
Calloway County residents have
minister of the Antioch Chord! of
gathered 1,428,078 pounds of scrap
Christ.
metal during the month of October
Marriages announced include
for the war effort.
Aline Wilson to George Steele and
Births reported include a girl to
Mildred Page to Thomas Bell, both
Mr. and Mrs. R.B. Letson, a boy to
on Oct. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Grant and a girl to
In high school basketball games
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mays, all on
New Concord High School beat
Oct. 30, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Kirksey High School. High team
Ed Travis and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. scorers were Dims for New Concord
Kinzie Watkins, both on Oct. 31, a girl
and Edwards for lUrksey.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lamb and a
Miss Erie Keys and Mrs. B.F
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Adair, Berry spoke at meeting of the
both on Nov. lands boy to Mr. and
lituelness and Professional Women's
Mrs. John Beane, Nov. 3.
Club conducted in club room at NaMr. and Mrs. S.J. Roberts were
tional Hotel.

To The Editor,
Murray Lodge 23 of the Fraternal
Order of Police wish to express our
appreciation to everyone who helped
make our seminar on Sexual Abuse
of Children a success.
Thanks to the Murray Ledger &
Timm, WNBS and IVSJP and for carrying announcements of the program. A special thanks goes to
V/PSD-TV for their outstanding
coverage of the seminar
There is much work to be done to
eliminate this problem that effects
almost 25 percent of the children in
our country, and hopefully this program will be a beginning here in
Murray.
Again, we want to say thank you to
everyone who had a part.
Fraternally.
Paley Watson
FOP Secretary

Ex-fan disgusted
by football strike
To The Editor,
I am an ex-football fan who is really disgusted with the bickering and
fallacies that Ed Garvey has con*NW to unto try and get the N I.
11111111eS es*a barrel
Thom& of people have been out
of wort dee to this strike, but Mr
Garvey doesn't seem worried about
them, only a nice fat contract, and
plenty of television time for himself.
To my way of thinking, the players
(alit of them are disgruntled with Ed
Garvey 1 should have continued to
play football, while negotiations for a
contract were going on'
It, and when the N F L. strike is
settled, if I were an owner of a pro
team, I would lock out the players
and tell them their season was over
Also, were I an N.F.L player - I
would tell Ed Garvey to find another
}ob. One other suggestion on the
N.F.L strike, with the money these
guys make for a 16 garns asimpon, slot
of than are lucky to be in pee'bell.
Sincerely,
Danny M. Rogers
Murray,Ky. 43071
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signad by the writer and the writer's
addrees and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced If possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or re)ect any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
41071.
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Lovett-Ryon vows solemnized at Elm Grove Baptist Church
Miss Gene Sue Lovett
and Daniel Scott Ryan
were married on Saturday, Sept. 11, at 3:30 p.m.
at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
The Rev. Calvin
Wilkins officiated at the
double ring ceremony. A
program of nuptial music
was presented by Mary
Burke, soloist, St. Louis,
Mo., and Paula Kinsolving, pianist.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lemon J. Lovett of Murray. The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Ryan of Lincoln, Ill.
The wedding vows were
exchanged before a brass
arch entwined with
peach -colored silk
flowers and greenery.
The arch was flanked by
two brass spiral
candelabra and large arrangements of peachcolored roses and lilies
with baby's breath and
greenery.
The family pews were
marked with peach satin
bows accented with matching flowers.
Miss Janna Bell of Murray kept the register at a
white covered table
adorned with a floral arrangement in a brass container.
The bride
The bride was escorted

to the altar by her father
and given in marriage by
her parents.
She wore a formal
gown of white angel knit
chiffon appliqued with
pearled alencon lace
rosettes and trinuned in
Belgium lace.
The natural waisted
bodice was richly appliqued with pearls and lace
outlining a sunburst yoke
of English net featuring a
delicate Sehiffli embroidered design
underscoring a banded
Belgium lace collar.
Sheer fitted sleeves were
also lace appliqued and
edged at the wrists to
match the collar.
The softly flared skirt
was enhanced by a
pyramid of pearled lace
rosettes rising from the
hemline in the center
front. Scalloped Belgium
lace finished the hem and
encircled the chapel
length train.
She completed her
bridal ensemble with a
waltz length veil of silk illusion edged in narrow
scalloped Belgium lace to
match the gown. The veil
and blusher were attached to a Schiffli embroidered cap appliqued
with pearled alencon lace
rosettes.

The bride carried a
hand bouquet of
gardenias and greenery
with strands of pearls
hanging from the front.
Miss Laurie Lovett,
sister of the bride, was
maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Lisa Jones of Paducah,
Miss Jenny Ross of
Hopkinsville and Miss
Kay Khourie of Hayti,
Mo.
The attendants wore
identical floor length
gowns of peach chiffon
over taffeta. A jewel
neckline was enhanced
by dyed-to-match venise
lace and shirred
shoulders over a tiny
strapped bodice. A selftier sash caught the
natural waist above a
peplumed skirt.
Each attendant carried
a loose spray of peach
roses arid lilies with
baby's breath and
greenery.
Flower girls were
Misses Erica and Annie
Mahler, Lincoln, Ill.,
cousins of the groom.
They wore white ballet
length dresses with ruffled necklines and
hemlines. Each dress
was accented by puffed
sleeves and a wide peach
sash. Each carried a
wicker basket containing

white petals.
The groom
Joe Harrison of Lincoln, Ill., was best man
for Mr. Ryan.
Groomsmen were Pat
Ryan, Lincoln, Ill., and
John Ryan, Murray, both
brothers of the groom,
and Donald Johnson,
Athens, Tenn.
Matt Groner, Rocky
River, Ohio, and Greg
Cohoon, Murray, served
as ushers.
The groom, his attendants, his father and
father of the bride wore
charcoal gray tuxedoes
with peach rose boutonnieres.
The ringbearer was
Jason Lovett, cousin of
the bride. He wore a
white linen suit with short
pants. His boutonniere
also was a peach rose.
For her daughter's
wedding Mrs. Lovett
wore a floor length gown
of rosetta crepe in a soft
shade of toast. Mrs.
Ryan, mother of the
groom, wore a floor
length gown of tan
georgette. Their corsages
were of peach lilies.
The wedding was
directed by Mrs. Jimmy
Futrell, cousin of the
bride.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony in the

church fellowship hall.
Flowers in brass containers and ferns were used as hall decorations.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a white lace
trimmed cloth. It was
centered with a brass
wine cooler holding an arrangement of roses,
lilies, baby's breath and
greenery. The threetiered wedding cake was
adorned with matching
flowers.
All appointments were
in brass.
Assisting in serving
were Mrs. Ralph James
and Mrs. Will Ed Stokes,
aunts of the bride, Mrs.
Jimmy Bell, Mrs. Albert
Crider, Miss Carolyn
Shown, Miss Rhonda
Darnell, Miss Melinda
Long and Mrs. Charles
Purcell.
Rice bags were
distributed by Misses
Jennifer and Wendy
Ryan, nieces of the
groom.
Following a Caribbean
Cruise, the new Mr. and
Mrs. Ryan are at home in
Murray.
Rehearsal dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Ryan, parents of the
grown, hosted a rehearsal dinner at DeVanti's
Restaurant. The couple
presented gifts to their attendants.

New magazine
is published
NEW YORK (AP) —
Jim Henson, the Muppet
man who gave the world
Miss Piggy and Kermit
the Frog, has come up
with a new magazine for
readers who have
outgrown Sesame Street.
The first issue of Muppet Magazine, starring
the Henson characters
who appeared in "The
Muppet Show" on television, was launched Nov. 4
at a party in Manhattan.
The glossy quarterly
publication sells for $1.50,
and is billed as a humor
magazine aimed primarily at children ages 8 to 12.
About 500,000 copies will
be distributed for newsstand sale and subscription, according to
publisher Donald Welsh.
In the premiere issue,
Kermit interviews comedian Robin Williams and
Miss Piggy writes an advice column.

Bargc,n Matilees

Nutrition menus listed for the week
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels for
the week of Nov. 8 to 12
have been released by
Tripp Thurman, director
of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
.Menus are as follows:

LAP-ROBES CONTRIBUTED TO PATIENTS — Women from the Blood River Baptist Church, Hwy 444,
Hamlin, presented 41 lap-robes to patients of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's bong Term Care Unit.
The robes of assorted colors and designs were presented by Nell Norsworthy, Lilian Jines, Ann Burkeen,
Sherry Howell and Ida McNeil. The pastor of the church is the Rev. Jerry Norsworthy.
Staff photo by Greg Travis
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AUTOGRAPH PARTY
Ken Wolf will be at the Murray Ledger & Times from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. Friday, Nov. 12, to autograph copies and to promote sales of "Thoughts In Season," a 260-page collection
of his regular feature in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Wolf and the Murray Ledger & Times Managing Editor Matt
Sanders finalize plans for the sale, to benefit Need Line and
Adult Activities Class of Comprehensive Care Center.
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Wednesday

fried

chicken, green beans
with cream of mushroom
soup, whole baby carrots,
hot roll, butter, banana,
milk,coffee or tea.
Thursday — roast beef
and gravy, mashed
potatoes, green peas, hot
roll, butter, peach cobbler, peaches, milk, coffee or tea.
Friday — hamburger,
vegetable sticks, tomato,
onion, pickle, lettuce,
bun, butter, cherry tart,
apple,milk,coffee or tea.

Fish oil not just a fish tale

Cheri & Cine
All Seats S1.50

HAllOWEEIll

s Monday — spaghetti
and meatballs, one ounce
cheese, whole carrots,
tossed salad and thousand island dressing,
crackers, butter, sugar
cookie, pineapple and
sliced peaches, milk, coffee or tea.
Tuesday — fried cod
fish, hashbrowns, cabbage, cornbread, butter,
prune cake, prunes, milk,
coffee or tea.

HEALTH

Sot 6. Sun. 2 00

The night
no one
comes home

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Scott Ryan
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Lawrence E. Lamb.Map
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I Frankly, I'm not a fish polyunsaturated fat that has
would like your opinion eater and I hate to cook it. If only two spots on the fatty
about fish oil. According to it is important I can make acid chain where no hydrosome news stories, fish oil an effort but otherwise I'd gen is present (two double
will prevent heart attacks rather get my unsaturated bonds). This is linoleic acid.
and strokes. I realize that fats from vegetables.
A small amount of it is
fish contain unsaturated fat DEAR READER — Often essential to your health.
and are low in cholesterol what one eats is an acquired Your body uses it to form
but you can get unsaturated taste. And you are correct in other important fatty acids.
fats from lots of other foods. saying that there are lots of And there is somc evidence
I always use corn oil or saf- other foods that provide that it lowers cholesterol in
flower oil in cook-ing unsaturated fats, even some people.
because both contain a lot of polyunsaturated fats. But Fish oil contains an abunpolyunsaturated fat and no the fat in many fish oils is dance of fatty acids with
cholesterol.
different from almost all many spots without hydroI've heard that salmon is other sources of dietary fat. gen, five or six locations on
particularly good for .you. The truth is that vegeta- the-chain. Seafood, particuWhy?
bles and cereals contain larly salmon or fish from
cold deep sea areas, seems
to be a rich source of these
special fatty ae.'Ir. Avid studies show these highly polyunsaturated fats decrease the
tendency to form clumps of
platelets in the blood, a process that leads to clotting..
They may also play a role in
preventing the fatty-cholesterol deposits. That is why
people who eat lots of these
fish seldom have heart
attacks.
Of course there has to be a
reasonable amount of fat in
fish for this effect to occur.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter 11-12, Fish and Shellfish as Health Foods, to give
you information on the fat
and cholesterol contents of
first Feati)re
common fish. Others can
Repeated Fri. Sot
send 75 cents '.7ith a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
f.
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
WELCOME WAGON
New York, NY 10019.
Now the decreased clottWANTS TO
ing activity may make you
VISIT YOU
more susceptible to bleeding, such as no.;c :-.:eds. And
N
it will add to the effects of
aspirin and other anticlotting medicines
DEAR DR LAMB — I
need a new pair of glasses.
The last time the eye doctor
put drops in my eyes to
jmake the pupils dilate. How
,
does this work? Is the stuff
1.
absorbed into the bloodWITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS
stream? I have minor heart
And I'll bring helpful information plus cards
palpitations almost every
you can redeem for more gifts at local busiday. Could this be aggravatnesses. My visit's a friendly call at no cost
ed by it? Why do it?
or obligation to you. Just engaged/ New
DEAR READER -- Peoparent? Moved? I'd like to visit you at,your
ple didn't wear shoes either
conven iente.
if you go back far enough If
you want to look at all the
Isms Kathryn Outland 153-3079
inside of the eye it is best to
dilate the eye so you can see
Miry
Ingsberg
everything. You could be fitNsisittes
King
ted with glasses without
Asst.
even
looking inside the eye
AS".
....... ...
753-5570
492-$34$
but that is poor practice
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Coming community events
Saturday,Nov.6
day,Nov.7
Gospel singing by
Calloway County FireGolden Aires Quartet will Rescue Squad will have
be at 7 p.m. at Lighthouse an open house from 1 to 5
Missionary Baptist p.m. at squad buikkng on
Church, w_est of Hardin East Sycamore Street_
off Highway IN.
Auditions for "A
Skating for Carter and Christmas Memory" by
Robertson Schools will be Community Theatre will
trem 2to 4 p.m. at Roller be at 2 p.m. in Playhouse
Skating of Murray. This in Murray-Calloway
is a fund raising event for County Park. For inPTCs of the SC/100kformation call 759-1751.
Southwest Ca 11ow a y
Elementary School will
Events in Land Bethave its annual fall ween the Lakes will infestival from 6 to 9 p.m. clude From Near Extincat the school.
tion to Abundance at 2
p.m. at Woodlands
Alcoholics Anonymous Nature Center.
and Alimon are scheduled
Mon-diy,Ero-v.8
to meet at 11 p.m. at
Murray Neighborhood
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition Girl Scout Core will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at Girl Scout
Center.
Cabin.
Square and round dancRecovery, Inc., will
ing with music by Country Beat Band will be at meet at 7:30 p.m., at
7:30 p.m. at Woodmen of Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
World Hall.
Streets.
Temple Hill Lodge No.
Murray -Calloway
276 Free and Accepted
County
Need Line Church
Masons will meet at 7
and Community
p.ot at lodge hall.
Cooperative Ministry
First winter show by Board will meet at noon
New Providence Riding at Pagliai's.
Club will start at 5 p.m. at
Mattie Belle Hayes CirLivestock and Exposition
cle
of First United
Center.
Methodist Church
"The Haunting of Hill Women will meet at 9:30
House" by Community a.m. at church.
Theatre will be presented
Sigma Department of
at 8 p.m. in Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Murray Woman's Club
Park. For information will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
call 759-1752.
Tiger Prints may be
Bean and Ham Supper
by Martin's Chapel picked up or purchased
United Methodist Church by Murray High Athletic
Women will be served Boosters from 9 a.m. to 4
starting at 5 p.m. at the p.m. in lobby of
downtown Bank of Murchurch.
ray.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will inBaptist Young Women
clude Feeding and of Blood River AssociaSheltering Winter Birds tion will meet at 7 p.m.
at
frm 1 to 4 p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist
Woodlands Nature Center Church.
and Tools Demonstration
at 2 p.m. at The
Hazel and Douglas
,Homep1ace-1850.
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acSunday, Nov.7
tivities by senior citizens.
Open house in celebration of 75th birthday o`.
Events in Land BetBrown Tucker will be ween
the Lakes will inhosted by his children clude
LBL Natural
from 2 to 4 p.m. at his Resource
s — Past to Prefarm home on Squire sent at
9:30 a.m., noon,
Potts Road.
and 2 p.m.
McClure Family ReuReservations for ladies
nion will be at 1 p.m. at
Community room of day luncheon on WednesNorth Branch of Peoples day at Murray Country
Club should be made by
Bank.
today with Georgianna
Concert by Murray Moffitt or Lynn Stout.
State University OrSecond day of auditions
chestra is scheduled at 3
for "A Christmas
p.m. at Wrather Hall
Memory" by Community
Auditorium.
Theatre will be at 7 p.m.
in Playhouse in MurrayAnnual homecoming Calloway
County Park.
will be at Kirksey United For information
call 759Methodist Church featur- 1752.
ing singing at 1:30 p.m.
by Smith Brothers
Jackson Purchase
Quartet.
Audubon Society will
Fellowship in honor of meet at 7 p.m. at Broad10th anniversary of the way United Methodist
Rev. G.T. Moody and Church,Paducah.
wife, Rita, at First BapBaptist Women and
tist Church will be about 7
p.m. at Fellowship hall of Baptist Young Women of
church.
Westside Baptist Church
will have separate
Memorial Baptist meetings at 7 p.m. at the
Church will have special church.
all-day services in
Tuesday, Nov.9
celebration of 50th anniversary.
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows: Col-

Tesaday, Nov.9
dwater with Coteil
[lessen; New Providence
with Dorothy Cost and
Paris Road with Alice
Steely, both at 1 p.m.

McNobb and Skodelond vows said

T000doy,Nfro.9
AAUW will meet at 7 IS
p.m. at hems of Easily
Weidman, 3141 North 14th
St_

The wedding of Miss
Janet Lee McNabb and
Dans Thanses Skadeland
was solemnised in a
candlehglit tall ceremony
at the First Lutheran
West Fork Baptist Chards, Wili.i. ND
Murray Duplicate Church WMU will meet at
Parents of the bride are
Bridge Club will play at 7 7 p.m. at church with Mr. and Mrs. Edward
p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Gladys Gupton as Blaine McNabb of MurLeo's Catholic Church. hostess.
ray The groom is the son
For information call 409at Mr. and Mrs. Kan G
2284 or 753-8345.
Poplar Spring Baptist Skadeiand of Williston.
The Rev Paul Olitedai
Church WMU will meet at
Returning Students 12:30 p.m. for singing officiated at the dembie
United will meet from practice and for program ring ceremony. Mask
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m in at 1:30 p.m. at church
was by Sandi 1111111re.
Room 100, Ordway Hall,
organist, Tom and Deb
Murray State University.
Groups of First Baptist Pavek, vocalists, and
Church Women will meet Gary Suinst. soloist.
Murray State Universi- as follows: I with Mn.
The altar was flanked
ty Women's Society will Noel Melugin at 9
by
two IS-branch
a.m.
have a coffee for society and II with Mrs. Neva candelabra with armembers only from 7.30 Biggins at 2 p.m.
rangements of greenery
to 9:30 p.m. at home of
and baby's breath.
Mrs. M.D. Hassell, 502
Mothers Morning Out Baskets of ferns were on
South 16th St.
will be at 9 a.m. at First each side of the altar.
The pews were marked
United Methodist Church.
Bethel Baptist Bible
by candles, greenery and
Study is scheduled at 6
Circles of First United baby's breath with
p.m. at homeof David and Methodist Church burgundy satin bows.
Aleshia Cunningham, Ut- Women will meet as
The bride
terback Road.
The bride was escorted
follows: Alice Waters at
Mayfield home, Bessie to the altar by her father.
Kappa Department of Tucker with Mrs. Conrad
She wore a gown of
Murray Woman's Club Jones and Maryleona candlelight chiffon with
will meet at 7 p.m. at club Frost with Mrs. Walter
E. the Victorian bib achouse.
Mischke, Jr., all at 9: 30 cented by an ema.m., and Faith Doran at broidered yoke with rufflMurray Star Chapter church at 2 p.m.
ed lace. The ruffles of the
No. 433 Order of the
sunburst pleated skirt
Eastern Star will meet at
Senior Citizens centers formed a chapel length
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
will be open at 9:30 a.m. train.
Her fingertip length
at Dexter, from 10 a.m. to
Singles Class of 2 p.m. at Hazel and veil was trimmed with
Mr and Mrs. Donn Thomas Skodelond
Seventh and Poplar Douglas and from 10 a.m. matching lace and appliChurch of Christ will to 3 p.m. at Ellis.
qued with seed pearls.
the guest register
neapolis, Minn.. aunts of honeymoon is planned for
meet at 7 p.m. at church
She carried a bridal
Dinner-Dance
the groom. Punch was January in Hawaii
building.
Following the weddng a served by Patti and
Kentucky Lake bouquet of white and
Chapter of American burgundy silk roses with buffet dinner and dance Peggy Skadeland of BerRehearsal dinner
Murray TOPS ( take off Association of Medical white baby's breath and for 200 guests was at the wyn,
Pa., cousins of the
The rehearsal dinner,
pounds sensibly) Club Assistants will meet at white and silver Plainsman Hotel, groom
hooted by Mr and Mrs
will meet at 7 p.m. at 7:30 p.m. in third floor streamers.
Music for the dance Kenn Skadelan
d, was at
Health Center.
Mrs. Linda Medalen of
classroom of MurrayAt the reception cake was by the Herb Parker
poolside
at
the
home of
Williston
was
the
matron
Calloway County
was served by Mrs. Carol Band.
the groom Members of
Alcoholics Anonymous Hospital.
of honor. Bridesmaids Christensen of Frank
The couple is now at the wedding
party and
is scheduled to meet at 8
were Miss Kim Forks, ND, and Mrs. home at 711—
13th St. W.,
p.m. in western portion of
Murray Middle School Skadeland and Miss Lynn Linda Voosen of Min Williston A delayed out-of-town guests attsrided
Livestock and Exposition PTO will sponsor annual Skadeland, Williston,
Center.
"Back to School Night" sisters of the groom.
The attendants wore
starting at 6:45 p.m. in
Murray Branch of school auditorium.
long formal gowns of
burgundy lustrous knit
Census at Murray- Janice Kirk, Rt. 4; Smith. Sr . 1 9 0 8
designed with fitted Calloway County
Angela M. Isbell, Rt. S. Gatesboro; Robert J
bodices, spaghetti straps Hospital for Tuesday
, Paris, Tenn.; John Kell Thornton, Rt 6.
and matching capes.
Nov. 2, was 153 adults and Ftichsnond Hall; Betty L
Mayfield;
Each attendant carried eight in nursery.
Bynum, E12 Fox
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hubbard of Camden, Tenn.,
Jennifer Coleman, 10011
a hOuquet of white and
Newborn admissions
are the parents of a daughter, Veronica, weighing
Sharpe. Verna Mae
burgundy silk roses with were Janet Donnelly and Meadows;
Daniel McDaniel, Rt 2, Copley. Rt. 1, Hardin
eight pounds, born Saturday, Oct. 23, at Murrayburgundy and silver baby boy, Rt. 4, Paris,
Hazel;
Glenn Payne.
Calloway County Hospital.
streamers.
Tenn.; Tina Flood and Murray; James Under- Franklin B. McClard Rt
I. Alm); Olen Judd, Rt
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hubbard
The groom
baby boy, Rt. 2, Puryear,
of Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Julian Abella of
Mike Skadeland was Tenn.; Gwelda Williams wood, Rt. 2. Puryear, 8, Ins Boyd, 1609 Loch
Tenn.; Virginia Hale, 817 I.omond. Edith I.
Barcelona,Spain.
best man for his brother. and baby girl, Rt.
1,
Groomsmen were Chris Puryear, Tenn.; Sharon North 19th St.; Gene D Shuman, lit 5
Leinen and Tom Petrik of Bybee and baby
girl, Rt.
Williston.
Margaret Terhune of the Waterfield Library,
8; Florence Lovell and
Ushers were John Lif- baby boy, 1716B Wells
Murray State University, will discuss "Taking Hold
frig, Rick Medalen and Ext.
of Technology" at the meeting of the Murray
Jim Powers, all of
Branch of the American Association of University
Dismissals were as
Williston, and Tom follows:
Women on Tuesday, Nov. 9, at 7:15 p.m. at the home
Pederson of Billings,
of Emily Wolfson, 310 North 14th St.
Chad E. Bradley, 501
Mont.
Dr. Sally DuFord will preside. Other officers inWindsor, Mayfield;
All men in the wedding Deborah T. Ham, Rt. 2,
clude Joan Maupin and Eleanor Kodman, vice
party wore silver formal Hickory; Susan E. Griffin
presidents; Sue Parsons, secretary; Betty Boston,
tuxedoes witli white and baby girl, Rt.
treasurer.
1,
shirts. They had burgun- Almo; Sheryl Ann Allbritdy rosebud boutonnieres. ten and baby boy, 1613
The bride's mother Belmont; Joyce D.
The Missionary Society of Chestnut Grove A.M.E.
wore a rose floor length Barber and baby girl,
Church will sponsor a pre-Thanksgiving festival on
Rt.
gown. The groom's 1, Sedalia;
Saturday, Nov. 13, at Hazel Community Center. A
mother was attired in an
grand prize of $50 will be given away at 8 p.m. with
Daniel W. Bryan, Rt. 2,
ivory floor length gown.
tickets selling for three for $1. For information call
Sharon, Tenn.; Shirley
Miss Diana Lucy kept Ann Carpenter, Rt.
4924171,492-8788 or 247-5102.
2;

Newborns and dismissals released

datebook

Veronica Hubbard born

Murray AA UW will meet

Festival to be at Hazel
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. . . what a perfect
time to give her a
Keepsake diamond
engagement ring.
All Keepsake per
fect diamond.. are
permanently registered. with a
lifetime guarantee
for perfect clarity.
fine white color and
precise modern cut_
See our collection
soon!
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The Original Herrmann's Royal lippizzan Stallion Tour
Location: West Kentucky Exposition Center,
College Farm Rd., Murray State University.

KeeP
sake
114prerril Droolowil Imp

$1.00 OFF On All Tickets heed la Wain
Date(s): Tees. Net. 9 Time: 4:1 & 110
Wed. Nov. 1011*: 4:1 & 1:01
Abaco Tickets: The Wadies Coster 153-1111
Cost:
Adult-Save
IM Advance Tickets SA.51
Child (6-12)-Saw $EM Oe Waite Tickets S3.51
Childree Wier 5 Free
AIN leer S1.51 ni $4.51
7%sr - - 114784511
4'. 44;,111°

Of $1144$04•¶f

Stallion is Ilisplay Free Fer Public Viewiel:
Localise: The Expositioe Cater
bigs: Ties. &lc I &
Time: 12:111-3:31 atd 1:31-1:31
The Tar is Sponsored by:
TIE FAMILY(MCAT* ASOCIADOS

40% Off
Advertisoil Price

Furthes Jewelry
‘
k
Vird

..fif

Stock
Reduction
Sale

Geri Sqvare
nags frost •200 to •10.000

Merrily

shop talk
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Penney's takes part in series

SUGAR BABIES — They are on the loose again. The Sugar Monsters teach
good nutrition and are available to speak to schools and organizations. For a
visit from the Sugar Monsters, call the Diet Center at 753-0020.

The first in the new
season of White House
concerts, titled In Performance At The White
House," will be broadcast
on WKMU-TV, at 7 p.m.
JCPenney Company,
Inc., is participating in
the concert series as a
major underwriter.
Originating in the East
Room, the musical program will feature
celebrated violinist Itzhak Perlman and the
remarkable 20-year-old
pianist, Ken Noda.
Perlman, the host for the
series, is well-known to
audiences for his
warmth, charm, and
humanity as well as for
his talent. The performance will be
presented to an audience
invited by President and
Mrs. Reagan and

We are your
door to...
Your ad in the Murray
Ledger and Times and The
Murray Ledger and Times
Shopping Guide, which is
published every Thursday
reaches 16,800 homes in
Murray and the surrounding
area.
Call today for help in planning your ad...whether in
classified advertising or
display advertising.

Murrayf

Ledger & Times
and

country -music
performer-composer
Merle Haggard, and
dancer Gene Kelly.
"The company's participation in this second
concert series is another
example of our sincere
and firm commitment to
quality in everything that
carries the JCPenney
name," stated Lynn
Phillips, manager of the
JCPenney store located
in Chestnut Hills Shopping Center. The other
underwriter of the series
is the GTE Corporation.

Joyce Betsworth joins
Roberts Realty firm
Roberts Realty announces the association
of Joyce Betsworth as a
saleslady with the firm.
Mrs. Betsworth, who
successfully completed
all qualifications to
become a real estate
saleslady, is married to
Dr. George Betsworth,
veterinarian with the
U.S. Department of
Agriculture. They are the
parents of four married
children and reside at
1601 Farmer. Mrs.
Betsworth is a graduate
of the University of Kentacky and is originally
from northwest Iowa. Dr.
and Mrs. Betsworth have
resided in Murray for the
past 10 years. During that

time Joyce has been active in the Red Cross
Swim Program and the
Coast Guard Auxiliary.
She is a member of the
Presbyterian Church in
Murray.
Mrs. Betsworth would
like to invite her friends
to call on her at Roberts
Realty for any of their
real estate needs.
Roberts Realty is located
at 12th (St Sycamore
Streets and is available to
work with you in any field
of real estate. Both Hoyt
Roberts, owner, and Anna Requarth, managing
broker, of Roberts Realty
feel that Mrs. Betsworth
will be a true asset to the
agency.

TOP SALES LADY — June Pritchett (right) is
congratulated by Faye McClure, Avon Group
Leader, for being the top sales lady in Calloway
County in her group for the pet three months. This
was at a meeting at Golden Corral Steakhouse.

Who Do Members Call in Murray?
For 24 Hour
AAA Emergency Road Service & Towing.
— 641 Super Shell Service-753-9131 —

THAT'S WHO!

e
Murray
Ledger & Times
53-1916

transmitted on the Public
Broadcasting Service.
Outstanding artists and
talented young performers will be
highlighted in subsequent
programs of the new
season, the next being an
all-star jazz show
scheduled for late
December. The highly acclaimed 1981-82 season, in
which JCPenney also
participated as a major
undewriter, featured
operatic singer Beverly
Sills, distinguished
pianist Rudolf Serkin,

Shopping Guide

1001 Whitnell

Who Do You Coll If You Don't Belong To l•
ia o
???

Why Not Call 436-2723 For
Information about Road Service & All
The Other Benefits That AAA Members
Receive Nationwide,,

Use appliances wisely
You may be surprised to find out
that your living habits have a lot to
do with the amount of electricity
you use. After all, no two families
use electricity the same way.
Different families have different
appliances. They set their
thermostats at different
temperatures. And some families
are larger than others and use
their electric appliances more
often.
If you're interested in using less
electricity, learn how living habits

can save energy. Then teach your
family to put new habits into
practice.
Come by our office or call for free
information on saving electricity in
your home.

Murray Electric Co.

VE

401 0live St.
753.5312

k

COSTUME WINNER — Kristin Suiter, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Suiter, as Raggedy Ann was
the winner of the Bel-Mr Shopping Center's Safe
Halloween Trick-or-Treat children's costume contest. There were 119 entrants in the children's competition. Over $300 in prizes was awarded during the
trick-or-treating. A special guest — E.T. — also was
on hand.
Staff photo by Kate A. Reeves

Oil shale industry
basks in limelight
Kentucky's embryonic
oil shale industry basked
in the public limelight
last month,despite a setback in plans to relocate
a western shale plant to
the state.
October developments
included:
A statement by state
Energy Secretary
William B. Sturgill that
prospects for relocating
the Paraho Pilot Plant
from Anvil, Colo., bye
dimmed due to the unexpectedly high costs involved;
An announcement that
Kentucky is a candidate
for a Phillips Petroleum
Co. demonstration plant,
designed for oil shale
'testing, that could go onstream by 1985;
Start-up of operations
at the first oil shale
testing project sanctioned by the state, on a Mon-

tgomery County farm
near Mt. Sterling; and
Tabling of some state
regulations aimed at the
industry following
disagreement between
state Natural Resources
Secretary Jackie
Swigart, who propsed
them, and Secretary
Sturgill, who said they
could cripple the industry. The governor
must resolve the dispute
over the environmental
protection regulations.
The Paraho Development Corp. plant that's
looking for a new home
carried an expected
pricetag of between $2.5
million and $3 !Dillon for
disassembly, delivery
and reassembly in Kentucky. But an engineering
company conducting a
feasibility study on behalf
of the state and Paraho
placed the cost nearer to
$9 miLlon.

For oll your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major I
753-0880
-ppreserrhog

American and International Tray &time

We at

the

Bank of Murray
offer our

* Congratulations
Kristin Suiter
Sugar Monsters
JCPenney
Joyce Bestworth
June Pritchett

•17
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west kentucky outdoors

by wodo bourse

ft's. daily morning. A notes for magazine stumps come eat and rtve minutes later be
then drop abruptly ire does the same, quickly
thin fog is hanging over Aeries.
Bo doesn't asy so, but I dee,water. Ibis plan hes boating a Vs-poundsr.
the Alabama River, and
the sun is just starting to sense he's worried. Paul paid off handsomely in "Whew, that makes ass
Elias of Mlasiasippi is on- the two previous days. So feel better," he says.
buns It oft.
We're idling away from b, 3 ounces behind him far Bo's total IsM lbs. I "Now I've got the Work
the launching ramp going into the final round. on., including.5 lb. 1 on. off me.
Then Bo calls over to
toward the collection of Elias is fishing the same hmker the previous day.
At the first bar Bo Elias. "I saw you catch
boats waiting in the bait and some of the some
center of the river. The spots,and he's gone out in unlimbers his casting one, Paul How many
banksare lined with spec- the first flight. Thirty rod, already rigged with more you got!"
"I got four altogether,"
tators, many waving and minutes ago. That's a a deep-running balsa
taking pictures and call- thirty minute headstart crankbait. "I'll do Elias answers.
Bo grimaces. "I sure
ing, "Good luck, Bo!" to plug away at the fish on whatever you want me
the bar, the same little to," I say. "I'll keep quiet wish you hadn't found
and"Go gerum,Be!"
Ito is the man behind spot in the whole big lake, and watch, or I'll talk to this spot," he says
honestly.
the boat's steering wheel. where both anglers want you," I suggest.
We leave Ellis and run
"You won't bother me
He's my partner for the to cast.
We're off at 7:35 a.m. talking," Bo responds, down to where Be caught
day, or rather, I'm his.
Bo's last name is At first the ride is wild, and he starts casting and the big fish yesterday. He
Dowden. He's a contes- with boats cutting in and cranking like a madman. knows time's running out.
At 8:15 a.m. he catches He's been at this game a
tant in the Bass Masters out, with high-speed
Classic, the most wake-jumping and 14 his first bass, a 13-inch long time, and he's been
prestigious bass tourna- throttles pushed to the fish which must go back on top before. He won the
ment of than all. This is limit and 150-horse Mercs in the water. Only those Classic in 1980 in New
the last day of competi- screaming. I hang on and bass measuring 14 inches York.
Downriver another contion, and right now Bo is pray, knowing these guys or longer can be brought
testant is camped on
leading the field of 40 are used to fast starts. to the scales.
The casting continues, Dowden's main hope. It
pros. If he can hold his Finally Bo pulls back and
lead during the final lets the others get ahead, across the bar, down the seems like it's going to be
weigh-in, he'll win opting for a safe ride over dropoff, throwing, that kind of day.
The next place yields a
five more minutes of retrieving, sometimes
$40,000.
Today I won't fish, even fishing. It's hard to poking his rodtip down in- small keeper and a host
though as a press partner breathe a sigh of relief to the water to give his of bass too short to keep.
I'm encouraged to do so when cold wind is buf- bait another couple of We move again, and
by the sponsoring Bass feting your face at 55 feet of depth. The plug is time's getting short. We
bouncing off stumps and have to be in by 3:30, and
Anglers Sportsman Socie- mph,but I tried.
a passing camera boat
Dowden decides not to bottom.
ty. No, I'll Just watch and
At 8:30 Bo raises the tells us Elias now has six
stay out of the way and start where Elias is
hope Bo can find some fishing. He has some trolling motor and fires keepers.
Bo decides to switch
fish. I'll take notes on other spots, and he'll the big engine. We hustle
everything he does. What work his way downriver. several hundred yards tactics and flip a jig along
he says. When he catches He cuts back on the throt- downstream and try a steep creekbank.
a bass, when he gets tle and starts watching another spot. On the Maybe he can dredge up
hung. Besides big bucks, his depthfinder dial. He fourth cast Dowden a couple of big fish.
there's a lot of promo- says his pattern is to fish grunts, "There's a That's what he needs
now,some real lunkers to
good'un."
tional value riding on the the downstream halves of
There's no playing in- make a run at Elias.
river,
the
in
winner of the Classic. If inside bends
Everything fails, but
volved when you're
Bo hangs on, I want good places where bars with fishing for $40 grand. Bo's still trying. We head
Dowden heaves the fish in back for the weigh-in,and
and discovers it's a small there are five minutes
OKI
bass foul-hooked in the left. Bo hits one more
side. His disapointment is bar, again with the
obvienn-"Where there's crankbait and caring as
little'una, there ought to fast as he can. He knows
be a biggun," he mutters. he's lost, but he's trying
We move again, and to hold onto second. Just
again. Dowden fishes one more fish!
fast, casting left-handed
But that bass doesn't
and cranking with his
right. Over and over and come,and we race across
over, but to no avail."I'm the finish line. At first
dying on the vine," he everybody's coy, but
411F
or
says, and he lets out a finally we learn that
l
C'•V:
Elias has seven bass and
squeal of frustration.
,,$,.P
Jack Chancellor, an
to
move
Finally we
THE spot, and Paul Elias Alabama angler, has proIs working the far end of bably passed Dowden for
the bar. Several camera second spot. Bo will win
boats and spectators are third and 98,000.
behind us in the channel "Congratulations, Paul,"
what will now he says quietly.
watching
CRAPPIE — Wayne Darnell and Fred Gardner of
duel.
the Murray Bait Company recent caught 93 crappie be a head-to-head
Then, with everyone
no more than
We've
on Barkley Lake.
gotten there when Elias else out of earshot, he
lands a hefty bass. Bo says, "Damn! Just
sees it but says nothing. damn!"
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Bover's
Tree Service

suck,

TWO DEER — Larry Darnell and Rodney
both of Coldwater, took these two deer ens recent
booting trip to an island on Bartley Lake.

111071E TAIL DWI — Bruce PrIldsen teak this
white tail deer while bra kantlim Oct. bl St Area
light of Land Between the Lakes.

The local Ducks
Unlimited Chapter put
the final touch on plans
for the upcoming D.U.
Sportsmen's Banquet.
This annual affair will be
held Saturday night Nov.
13. Doors open at 6 p.m.
at the Jaycee Center for a
night filled with fun and
excitement.
If you need a ticket you
can purchase one from
several different locations throughout
Calloway County or from
any Ducks Unlimited
member. Gene Starks at
Starks Concrete in Allno,
Carlos Black at Blacks
Decorating Center, Tom
Rushing at Bank of Murray or Junior Pittman at
Hooks Wheel Alignment
all have tickets for sale.
Those attending the
banquet will find a wide
range of auction items. At
least five shotguns will be
sold at auction. There are
about 25 art prints to be
sold and at least four
carved duck decoys and
one carved goose decoy.
Some of the prints and
carved decoys are on
display at the Bank of
Murray Downtown.
The Murray-Calloway
County chapter will also
offer for sale a KLT 200

sponsors desire to help
preserve wetlands over
0,000 have been donated
by this group. I think I am
correct in saying that this
Murray-Calloway County
Chapter now has the
largest sponsor group of
any chapter in Kentucky.
I hope the sponsor list
continues to grow over
the years.
Don't forget to bring
lots of money out to the
banquet next Saturday
night! I know there will
be at least one auction
Item you will want to buy
If you are a deer hunter
I wish you the best of

*Felly Insured

Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

*Lowe & SkeeterBass Boats

Aaron, Ey.

474-2251

Hw.641 South

r

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Murray Bait Co. I

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishisog
and Sporting Equipment

1 Mode M2)474-2245 et 474-2211 Eat. 171
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OUTBOARDS Mack & Mack Marine

Guide Service, Covere
forage, Launching Ramp
T kle, Bait

Inc
appy Holiday Travellake
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Pontoon Rentals

A BIG CATCH — Berman Johnsen,RL I. displays
two bar recently caught on fly-red popping bag in
Evergreen, Ala. Johns' caught the IS% and II%
bar while 'letting relatives there. Both were
caught within live missies of_ ether.

Famous Fish Dinners

obiercury Outboard
*Pro Craft

Boot, Motor,Ski &

The Sponsor Program
has been such a success
that words can not express the impact that this
group has had on the local
chapter. The MurrayCalloway County chapter
has gone from zero sponsors last year to at least
15 this year. I hope to
have a complete list of
sponsors in the very near
future. These people
deserve and will receive
special recognition at the
banquet Because of the

luck 1 hope you found
that rub or scrape you
were looking for all last
week Don't forget to
practice safety from the
Urne you leave home until
you are safely home
again You know the safe
way to carry, handle, and
use a rifle so "do It"
Don't forget and leave
your deer tag at home
and don't forget your
hunter orange
See you at the banquet
If I don't see you on the
lake or in the woods May
all your hunting be safe
and enjoyable

Serving Those

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

Sales & Service

On Ledbetter Err at Kenloke State Pork

Duckster make by
Kawasaki. This three.
wheel all-terrian vehicle
Is especially designed for
duck hunters or deer
hunters! It is fully
camouflaged and includes a carrying rack
and gun holder.
Country hams, hunting
knives, shotgun shells,
and duck and goose hunting trips will also be offered for sale to the
highest bidder.
Door prizes will be
given away to those persons lucky enough to have
their name drawn. A 870
Remington 3" MAG will
be the most sought after
door prize. Caps, patches,
pins, and buttons will be
for sale.

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

753-0338
Topping, Deadwooding, Hedge Trimming, Complete Removal, Pesticide
Treatment, Surgery, Seasoned
Firewood.

tufasay Ledger at Mart*

0 Wholesa1e &`:

Retail

For All Your fishing Needs
1

Serving The Lakes For 30 Years
Phone
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Kt.42071
ma

502.7c35693

Milk Alex AM ASK gint/1101

910(
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English 'embarrassed'by Tiger showing

Oakers smash playoff-bound MHS
By JOHN SALERNO
Russellville kicked a field
goal in the waning
Sports Writer
"We didn't come ready seconds to prevent an
to play." This post-game upset, winning 16-14, thus
comment by Murray sending the Tigers into a
High coach Tim English first round game at Tomsummed up the squad's pkinsville.
listless performance Friday in a 29-0 defeat at
While some Murray
Lone Oak.
players may have been
looking ahead to the
Lone Oak (4-1, 6-4) clin- playoffs, English had litched the Class AAA, tle to say about possible
Region 1, District 1 title causes for the lapse in a
with the impressive win team which did a 180over the Tigers, who will degree turn from its 16-7
also advance to post- win over Russellville last
season play with a 4-1, 6-5 week.
record.
"We didn't come ready
The outcome of this to play. We just didn't
game did not matter as come ready to play. We
far as Murray's district were completely embarstanding, while the key rassed. That's all I have
game was being played at to say."
Fulton County.
The flashiest of the

Lone Oak Purple Flash
was quarterback Tony
Cipolla, a shifty
speedster who gave Tiger
defenders a long night.
His seven carries yielded
79 yards, while he also
returned a punt 85 yards
for a TD, ran one in from
three yards out and had a
31-yard TD run nullified
by a penalty.
Murray could never
seem to get rolling as it
punted on its first three
possessions, and each
time Lone Oak wound up
with the ball in Tiger territory. On its first possession Lone Oak lost a furnble, but the Purple Flash
returned a Murray punt
to the Tiger 34 and punched it in five plays later.

That drive set the tone,
as Murray recovered a
second fumble at their 19
to dodge a Lone Oak
score, only to punt it
three downs later. Moving from its own 43, the
home team needed just
three plays to score as
Kevin Hinkle ran 33 yards
fora TD.
The first significant
Tiger drive ended with a
fumble at midfield, and
the Flash responded with
a 15-play, 53-yard drive
culminating in a short
Cipolla TD run just
before the half.
At the start of the second half, the Tigers
came out on the short end
of an exchange of punts
as Cipolla, the 5-7, 144pound senior, slipped

around a wall of blockers
and dazzled the home
crowd with a nice TD
punt return to make it 290.
Lone Oak coach Tom
Pandolfi, a former Murray State QB, said after
the game that Cipolla
"did a super job ... he
gets better every game."
This is Lone Oak's first
district championship
and Pandolfi is confident.
"There's no turning back
now," he said.
at Lama Oak
MURRAY
LONE OAK

00 00 00 00 —00
07 1400 00-s

Soar* Playa
lit — I 4.M Scott Enuns 3-yd run.
Kick by Kevin Wheatley 7-0
2nd — 11:571 Kevin Hinkle 33-yd run.
Wheatley kick. 14-0
2nd — :21) Tony Cipoila 3-yd run.
Wheatley kick. 21-0.
3rd — (7:25 15-yd punt return
Cipolla. Pus to Cookright for conversion 21-1.

NFL players feel financial squeeze
By DAVE GOLDBERG
too proud to go to work."
AP Sports Writer
"In order to survive,
When Detroit Lion free we've had to budget real
safety Alvin Hall and his tough," says Hall. "Any
wife go out at night these time you have expenses,
days, it's only for a walk. you're spending money,
If they were walking in and when you have no
Pittsburgh, they might money coming-1n, that
run into Steeier guard makes it hard." "
Tyrone McGriff. He's
Just how bad players
working as a night wat- have it is fiard to gauge.
chman.
The worst-example so far
The stars are surviving has been Robin
the National Football Andersen, a free-agent
League strike, making up rookie on the Los Angeles
some of the thousands of Rams' injured reserve
dollars a game they're list with a wife seven
losing by capitalizing on months pregnant and a 2their fame. But rookies year-old daughter. He
and marginal players, or was threatened with-evicyoung ones like McGriff tion from his apartment
and Hall, are feeling the for non-payment of rent,
financial squeeze.
but was allowed to stay
"You've got to put food, after,. tbe Rams manageon the table. With us on ment talked..•to the
strike, there's no money landlord.
coming in." says
There are other players
McGriff, a third-year who could be in similar
Steeler who has been straits if the strike lasts
working a 6 p.m. to mid- much longer.
night shift for the Burns
"It's tough already,"
International Security says Phil Tabor, a New
Service. "I've never been York Giant defensive

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU SITTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVKE
Thee
1144srles

tackle. "Some guys just especially for players
spent their money who are paying rent here
foolishly and didn't save and mortgages back
for the strike. Other guys home."
have large famliies and
are having to go to the
Reece and several
bank to borrow. If the other Giants have offered
season is canceled, I'd to make personal loans to
say a third to a half of our players who need help. So
players would be in deep :have other players
financial trouble."
around the league. Carl
And Beasley Reece, the Ekern, the Rams' player
Giants' player represen- representative, offered to
tative, says: "The strike help out Andersen.
has had a draining effect
John Buck, controller
on the players' savings, for the Players Associa-

tion, says about 30
players have called him
about the union's loan
program, set up in conjunction with 20 banks
around the country. He
said the union's credit
union, which can loan a
player up to $500 on an
emergency basis. has
made half-a-dozen such
loans. But he has no idea
how many players have'
actually followed through
with the banks.

Mercury Morris makes mistake;
paying for fallen ways in prison
(AP) 7- A
'decade ago, Miamians
crowded into the Orange
Bowl to watch Mercury
Morris and his Miami
Dolphin teammates
assemble the only perfect
season in National Football League history.
On Friday, they packed
a courtroom at the MetroDade Justice Building,
just a few blocks to the
northeast, to see the
fallen football hero convicted of cocaine trafficking, conspiracy and
possession of the drug.
Morris, 35, was taken
off to the Dade County
jail in handcuffs Friday
evening after a jury of
four men and two women
returned the guilty verdicts following less than
three hours of deliberations.

".`414 those people who
used to cheer for him are
going to cry for him,"
said Chief Assistant State
Attorney George Yoss.
"He fumbled more than a
football game. He fumbled his life away. God
gave him one hell of a
gift."
Prosecutors had offered to waive the 15-year
maddatory term for trafficking if Morris would
plead guilty, but the exNational Football League
star refused Friday morning.
"I feel bad for you,
Merc. I'm sorry," said
Circuit Judge Ellen Morphonios Gable, an admitted Dolphins fan who
gave ex-Miami defensive
end Don Reese six months to five years in jail
last week for using cocaine while on probation
from a dope selling conviction.
Would-be spectators
had lined up in the
hallway all week for a
chance to watch a few
minutes of the trial.
Bailiffs would permit
them to watch for 30
minutes or so at a time.
Defense attorney
Ronald Strauss insisted

Turmoil!
Family Depression!
Stress!

Morris' notoriety was the
only reason the state had
a case at all and promised an appeal claiming entrapment, which he had
argued all week.
"Mercury Morris has
been a name in this community for a long time. I
don't think this community will ever forget him,"
Strauss said, referring to
the ball carrying that
helped the Dolphins to
two Super Bowl championships in the early
1970s.
"He fell from grace.
How do we repay him? A
minimum of 15 years in
prison without parole."
Morris showed no emotion when jurors returned
guilty verdicts on four of
six counts Friday evening
after deliberating less
than three hours. But he
shook his head in
disbelief as he was fingerprinted and cried as he
hugged his wife and walked off to the county jail.
Sentencing was scheduled for Jan. 20.
The jurors acquitted
Morris on two counts of
selling cocaine, but
returned guilty verdicts
on the rest of the charges.

World Instability,
Disease,

fiolWorry!

RENTAL SALES

CENTER

Looking
Looking for Hope?
Looking for Stability?
Looking for Love?
Can't Quite Find It?
We have good news for you!!!
Come Near About It
Bro. Maxie Thom9 will be sharing
good news.
When: Sun. Nov. 7 11 :00 a.m.
Sun. Nov. 7-Thurs. Nov. 11 at
7:00 nightly
Where: First Assembly of God
(corner of 16th & Glendale)
For Info: 753-3940 or 753-6695
(Nursery Available)
We Really Want You To Near It!

TOUCHDOWN TALK — Murray State offensive coordinator Mike O'Cain
instructs last week's Chevrolet Player of the Game winner Winston Ford
when the Racers played at Eastern Kentucky. The Racer staff looks for
another sterling performance from quarterback Ford when the team travels
to Austin Peay today (1:30 p.m.) for another Ohio Valley Conference
encounter.

Virginia Tech track squad
penalized for mealpayoffs
BLACKSBURG, Va.
(AP) — Virginia Tech
declared 22 of its track
and field athletes temporarily ineligible Friday
after the team's coach
admitted he had paid
athletes $1 for each point
they scored in the Metro
Conference championships last spring.
Athletic director Bill
Dooley said he had
notified the NCAA that
Coach Russ Whitenack
violated NCAA rules by
making the payments,
which totaled $170, and
that members of the team
who accepted the money
would remain ineligible
"until a review of all the
circumstances can be
made."
Three of the athletes
declared ineligible were
the Nos.2, 3 and 4 runners
for the cross country
team — Mark Stickley,
Dave Peterson and Steve
Pinnard — who were to
have competed in the
Metro Conference Championships here Saturday.
Tech was favored for
the cross country title,
but only one of its best
athletes remains eligible
— No.1 runner Steve
Hetherington.
Whitenack, in his
eighth year as coach, admitted Friday he paid

team members $1 as'
"incentive money" for
each point they scored in
the Metro championship
meet May 14-15 at Florida
State. Tech finished second behind Florida State
with 1701
/
2 points.
He said the payments
were meant to supplement a meal allowance of
only $6 a day permitted
team members on the
trip to Tallahassee and,
"I didn't know at the time
that what I was doing
broke any rules."
NCAA enforcement
director Hugh NcMeanamin confirmed,
however, that payment of
incentive money violates
NCAA rules and said any
athlete who acepted such
payments "could jeopardize his eligibility."
Whitenack said the
money for the "incentive
payments" came from
the university's track
budget — from funds
allotted as expenses for
the meet.
"It was a stupid thing,"
he said. "I admit it now. I
was doing it to entice the
kids, to reward those who
did a great job, like a pat
on the back. It was meant
to be meal money ... It
was a bad mistake ...
"I was just trying to
stimulate more spirit on

Only 9 days left to
purchase a new '82 or
'83 Model Automobile
& Receive the "Buy
Now & Fly" tickets with
Eastern Airlines.
Offer expires Nov. 15th 1982

1

0
41A
re/ dr'

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

the team ... If any kid had
said,'Hey, this is illegal,'
I would have thought
about it. But when you offer someone money,
they're not going to turn
it down."
Whitenack said he felt
he "didn't break the intent of the law, but I
broke the spirit of the law
... I didn't see where $10
extra meal money was
any big deal, because
each one was getting only
$6 or $7 a day to eat on."
Dooley said he did not
know of the "incentive
payments" until Friday.

Borg blasts
Gerulatis...
SYDNEY, Australia
(AP) — Bjorn Borg of
Sweden returned to form
*ith a 7-6, 6-3, 6-2 victory
over Vitas Gerulaitis in
the first round of the
$329,000 Akai Gold
Challenge tennis tournament.
John McEnroe lost to
Czechoslovakian Ivan
Lendl 7-5,6-2, 1-6, 4-6, 6-1.

... and McEnroe
beaten by Lend!
STOCKHOLM (AP) —
Wojtek Fibak stopped
011i Ftahnasto's string of
upsets in the $300,000
Stockholm Open- tennis
championships, trouncing the Finn 6-1,6-3.
In other matches, Eric
Iskersky downed Adrian°
Panatta of Italy 6-4, 6-1;
top -seeded Mats
Wilander of Sweden
scored a 6-2, 7-5 victory
over Lloyd Bourne;
HaroldSolomon, scored a
4-6, 6-1, 7-6 victory over
Brian Gottfried and
outlasted Swede Henrik
Sundstrom 6-2, 5-7, 6-4
later in the day; Henri
Leconte of France
outlasted Czech Tomas
Smid 7-5, 6-7, 74; and
Russell Simpson of New
Zealand, Jay Lapidus and
Shlomo Glickstein of
Israel all advanced.
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Tigers use playoffbock door; Cads kick door down
Mom! High used the back entrance to the
playoffs but the Tigers may be backing into a but:saw In their apiming contest.
Friday coat Tim English's black and gold wardors will travel to Tompkinsville, a Class A terror
this year.
Last night the Tompkinsville crew dismantled
Caverns 414 and upped its record to 7-4 overall.
Murray(64)was thrashed 264 by Lone Oak.
The Tigers will need the kind of effort they
displayed against Russellville two weeks ago to
stay in the same stadium as Tompkinsville.
Aiding the Tiger playoff bid was the toe of
sophotnore kicker Sonny Green. Green booted the
23-yard field goal with nine seconds left to lift
Russellville over Fulton County,16-1C
The Panthers displayed the same dogged determination in rallying against Fulton County that
they used to knock off the Tigers last year, 17-14, in
overtime.
This year, the Pilots (54) bit the bullet although
they led the Panthers 14-13 with less than two
minutes to play.
The Russellville victor.), combined with Ballard

•

a payoff slot ever Ueda Canty. an 114 beer to
Owenehore Appelle Miley Night.
Lane Oak, Unita Casty ad Calloway Casty
sided their regular seams tied with 4-1 Astrid
marks, but LOSS Oak advanced to the *yeah
because of the peatsystem.

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

Memorial's 27-0 win over Greenville produced a
threeway tie in the First District between the Panthers, Ballard and Murray. Murray advances to the
playoffs because they have 10 points in the state
tiebreaker system to nine for Russellville and only
three for Ballard.
All three schools share the district champion title
wtth 4-1 league records.
•

•

•

• •

A amok elugfeet teak place in Port Cempholl
Fridley with two stubbora grimed games Waft
heeds_ The First District title In Chios AA was as
the line and Mayfield emerged a verprise victor, M14.
Jack Morris' Cardinals wait Pert Campbell
which was ranked No. 1 among all leatracky
pekirep
Learns and ranked No. 21 in the mass by ens
A clipping penalty on a Darrell Walece pad
return followed on the next play by a Wallace hew
Wee set ap Mayfteld's first wore.
With 4:10 loft In the first period Mayfles
Gerorne Owens dashed 12-yards throught the Eagle
defense to put the Cardinals ahead 74.
At the 2:52 mark, still in the first period. Eagle
quarterback Jamie Extine, younger brother of
Murray State Racer Kevin EAU*, fumbled on his

•

In other playoff developments Lane Oak clinched

trirs

Clippers need more than Cummings to escape cellar
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Terry Cummings finally got his shot in the National Basketball
Association and showed
the San Diego Clippers
that he can play in the
pros.
But the Clippers,a 17-65
team last season, also
showed they are going to
need more than Cummings to play well as a
team.
Cummings, San
Diego's No. 1 draft pick
who signed a contract
Thursday after a long
holdout, scored /9 points
in his pro debut against
the Milwaukee Bucks Friday night. But the Bucks
were too much for the
rest of the Clippers and
hammered out a 130-99
decision.
"We did our job," said
Bucks Coach Don Nelson.
"We set the tempo early
and jumped on them. We
weren't going to get beat
or let them stay close to
us. We got the lead and increased it. That's what
we wanted to do. Dui
killer instinct in the last
couple of years has really
improved."
The Clippers, winless in
five starts this year, got
lackluster play from just
about everyone on their
team but the 6-foot-10
Cummings. The former
DePaul star, second
player chosen in the NBA
draft last June, entered

the game late in the first
period and played 27
minutes. He sank 6 of 16
field goal attempts and
had six rebounds.
"I couldn't say I'm happy about the way I
played, but I'm not sad,"
Cummings said. "I
played hard and gave
what I could give.
"It was a learning experience. The whole year
will be a learning experience, even though I'll
pick up faster than most
rookies."
Elsewhere in the NBA,
it was Boston 104,
Washington 97;
Philadelphia 120, Detroit
109; Dallas 118, Kansas
City 113; New Jersey 99,
Cleveland 91; Seattle 112,
New York 103 and San
Antonio 105, Golden State
104.
Marques Johnson's 20
points led a balanced attack for the Bucks.
Sidney Moncrief and
Mickey Johnson added 17
points apiece.
The Bucks led 44-27 early in the second period as
Wit) Winters sank bin
first four shots.The Clippers shot poorly from outside for most of the first
half, which enabled
Milwaukee to collapse its
defense inside. That
helped shut off the Clippers' big men, and the
Bucks outscored San
Diego 22-4 to build their
margin to 61-31. The
game was virtually over

sem 31and Melesid recaeralaseka.
Tia set op a La Penal MOld trim 15,18
18
,
out aid Mayfield led 1•4ady la besmeend paled.
Port Cemphers kieldeg speciallet Eller Os.
who hod hides,31 entre pealsand OM Geld goal ter
the Diem missed • Stapard Mum. netasay
Ora.Se second aorta.hut ihe heats Bally get
en Ihslased Moe wearies•illayfteid hienhis ea
the Cosiest le
Paha& Jaw fatine, kienhe's taw crashed
ever frets the 3and CM's mire pad cut Maylleill's
saisalsep te Ewes 104
*den the half. however. Mayfield saw* the
Mew.
is
Pert Compliell's debase stifled a Cardinal data
at inidliald asid factual a dad-and-tong. Meals
penhiod with•draw play to Same Wyesi amp carried to Male the Eagle le with 19 sera& en the
clock.
A peal haerfennee call as the Eagles moved the
ball In Peet Cemphers I-yard hoe whore the Cardinale tiled.dive ploy with fla wends top.The
teem hsM. but dr Wadi& called Musa with
am mod riasinieg while they separated the
In detainee* whether the Cardinal runner
eitaell.
The oddities& second gave Mayfield another
emelt at the &WO dek11111“ stand and this time
ham& Zip Powell Imilliteeed his way in for et:
=and his kick gave the Cards a 17-7 halftime

at the half with the Bucks
holding a 71-39 lead.
Celtics 104,Bullets 97
Led by Larry Bird's 21
points and Robert
Parish's 20, Boston held
off a late Washington
surge to beat the Bullets.
The Celtics' lead ranged from 10 to 18 points until the Bullets began to
rally with 7:39 left in the
game behindDave Batton
and Billy Ray Bates. That
cut Boston's lead to 97-91
with 2:57 remaining.
But Nate Archibald,
Cedric Maxwell and Bird
hit key points down the
stretch to put the game
away.
Washington led only
once as Jeff Ruland
scored the game's opening basket. The Bullets
were led by Greg
Ballard's 20 points.
76ers 120, Pistons 109
Moses Malone scored
18 points in the third
period to lead
Philadelphia over
Detroit.Both teams were
unbeaten coming into.the
gatne:‘.Thelfer
—i Improved their record to 4-0 with
the victory, while the
Pistons are now 4-1.
Isiah Thomas led
Detroit with 24 points and
Kelly Tripucka added 21.
The game was played
before 28,222 spectators
at the Silverdome — the
biggest home crowd in
the Piston history, surpassing the previous

record of 25,012 set last
year.
The teams were tied at
72 midway in the third
period when the 76ers
scored 16 straight points
in just under four
minutes, including eight
by Malone. The center
then chipped in with four
free throws and
Philadelphia finished the
period with a 98-82 advantage.
Mavericks 116, Kings 113
Kelvin Ransey sank
three crucial free throws
in the final 16 seconds to
enable Dallas to hold off a
Kansas City rally and
beat the Kings.
The Mavericks, leading
93-83 after three quarters,
let the Kings get to within
two points at 113-111 on
Steve Johnson's threepoint play with 17 seconds
left.
But Johnson's foul on
Ransey sent the
Maverick guard to the
line two seconds later,
and he sank one of two
free throws to make it
114-111, and provide
Dallas with its eventual
winning point.
Nets 99, Cavaliers 91
Otis Birdsong scored 27

points and Darwin Cook
added 19 to pace New
Jersey over Cleveland
and extend the Cavaliers'
record losing streak to 24
giunes.Cleveland, 0-5 this
season, dropped its final
19 decisions last season.
Birdsong tossed in 10 of
his points in the third
quarter as New Jersey
went on top 69-59. He and
Cook then scored seven
points each to keep the
Nets ahead in the final
quarter
James Edwards led
Cleveland with 23 points.
Sonics 112, K.nicics 103
David Thompson
scored 30 points and Jack
&lune added 27 as Seattle
rolled past New York for
the undefeated Super-

&MCI'fifth straight

win.
The Knicks, trailing by
13 points late in the third
quarter, rallied behind
Louis Orr and Bill Cartwright and eventually
tied it at 911 with 3:55 to
go, before the Sonic' pulled away. Sikma scored
six and Thompson four of
Seattle's final 13 points.
Spurs 146, Warrion let

George Gervin made a
free throw with 54
seconds remaining to
lead San Antonio over
Golden State.
Gervin, the defending
league scoring champion,
hit only five of 14 shots
fropi the floor. He was
held to just one field goal
in the first half.

Zile *make

Pert Caapbell fell behind S4-7 before scoring tate
In the fourth period
The win improved Mayfield to 11-2 an the year
while the low was Fort Campbell's first in II
genies
Mayfield now advances to the second round of
playoffs against Glasgow. a II-7 victor over EdEamon County, in the other first-round playoff
game Friday

Large Hamburger
$
Frisch Fries

floppe

*Pipes
*Lighters
*Tobacco Pouches
*Blended Tobacco
*Gift hems
*Pipe Racks
*Imported Cigars

$3 (6.
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WE HAVE A NEW INTEREST IN YOU

•

I.

SCOREBOARD
PfullIps ,

Hendon's Service Station

Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition"'
46-4,011
Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles __--------w c. 0c Gp rtf.,0; A u to Repo,r• vne ips•B,13 f),
..•Shork ,,•
CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE 8, WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

High School Football
Friday Games
ilablanion Co. AAAA
Loa. St Xavier 1 I. Lou. Doss8
Lou. Trinity 34, Lou. Valley 0
flanta AAAA
Ashland 21, Boone Co. 3
Christian Co 35,Owensboro 7
Let Bryan Station 11, Clark Co. 4
Oldham Co IS. Marion Co
am AAA
Cawood U. Lincoln Co 6
Franklin Co 14. Danville 13
Fort Thomas Highlands 13. Co'.
Catholic 7 OT
Grayson Co. 27. Elizabethtown 0
Clans AA
Fort Knox It. Banistown 13
Glasgow 30,Edmonson Co 7
Mayfield 24, Fort Campbell 111
Rowao Co, 11, Bath Co. II
am A
Carroll Co. 40, Ky. Countr Day 0
Cumbesiand 14, Williamsburg 0
PaintavMe III, Jenkins 8

Pride/ Nov.0

.4811anas Co. AAAA
Lou Trinity (114, vs Lou. St Xavier
4-2)
Southern-Seneca winner vs Butler'
Ballardwinner.
•
M.LAM
Chrutian Co. 111-11 at Oldham Co , 75)
Les Bryan Station I 10-2 ) at Ashland
(1141
Clew AAA
Lone Oak ,6-4), Union Co ,6-5) or
Calloway Co, 17-31st
Franklin-Simpion 10.11,
Grayson Co , 10-2)at Franklin Co •
2)
Fort Thomas Highlands '12.01 at
Cawood 9-1 I.
Breathitt Co. 10-I 1 at Russell 10-7
Clew AA
Mayfield , 111-2) at Glasgow i 141-2).
Fort Knoz ,02)at Rowan .1741.
Boyle Co 9.2 at Corbin 441.
Whitesburg '9.2 ) at Prestonsburg 40Tenigld's Gears
2)
Chese A
Jaren Ce. AMA
Murray ,6-51 at Tompkinsville(7-41.
Lou Southern 10-1 vs I oil Seneca
Carroll Co , 11-31 at Paris , 11-01.
(14)
Loa Butler 7-3) PO. Lou Baird 6 Beerbwood , 7-31 at Raceland I 7-31.
Cumberland ,19.11 al Paintsville 17
2)
3)

Purdom Motors must move its remaining 1982
stock. To do that we're offering 10.9% GMAC
financing on all 1982 models.
But only until December 31, 1982.

Local
Bowling
Magic Tr, Loam
Tam Nett Ladies
1140
Bowling league
Tram
CaMmy Ado Sales
Bait et Murray
Dream Restairsig
Therm= Fmniase
Pular Ice Service
Cmalsgbani Aldo Roper
Peeples Ilmik
Pride Kimels
Winter Ada& hid
Booed Pr*,
DemialsrMard
herd TVe
Wand of the Newt.
Deana hone
High Tema Gone(aC)
Ng* Ice Service
Public Ice Service
Parable ILdanit
High Tam Germ(I1C)
Paredesladels
Palelethretar

CL
N I
ft 11
N 13
21 II
a 17
N 17
17 14
17 to
14 If
a 21
14 12
14 U
N St
12 N

as
1W1
11112

Nei

hide kw herket
PadsDeg
Nicholas Co. U.Bellevue 10
Raabe Nesse
North College Hill, Ohio 17, Candy Aideille
Ballard Ilesiarial 27,Greenville It
(11C)
Baechwood 14
Barren CO 6
FralitlbraMplen
c7a.
Owe/lobar* Apollo 11. Uman Co.I
promap Co 27, W Portaanoistti Ohio
NatIcenwein
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Pro Basketball

With the 1983 models coming in we must
clear out our 1982 inventory...fast.
Hurry into Purdom's now while there are still
lots of styles and colors to choose from.
10.9% Financing—only available through
December 31.
Hurry to get it! Right now, it's in your best interest.
Additional Bones:

We ve had one built for you

(1) One 40 Pc. Combination Socket
Set To First 7 layers A $59.95
Value. Jim Softer ma be he um Emma AWL,Ten.,This.& M.
6:30 p.m. — $:00
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RDOM
MOTORS INC.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"

1406 W.Main, Murray

753-5315
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Elite fashion designersreaching for moss market
NEW YORK (AP) —
Mirrors and chrome
gleam in the Fifth
Avenue showroom where
celebrities like Bianca
Jagger and Lauren Hutton view Ralston's new
collection. But the
designer has his eye on
JCPenney shoppers.
Anne Klein is nipping
prices as well as
waistlines for spring and
is developing a line for
the "working girl."
At Carol Horn's, spring
clothes are being offered
in one-color groups
rather than the usual
three or four color selections.
Hemmed in by a troubled economy and even
more troubled shoppers,
top fashion houses are
reaching beyond their
usual markets or retrenching to wait for better
times.

But there are no immediate signs that better
times are coming.
The Conference Board,
an independent economic
research organization,
says consumers are more
disenchanted than at any
point in the 15 years it has
been surveying consumer
confidence — an indication of the public's buying
mood.
September's confidence index was 54.4,
and in October it fell to
below 50. This time last
year it hovered at 70.
"The message is unmistakable. There's a
tremendous amount of
restlessness and uncertainty and unhappiness.
Things have been lousy
too long," said Fabian
Linden, executive director of the Board's corisumer research center.
Sales in the $88 billion-

a-year apparel industry
reflect the mood, and
they are up only 4 to 5 percent over last year — not
enough to keep up with inflation.
The industry is hoping
for a turnaround in 1983,
but apparel manufacturing firms are continuing
to fail and industry
jobless figures run higher
than the national
average.
Inflation is being held
down, but prospective
shoppers are cautious
because of high
unemployment.
"The consumer is able
to spend money, but he
chooses not to. The consumer's net worth is rising, but he lacks confidence because of the
high level of unemployment," said Monroe
Greenstein, an analyst
with Bear,Sterns & Co.

All this has unsettled
fashion houses where, at
shows each spring and
fall, designers try to sell
their new collections to
stare buyers.
Big names like Habitat"
— whose products bring
tn $200 million annually —
still spend lavishly to
showcase designs for the
fashion elite. But even he
is reaching further for the
mass market.
Earlier this fall, it was
announced that Ralston
will design moderately
priced women's, men's
and children's clothing
and home furnishings for
JCPermey, the nation's
third-largest retailer.
Ralston Enterprises
will take in an estimated
$1 billion over the life of
the six-year agreement,
according to Michael
Lichtenstein, Ralston's
managing director.

-Ralston has always
felt he wanted to reach a
broader public than he
has been able to with the
prices he has," Said
Lichtenstein.
Analyst Greenstein
puts it another way: "The
real big money is made in
the mass market."
Designer Carol Horn
found other ways to cope
with the economy. Her
spring show was not the
lavish production that
many houses staged last
year. There were fewer
outfits and they were in
fewer color selections.
"The buyers don't have
much money to spend,"
she said. "I'd rather put
my money into something
else."
That something else,
she says, would be a
leisure sportswear line or
at-home wear that would
be practical and sell in

DEAR ABBY: I am writing to congratulate you for doing something I have never seen another performer do,
although I'm sure that many wanted to.
I was in the audience at the Capitol Theater in Yakima,
Wash., yesterday when you lectured for a Town Hall
series. You were about 10 minutes into your talk when a
baby started to cry. The cries did not let up. Instead they
became increasingly disturbing. Almost everyone in the
auditorium (it seats 1500 people) became distracted and
many were obviously annoyed, but the mother of the crying child just sat there, apparently unconcerned.
You stopped talking, Abby, and all that was heard in
the theater was the sound of the crying baby. After what
seemed an eternity, you said softly and apologetically,
"I'm sorry, but I can't go on with that distraction."
In support of your courage the audience broke out in
wild applause! Finally, the mother left with the crying
child in her arms,.
Count me as one who appreciated your courageous

(
Mau
By Abigail Van Buren

Unknown Soldier Fires Shot
Heard Nine Months Later
DEAR ABBY: You said it is possible for a woman to
become pregnant and still remain a virgin. It sounds
impossible, but I know it's true, which reminds me of a
similar story I read in a reputable magazine some years
ago.
It seems that during the Civil War(May 12, 1863, to be
exact), a young Virginia farm girl was standing on her
front porch while a battle was raging nearby. A stray
bullet first passed through the scrotum of a young Union
cavalryman, then lodged in the reproductive tract of the
young woman, who thus became pregnant by a man she
had not been within 100 feet or And nine months later
she gave birth to a healthy baby!
You don't believe it? If it hadn't been published in the
very reliable American Heritage magazine (December 1971,
page 99, in a story titled, "The Case of the Miraculous
Bullet"), I wouldn't have believed it either.
LELAND E. SMITH, NASHVILLE, TENN.

action.

A FAN IN YAKIMA

•* *

DEAR ABBY: I recently gave a zircon ring to my girlfriend. I had every intention of telling her it wasn't a real
diamond, but she became so excited.when she saw it, I
just couldn't get the words out of my mouth.
She showed it to all her friends, and they all thought it
was "real," too, which made matters worse. Should I tell
her the truth or let her go on thinking it's a diamond?
BETWEEN A ROCK AND A HARD DECISION
DEAR BETWEEN: They say "A diamond is forever," but don't expect the same mileage out of a
zircon you've tried to pass off as the real thing. Tell
her the truth before somebody else does.
•••

You're never too old (or too young) to learn how
to make friends and be popular. For Abby's booklet
on Popularity, send $1, plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped(37 cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O.
Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

I DON'T THINK
THE COACH
LIKES ME

I ASKED HIM WHAT
POSITION HE WANTED
ME TO PLAY...

higher volume than
couture products.
Anne Klein, for example, is thinking of lower
priced sportswear to
"reach a more working
wom
that can't afford
couture prices," says Bob
V ehlow, Klein's vicepresident of sales.
"It'll be a different
market — the working
girl who's not a lawyer
and not an actress, and
who makes 8400 a week,"
be said.
Prices usually increase
by about 10 percent from
one year to the next, but
Anne Klein — like other
designers — is cutting
prices. A jacket that
would have been marked
$185 will bear a $175 ticket
for spring.
"It has nothing to do
with our business. It's
how much a woman can
spend," said Vehlow.
"Last year she would
maybe buy three outfits.
This year, she might buy
only a couple of pieces."
Shoppers who do venture out will find sales
and promotions in nearly
all the major retail
stores, which are competing not only with each
other but with "off-price"
discount houses that are
popping up across the

country.
"It's extraordinarily
competitive. Yesterday
we had a major coat promotion, today a major
handbag promotion.
That's our response,"
said Jack Schultz, exfimicaDmie
ecutive vice-president of
FOR MONDAY,
Bloomingdale's.
NOVEMBER
8,19S2
Retailers are also protomerel
day
will
What
Idled
moting "investment
dressing" to get con- rwer be? To Mid sat what the
sumers to buy clothes stars say, reed the forecast
that may cost a little given for year birth sign.
more but will carry the
wearer many seasons.
ARMS
That too, may be promo(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
tion gimmickry.
Guard against minor ex"The lifeblood of travagances before noon.
fashion is change, not Feelings stabilize in romance.
planned obsOlescence," Important issues are resolved
said Norman Chesler, after dark.
vice-president of TAURUS
marketing at I. Magnin's (Apr. 20to May 20
San Francisco head- A lackadaisical attitude
reigns on the home front, till
quarters.
late in the day when family
Chesler says invest- members join together to
ment dressing is -easy finish tasks.
for the consumer to spend GEMINI
money on" but stores (May 21 toJune 29) 114
9
'.
cannot survive by
Overcome a tendency to
marketing that type of goof off on the job and don't
clothing alone.
make careless promises.
"If there is no interest Evening accents romance and
or excitement in fashion, improved communication
the outfit you have in with loved ones.
your closet is as good as CANCER
the one in the store and (June 21 to July 22) 430
Your sweet tooth could lead
the whole thing grinds to
to dietary indiscretions or a
a halt," he said.
shopping splurge. Family activities are favorably accented after dark.
LEO
(July 23to Aug. 22)
A family member may not
fulfill a promise. Improved
FraftonDmim
concentration leads to mental
accomplishments. Attend to
FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 7,1982
correspondence.
What kind of day will tomor- LIBRA
VIRGO
row be? To find out what the (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
A short visit is pleasant, but (Aug.23to Sept. 22)
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
later friends could get on your A tendency to be indiscreet
nerves. You may bt too self- should be checked. Make a
preoccupied to impress others resolution to catch up with a
backlog of tasks. Get rid of
favorably.
ARIES
clutter.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) driAi SCORPIO
'
5 LIBRA
Don't become annoyed by (Oct.23 to Nov.21) nle14
Stay clear of dubious finan- (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
trifles or you'll mar your
romantic prospects. Take ad- cial deals, but do accent Don't let friendship lead you
vantage of an opportunity to originality in your career to extravagance. Otherwise
strivings. You may become you'll have a happy time
vary your routine.
renewing old acquaintances
aware of an inner conflict.
TAURUS
and making new friends.
.0
(Apr.20 to May 20) des
' SAGITTARIUS
SCORPIO
You want to make some (Nov.72to Dec.21)
changes around home base, Travelers may meet with (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV'
but family members may ob- some delays. An off-beat Some unrealistic career project. Examine your motives entertainment stimulates you positions are voiced. You'd be
mentally. A friend may have wise tozi do further
regarding a work project.
tin before making cornmotives.
ulterior
GEMINI
mitments.
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
Partners surprise you in (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V WIC SAGITTARIUS
Absent-mindedness could (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
unusual ways, but you'll tend
to magnify small disappoint- cause you to misplace or lose Students may neglect
ments. Watch a tendency to something of value. Clarify assignments. A friend gives
your career objectives. Know you valuable counsel regarrationalize.
ding a peculiar situation.
what you want.
CANCER
CAPRICORN
0 AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22) 40
.011104,
(Dec.22toJan. 19) V
You'll have mixed feelings (Jan.20to Feb.18) -"'"
about a domestic matter. New
Welcome the chance to. A party mood prevails, but
work opportunities arise, but make new friends. A slight it's advisable not to loan
• understanding could occur money at present. Concentraarguments about money are
with a loved one. Ethical clues_ tion on duty brings the results
likely.
you desire.
LEO
tions arise later.
AQUARIUS
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
PISCES
(Jan.20to Feb. 18)
You're restless and in the (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
Use tact with both loved
mood for excitement. Be willregarpicture
See the large
ing to engage in a new hobby. ding career goals. You may be ones and bosses. You'll meet
Watch antagonistic tendencies overemphasizing the impor- with others who are easily
hurt. Close ties are supportive
after dark.
tance of a small matter. Use after dark.
VIRGO
ingenuity.
PISCES
(Aug.23toSept.22)
YOU BORN TODAY are (Feb. 19 toMar. 20)
what
you
Peace and quiet is
mental, analytical and drawn
seek, but you're easily upset to intellectual fields. You have Your inconsistencies are
by little things. Safeguard a curiosity about the unknown sometimes delightful, but sucpossessions from loss or and may be attracted to scien- cess only comes now to those
willing to roll up their sleeves
breakage.
tific research or religion.
and work.

"n14
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Your Individual
Horoscope

412,t4

-An

DEAR FAN: Thanks. I needed that.

DEAR MR. SMITH: Several years ago I ran that
item in this space, which brought me a letter from a
90-year-old South Dakota Indian. He said he heard
a different version of the same story. Only the girl
wasn't a Virginia farm girl, she was an Indian
maiden who claimed she had been impregnated by a
bow and arrow.
Maybe that's where the traditional Indian greeting "How?" originated.

ladividual
Yaw
Horoscope

HE TOLD ME TO
STAND IN FRONT
OF THE ZAMBONI

r'

•

n

izt4g

THIS FELLA GOBBLED UP TWO
OTHERS JUST BEFORE I CAUGHT

I THOUGHT YOU
SAID YOU
CAUGHT THREE
FISH

HIM

,A4LCK
LASKY—

'CLASSIFIEDS!

NOV-

REALLY?

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

YEAH, HE JUST
GOT MIXED UP Ars12
TOLD THE BARTEIVER
TO PLITA BEER ON
His I-lEAD

I
Jusr
sAvED US
MONEY

I BOUGHT ALL k
THESE CLOTHES
ON SALE

WHY MUST SHE ALWAYS
SPEND MONEY IN
"C
ORDER TO sAvE rr ?

s85:12
::iw
uKr1,-

4
GET HIM !CHAIN HIM!
l'LL BOIL HIM IN OIL!
HE REFUSED ME

LADY DIANA
I HOPE THI5
TALE 20E5 NOT
UPSET you

T'
MOZI 9 THE
N ICEST
TALE I EVER

HEARD. PLEASE
60 ON.

Cavrt7.

ACROSS
1 Article of furniture
6 Caravansary
11 Shallow pond
12 Peaks of
waves
14 Part of -to
be''
15 Support
17 Face of a
watch
18 Obstruct
20 Babylonian
hero
22 Pub offering
23 Verve
25 Chemical
compound
27 Cyprinoid
fish
28 Spanish title
30 High-flown
acts
32 Spoken
34 Plunges
35 Translation
38 Fisherman
41 Jolson
42 Walter —
Disney
44 Withered
45 Spanish plural article
47 Pigpens
49 Carpenter's
need
50 S-shaped
molding
52 Raise the
spirit of
54 Compass
point
55 Head of a
school
57 Fashioned
59 Plays leading
role
60 Turf

DOWN
1 Part of
a Mexican
meal
2 Symbol for
silver
3 Mr. Hope
4 Learning
5 Growing out
6 Aromatic
7 Teutonic
deity
8 Crimson
9 A continent
10 Style of type
11 Loads
13 Winter vehicles
16 Ready money
19 Landed
estate
21 Eagle's nest
24 Of Norway
26 Lassoes
29 Shore birds
31 Keys
1
11

2

ODOM 0013 MOB
BC= MEDU MOO
EMU CCU CUIDU
WOUUUL) UORIBUU
UCEI UMC
MUUMUU CUOMO
COO
OUG!
151121UUUL UWEEDU
CUU URIC
COMM UBULIUU
MUGU UM MULE
MUM UMU =DU
DAM MC BUM
43 Junctures
46 Group
48 Pack away
51 Greek letter
53 Guido note
56 Coniunction
58 AMA member

33 Lingers
35 Bravery
36 Encomiums
37 Metal
fastener
39 Wiped out
40 Married
again
4

6

5

7

8

9

18

17 111
22

2011121

111

24

kil

Remington 30.06 742
Woodmaster
$225.00

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olyamk Plaza
Kn. 9-9 Daily
9-1 Saaday
Complete Glass.
install auto glass,
store fronts and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and screens and cut
glass table tops,
mirrors and 'windows.
We also replace and
repair patio door glass.
Cali 753-0180 or 753-2790.
816 Coldwater Road.
M&G

We

10
13

12
15

SPECIAL
SALE

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

•

14
11

3

2. Notice

UN
27

Nave 5 ailiwtes? Call
7$9-4444 for am intpirstimai message to
brigirtem year day.
Clifidren's tape 759-

25NUN

hikiWIUUUIUUi
WI
34us
mil11
39 40
38 UI
W
41
42UIUSi "
iiili.aIIUI
54
II WI
fil
iiii
61
MI
hi
WUU
UUUU 61

WEDDING
°PHOTOGRAPHY.
111
• CARTER STUDIO •
300 Maw

7! 3 8198

Now Open. Flo'S Flea
Market. Go 94 East to
Duncsn's Grocery, turn
right, 5 miles. Phone
436-5894. N rs 9a.m.-5
p.m.
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Jewelry Repairs
Watch repairs
Stone setting
Chain repair

IIKKORY LANE
STABLES

HAYRIDES

753-2835

Wieser Roost
Gres Itesereatises

Court *we Mar
ray

759-4588
753-7637

5. Lost and Found
4. In Memory

IN MEMORY

•

of Seam Farley who
passed sway
'Weather 6, 1174.
God sew his getting weary, He Ad
whet he titaight was
hest. N. pot his mins
groped hint, aid
whispered cane to
rest.
The Golden Gate
stood open white God
calla hi. that day
sad with fereweNs
unspoken he silently
passed army.
If we coeld rtudte
stops est of heartaches and ass all
these teardrops too,
we'd build a stairway
to heaven nod cihnh it
each day to see you.
Sadly missed
hy Falsify

Lost large Blue Tick
male dog, 5 miles east
of Dexter. 753-6581

6. Help%2ante_A_
Now taking applications
for dancers, waitresses
and bartenders at the
Olympic Torch Lounge
Restaurant. Call 444
9577 for appointment or
apply in person from
4-12 p.m.
R N Nursing Service.
11-7 o'clock shift. Pay
$7.75 to $8.30 start,
based on experience. 50
cents per hour shift
differential. Duties encompass assessing the
needs of each patient
and planning the nurs
ing care to meet those
needs. Qualifications:
graduate of an accredited school of nursing, licensed and
currently registered as
a professional nurse in
Kentucky. Clinical experience required. Good
physical and emotional
health. Contact Kenenthia Taylor, Marshall
County Hospital, 5271336.

Invitation To Bid
The Purchase District Health Department
is accepting bids for a new 1983
economy car. Specifications are: 4 door,
6 cyclinder, AM radio, air conditioning,
automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, tinted glass, h.d. battery,
standard hubs with steel belted radial
W/W tires, floor mats (front and back),
standard trim, engine 2.8 liter or less.
Bids must be received by noon November
19, 1982. Submit bids to: Purchase
District Health Department 916 Kentucky
Avenue P.O. Box 2357 Podecah, Kentecky 42001.
TV

ARD

$50.00 to anyone furnishing information leading to or for the
return of a brown leather purse or
green cloth purse and contents
took Thursday night at the Skating
rink. No questions asked. Call
753-0035.

MSSIntr
a
i3101:3

6.INN Wiled

W.faro Eq‘pnwel

OIL COMPANY
OPENING Off short
rigs. No experience
necessary. Start im•
niedlateht 035.000 Pim
per yew. Fer information. 312-920 9677, ext
17748
IN or LPN position
available Pert time for
the 3-11 shift, working
Monday thru Friday
went every weekend off
Persons interested
should apply in person
at Care Inn, eth and
Indiana, 4440144d. KY
or call 2.0-0300.
Sincere Book Sales
Agents wanted now!
Part-time or full. Do not
confuse with usual
worn-out offers. No
experience needed. Full
details send $1.00 to:
ELTJ, Unlimited, P.O
Box 624, Dresden, Tenn.
38215.
Wanted MSU piano
musk student to teach
Elementary piano in
my home Home very
close to campus within
walking distance. Well
rewarded. 753-4996
'Women to watch 5 year
old girl in our home,
some light housework
required
Hours 8-4,
Monday thru Friday.
$30 per week. 753-5207
after 5 p.m.

1

Worse*wed vies 1.211
new Wear Imo
spremlsr, $4,250.
MC Gain trade
Immisen asks 16'
bed, 450 Weisel.
$4,258. Iletb In
excelleat condition. 492-$425.
iftsimmemet
Scats EgraiPmerd
1973

12 Gauge Browning
2000, automatic gas
operated shotgun. 26
inch improved cylinder
ventilated rib. Made in
Belgium Like new C•11
492-8601.

NEED

BEEF FOR TOUR
FREEZER?

•Angus steers corn fed to top
market condition
*Home grown all the way. Your inspection welcomed. See the quality
before you buy.
•250-325 lbs / side (carcass
weight)
*Price: $1.22 / lb hanging weight
after aging 8 or 9 days (side or
whole). Cost of custom processing
included.
H.R. Clark
753-6567

24. Miscellaneous

lielp Waits

For
Sale

Barber chairs, excellent condition, 759-4502.
For sale Air Compressors. Dill Electric,
753-9104.

16. Home Furnishings
6x9 Rust plush rug, $25.
Call 759-9577 or 753-6532.
Antique Oak table and
chairs, hutch. $500 firm.
474-2227.
Moving, must sell
piano, couch, 2 easy
chairs, wicker couch,
large braided rugs, 2
Xamaha Champ
Moheads almost new,
old Coke machine in
good condition, coffee
table and end tables.
Call 753-9261 after 4:30
p.m
Sofa bed, good condition, green plaid. 7536275 after 3:00.
Washer and dryer. Call
759-9877.
•

19. Farm Equipment

For sale International
303 Combine. 753-8156.

111(40, 1 bedroom, 2.5
miles from MSU cam
pus, ideal for college
couple, owner will finance with no interest.
$500 down, $100 per
month for 24 mos. Total
$2,900. 606-672-3479.
12x52 Furnished. $3,600,
two bedroom, 11
/
2 bath,
759-4097, if no answer
753-7301.
12x60, 3 bedroom on a /
1
2
acre lot 11
/
2 from 641
South on Tom Taylor
Rd. Asking $7,500, call
after 6 p.m. 753-4512.
12x60 all electric, central air, storm windows
partly furnished, pole
and underpinning, one
deck Call 435-4141 or
382-2332 after 5p.m.
12x65 American '70
model, 11
/
2 baths, 3
bedrooms. Private
large lot with septic and
city water hook-up. Call
after 4 p.m. 7533635.
14x70 three bedroom, 2
bath, underpinning, 200
AMP service pole, all
electric. 437 4171.
1982 Double wide 24x56,
fireplace, built in kit
chen, 3 bedroom, cen
tral heat and air, $1,000
assume note. 474-2227
A two bedroom newly
furnished. Shady Oaks
Mobile Home Court
Call 753-5209

Mobile Home Rentals

Richard H. Crouch MD,DABFP
announces a change in office hours
Beginning November 1 the °like will
be open

Monday-Thursday 8:00 A.M.-5:00P.M.
Closed All Day On Fridays
Open Most Saturdays 9 A.M.-12:00 Not&

759-1322.
Ambassador f i replace
insert. cheap Call 753-

9200 before 9a m

Cast iron heating stove
will burn wood or coal
Call ye 7140

3.B111/1111Rentais

Attractive three
bedroom brick
home with antral

electric hest, 1111.
disk &ft rem.
Wing row Imp
lien with Imamsbag dove. Adjelithkg
corner let optimal
H ome has
assumable leas.
K OPPERUD
REALTY - 703-1X12.

NA**Sok

Nice big unfurnished
mobile home, central
heat and air, water
furnished. TV tower.
Couples only no pets.
.Call 497-13/II.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489-2611.
Old 641, /
1
2 mile south of
Almo Heights, in front
of Paul Rustling's Shop,
two bedroom, no Pets
733-5618

Yew hove to me ma mu
Thew
'ec11111 11
bedroom. two lath
ince Mom ka Cendere
tar Snowed an sutra
dying I% acne MO Nice
Sulfide sage. tarot
1111111110 WM. and fenced
beSiinzedd ICOPPERuci
RIALTY rss 1722

Furnished. 753 1730
After 5p.m. 733-065
Mur-Cal Apts. 1 bed
room for handicap or
elderly, especially
equipped for wheel
chairs. Equal Opportunity Housing. Phone
759-4984.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray 753
4 1 0 9 , 7676 650 or
436-2844

13. Roomsfor Rent
Sleeping room, re
friperator in hall, priv
ate entrance. Zimmerman Apts., S 16th
St. 753-6609.

34. Houses for Rent
Or sale, farm house on 4
acre lot. 11 acres good
farm land. Southwest
Marshall County 527
1177.
Three bedroom house,
12 miles from Murray
on Hwy. 962, Hardin
Ca11606•251 3707.
Three bedroom, no pets
Evenings 7534261
Three bedroom brick,
lake front, fireplace,
also 2 bedroom brick,
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898.
Two bedroom house near
downtown, Air condition
ed, deposit required. Call
753-6429 after 4:30 PM
Two bedroom lake
view, full basement,
deck and garage. 1250
per month, 753-1492.
Two bedroom brick
with utility room,
range, refrigerator,
large shady, garden
spot. Married couples
only. References and
deposit. 492-8594.
Two young ladies want
to share a nice house
with another lady, near
MSU and downtown 1
/
1
2 bath, private entrance. Available Nov. 1.
Call Rebekah after
5p.m., 753-6577.

37. Livestock-Supplies
For sale, Gaited Saddle
Horse, Sorrel, fifteen
hands tall. 759 1964 or
489-2351.

I. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions,
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz. 502-55.4-2153.
For sale 3 farm raised
and trained male 2 yr.
old beagles. Aren't gun
shy and will not run
deer. Also 5 mature
geese. 490-8749.
Puppies to give away,
mother- Blood Hound,
father• Lab, puppies
black with long ears and
web ft. 489-2711

31. PoultrtSuPPlieS
For sale different
variety of peacock, also
other fowl. Call
-522-653-5951 at 3:30
p.m.

43. Real Estate

MUST SELL? Small
form south of Murray
11 acres of findable
land. Only $12,000. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.

IL Hama for Sale
Attractive two story. 4
bedroom home with
gracious space for the
large family
Located
on a nicely landscaped
corner lot
Has an
assumable mortgage
Reduced to $82,500
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222
Completed In
3
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath,
ranch style home. New
carpet, refrigerator,
stove, a/c, drapes,
blinds, disposal and
wallpaper. Also utility
room, carport, and
wooden deck. $42,100.
1618 Oak Hill, 753 5014.
HEY LOOK ME OVER,
L END ME YOUR
E AR...Excellent
neighborhood.. Close to
shopping center,
groceries, and restaurant. And I have specious rooms and a flowing, easy floor plan.
Cabinets and storage
galore...so, Look me
over by calling CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492.
This home is located In
Circarama on a quiet
tree-lined street. With
easing of interests, we
have the financial
knowledge to make "
affordable for you.
L OVE OLDER
HOMES? Enjoy the
luxury of large size
rooms plus many builtins with bright, cheerful
decor. New central gas
furnace plus garage
apartment for rental
income. Call 753-1492
today for your tour of
the property Owner is
making this house affordable. He owns two
homes...his loss is your
gain. CENTURY 21
kOrotta Jobs, Realtors.
Small house and lot,
also traitor, highest bid
753-5750.
Three bedroom on 2
acres, great for calves
and horses. 753-3892 or
753-6221 ask for David
W.
Value and location
make this home perftkt
for the first time buyer
or retired. This two
bedroom home with
dining room and full
basement is within
walking distance of
downtown shopping,
hospital and schools and
the price IS $211,500. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.
Very nice frame home
in country. Must see to
appreciate the low price
on this home. 3 bedrooms, dryer hook-up,
with wall to wall car
peting and paneled
walls. Lots of yard and
gardening with 4 acres.
Only $27,500. For more
details call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
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12 Honda CI 911
cushion two Wane red 13
Mends GI 1100 As
/encode %re tone silver.
stereo and CS Seth
bikes are Nan three
months old. have
around 3.000 miles
7537152

7/9 4700 after 5 30
1970 volkswagon
Square Sock good en
gine and WO
WOO
Firm 75375.00 after 4
pm
1971 Monte Canto ex
cellent condition Call
7537538 after Sp m
1973 Super Beetle. VW.
excellent condition 11493
or best offer Call 799 1047
before 5 PM.
1973 Volkswagon
Square Back, excellent
condition. low Mil4/4190.
$1,913 1 40)247 5307
1174 Opal Manta. 1900
Cps. automatic trans
mission. 50,000 actual
miles. excellent condi
lion, 753 1124 after 5

P.m.
1975 Buick Century,
door good condition. Call
7
3
6597 after 5:30 PM.
1975 Datsun 5210. air.
motor excellent, low
Mileage, reasonably
price. 7531512 After 6
p.m. 713-5300
1976 Chevrolet Monza,
good gas mileage
Evenings 713 9261
1977 ()Own 1210. A 1
condition
Phone 7591183.
1977 Dodge Charger
sports car, bucket

seats,
sound, good cendIfign.
1973 Dodge Monaco, 4
door, clean, family
owned cars, actual
mileage
Phone
753-7707. Located 722
Fairlarte Dr.
1977 Granada, stereo
A/C. V., good condition Call 763-2076 after
4:00
1177 Trans Am, good
condition. 437 4776.
1979 VW Rabbit, air, 4
Weed, good condition
5774232.
19112 Pontiac Bonneville,
loaded, low miles, will
trade. Call 753-6355 or
733-9640
Extra clean 1969
Plymouth Valent, 6
cylinder, automatic,
will sale or trade for
pick-up truck. Call 489
2395.

Used Trucks
1947 Chevrolet Pickup,
V-1 standard, long WI.
good shape. 436-5106.
1976 Dodge Tradesman
300 Van, Is ton, heavy
duty rear end, 311
engine, 71,000 miles,
partially customized,
good condition. Sears
11,000 BTU air con
ditiower, 150 gal. gas
tank with pump Call
after 4 p.m 191 8952.
1978 Ford Courier, Ask
ing $3000 Call 7$3 1468

52. Beats4Aolors

* rums fie•

WELL
MUM
• sposhibe hewetter
I'll plea* wok. lased wow lees aid
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1/1 Net work ea root
orvos9 tispoas. OM*
•••• sAs01113 c111•011911
/sown el •Ael 11111•11
80vER S TRIO
SIRviCa ler Pro
tensional 'rile care
713 SSA

cam

ROOS SAND11111
NO MINNOW
20 years esperionno.
Seakeed flews ewe
spesielley.
9004AV
H.00R CO.
354-4127

we
male wet basements

WET SASIMIPIT,

dry
work completely
Call or
guaranteed
write Morgan Con
struction Co 11% 2 Sox
1,9 A. itopocok ky
en call) AO 70511
Fence sales at Soars
now Call Sears 713 7310
tor tree estimate for
your needs

Mt0IFESSIONAL
TYPING
SERVICE
•not

typoserNee.
old
renstribing
•
110.

1-382-2213
We but 1st and 214"
mortgages at a discount
from IndIvIdgalS and
a dit
filellAir Ccron
Thr
etn
ittpesipi
-A-11 C
G ENERAL H011
ter
REPAIR 15 years el.
Carpentry, Willlahn Cele, Manager
perience
concrete, plumbing
roofing, sliding. NO Will de plumbing
JOB TO SMALL Free heating. carpentry, pain
estimates Days 474- ling and roofing Call 753
2111
2359. nights 174 MC

Reofhog Al Typos, 15
years experisoce, a/
week gwarowteed. Ose
Wilkersee, 450.7141
or 315.2602.
.IC I C Sheeting Vinyl
aluminum, steel 1. vinyl
C041/114 illIonlinorn siding
and trim for houses.
Also fiberglass shake
siding We atso put on or
repair galvanized arid
aluminum roofs and
siding for barns 759
1600 office or 753 on,
home.

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
We do any typo
of cleaning.
474-8838

Alawdosen sad Vinyl
@Ming and Aheeinuon
Wit haal heasee.

ow wig**
lash liner
7534073
Will rake yards /53
1345
Will rake leaves 733
3111
Will sharpen hand saws
circular saws. and
chain saws 753 436

AAA

Castes

wok °Mem
bookcases, !hitches, Curio
Cabinets etc.
Reamstable
436-2544
Si. Free Column
Two gent,* lovely kit
tens. one cacti male
female Both let black
with short silty hair
About 9 mOntAS Old I'm
hoping they Can Stay
tOgathOr. 753-042.

14 Ft. Cobalt, 1/0 hp
I/O, very nice 753-3197
or 759-4107
1978 Hydro Sport Bass
Boat with motor and
trailer. $4,700 Call 753
2330
Chris Craft Cruiser, 26
ft overall, sleeps four
In excellent condition
Mahogany inside and
out. Berthed at Paris
Landing Marina and
priced for early sale
Call 753-9772 If Out
answering service will
tall. ^1•661/911 and I will
pet back to you.

Si, urea on Ky.
Mo. Completely
fernisbed with
now weed bombe!
stove. Owner being transferred.
Price $16,500.
Call 753-3852
after 1:00 P.m.
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32. Apes. For Rent

220 Gallons of Kerosene
Small family would like with tank. 436-51106.
to take care of small 6 hp. Briggs Stratton
farm in exchange for engine with horizonal
rent. Or would like to shift, excellent condirent small farm with tion. 436-5454.
the option to buy. Phone
1 hp. router tiller, same
753-0565 before IOAM,
as new, $225. 1972
after6:PM.
Lincoln, nice car,
$1,200. 10 ft
Boston
Whaler Sail Boat and
traitor, 1500. Will consider trade on any of the
Secretary and above items. 436-2506.
Firewood cut to order.
Sales help wanted. $30.
per rick. Call
Experience prefer- 436-2292.
red. Apply in per- For Sale, like new, 4x8
lighted sign. $350. Call
son no phone calls 753-1217.
For sale pair of turkeys,
THAT'S IT GOLD
6 yr old mare pony,
& SILVER JEWELRY
Fisher baby bear stove,
OLYMPIC PLAZA
Dentist chair. Call 4362994 or 762-4771.
Franklin fireplace
stove, excellent condi11. Instruction
tion. Cheap. Call 436Aerobic Dancing. Free 5664 or 436-5337 after 4
introductory classes p.m.
Tues., Nov. 9 and Wed.,
Nov. 10 at 5 p.m. Place: King, automatic wood
TAE KWON DO Center. heater, deluxe cabinet
Olive Blvd. MSU Cam- with lift off cook surface
pus. Call Karen, 759- top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
991k1.
and doors. $249.99.
Guitar lessons. Have Wallin Hardware, Paris
experience and re- Tn.
ferences. 753-3686.
Maple Bunk beds, small
desk, 3 nearly new
14. Want to Buy
Dymaglass tires, size F70
Used office desk 753- x 14, 350 engine from 1967
6788 or 753-1108
Olds. Call 753 3293 after 5
We buy aluminum be PM
verage cans, Birp Re Oranges, grapefruits
cycling Center behind and navel oranges to
Pizza Hut, Fulton.
support the CCH Speech
Team. Contact Mark
15. Articles for Sale
Poole, 759-1866,
Christmas delivery
good for gifts.
Red crushed velvet
60/40 seats out of late
model Oldsmobile
Good for customizing.
Call 762-2354.
Surplus jeeps, cars and
boats. Many styles for
under $50. For information, call 312-9311961, ext. 1774-A.
Pin Ball Machine Wood for sale Delivered anytime 47.4- Night Raider.
227.1.

1

refrigeration mr.
vice. AI brands.

tweet.Call 31114162

9. Situation Wanted

Geed Carom& Capper/4w Refrigereter
Freezer 21.1 Ca. Ft.
For $175.00. Call
759-1415.

•
hra.....•••••

0110Wir flnianclag at II in

V. Mobile Home Sales
By Murray Kiwanis Club
at Exposition Center Friday Nov. 12 1982
9 AM to 9 PM
Saturday Nov. 13 1982 9 AM to S PM
Come and Browse, Bey or Sell.
For Booth space information call after 5
PM.
753-9229 or 753-5433.

nese bedroom Trioldr

Air caadleimies,
appliance and

a unwound

allemstr Son

4.ImlEibils

Cab toSW.

Extwatinating

Call 753-8200

INDOOR FLEA MARKET

AN*Noe bade

Need a owed *NW? Solid..p or
Residential. Local
'skewness. Call Nosh
Oullaiel, 751-17111er
753-1076.

3 Parking Spaces
For Rent
Located Dowatewa Murray,
$25.00 per esourtb for d torus.
CA 753-1916 esit for Tod
Delaney.
*array Lodger & %nee

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IS
AVAILABU TO YOU AT NO COST! CALL
US AT OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER FOR 111FORMATION ABOUT SCNOOLS, PROGRAMS, CARPS, OR FINANCIAL AID
FOR STUDENTS.
14100-212-2253
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

•
Dale loencer portable
sandblasting and pain
tine. Back hoe service
also available. Call 711
6621 after 6.00 PM.

on

dem torpets,
windows, as dem
wed was herd weed
floors. Sosisfoctiee
guereneeed.

753-3317
•

001151 IWO MU
Located 44 mile from lake Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 759-1105.

.•

•
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Appointments Arts
broamdcastFishing
announced
to beprogra
FRANKFORT, Ky.

(AP) — Alyce J. Hammond of Olive Hill was
named to the Institute for
Children by Gov. John Y
Brown Jr. on Friday.
Brown also reappointed
Sandra Harlin of Park
Hills, Johnnie Clark of
Louisville and Kenneth
Phillips of Paducah to the
Institute, which advises
the state Human
Resources secretary on
services needed by
children.
Ms. Herlin will serve as
chairman of the institute

Sales down
CINCINNATI (API —
Palm Beach Inc., a
Cincinnati-based maker
and marketer of apparel,
has reported sharply
lower third-quarter profits for the period that
ended Oct.2.
Sales were off 3 percent, compared with the
same quarter last year.
But profits dropped 34
percent, the company
said.
Chairman Elmer Ward
Jr. said inventories have
been reduced to $120
million, the lowest level
since March 1981, but
reducing those inventories hurt earnings.
Reported net income
for the quarter was $4.5
million, or $1.14 a share,
compared with $6.8
million, or $1.79 a share
during the same period
last year.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
AP) — A five-hour arts
program scheduled for
broadcast Sunday on National Public Radio will
include two hours of performances by Kentucky
musicians.
.
"The Sunday Show"
will feature taped performances by the
Louisville Orchestra and
Louisville organist
Margaret Dickinson, said
producer Judy Moore
Smith.
also
show
The an
will
elude
interview
with
Kentuckian Lily Mae
Ledford, who organized
the nation's first allwoman string band, the
Coon Creek Girls, she
said.
"The Sunday Show" is
broadcast Sundays from
noon to 5 p.m. on WFPKFM (91.9), the Louisville
Free Public Library's
station.

State to take
part in Vet's Day
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Archie 0. Taylor
Jr. will coordinate Kentucky's participation in
the national salute to
Vietnam veterans, state
Adjutant General Billy
Wellman announced Friday.
Taylor is director of the
Kentucky Center for
Veterans Affairs.
The national salute is
scheduled in Washington
Nov.10-14.

By Thomas G. Small
Pastor
Good Shepherd
Martin's Chapel
The United
Methodist Church
Scripture Lesson:
- John 21:1-17
Did you ever go
fishing? it is a lot
of fun
and enjoyment, even if
you do not catch
while you wre
fiscii7
have you ever
had a partner to help
show you how and where
to fish. I mean a helper,
the Helper of all helpers,
the Great Fisher of all
men, Jesus Christ. Some
of the Disciples, Simon
Peter, Thomas (called
the twin), Nathaniel,(the
one from Cana of
Galilee), the sons of
Zebedee, and the two
other Disciples of Jesus
were all together.
Simon Peter says to the
others, "I go a fishing".
The others followed, by
saying, "We also go with
Thee". So this great
fishing trip got under
way.
Have you ever felt like
the Disciples? Wanting to
get away from it all? Yes,
we would say Peter
especially felt this way.
He had been absent from
the Risen Savior too long!
He loved His Lord and
really wished he could
tell him so.
But how? I am really
lonely for your presence,
Lord. I wish I could tell

WKMS highlights
Salardoy,
,Noel
Musk from the Frod Porch
It's a six-boar Front Porch reunion with
current hosts Sheila Rae and Leah
Holanberger and put hosts Jane
Krabill and former WILMS Program
Director Rachel Oil Hunter. Don't miss
this morning full of folk and bluegrass,
ha and old stories, live from Studio B
Gana and vat!
Nen The Wonderful World of Opera
"The Beauty and the Beast"Kay Bates
and Mark Reinhardt present• Friendship Festival encore of opera
highlights
I p.m A Prairie Nome Companion

Show scheduled
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Livestock
breeders are expected to
enter more than 13,000
animals in the two-week
North American International Livestock Exposition that began here today.
The event at the Kentucky Fair & Exposition
Center is being described
by show officials as "the
biggest barn in the
world."
Sponsors predict that
declining interest rates
and top quality stock will
generate heavy trading
and high prices, perhaps
records, in cattle, swine
and sheep breed stock
this year.
While price varies according to breed, some
categories, such as the
National Chianini sale
Nov.18, may exceed
average prices of about
$4,000 per animal, said
show manager Harold
Workman.
Altogether, said
Workman, there will be
more than 4,000 breeds of
beef cattle at the show.
Sales begin with the
National Guernsey auction at 4 p.m. Saturday,
followed by the All
American Jersey Sale at
6 p.m. Sunday.

One of public radio's most popular pro.
grams is stretched to three special
hours of performances, satire and the
sany wit of host Garrison Keillor
I p . m . Back Roads Leah
Hollenberger shares three hours of progreatly,fair and bluegrass.
11 p.m. Beyond the Edge A wuque
program of old rock and new wave
music; forward music for modern peoPieSudsy,Nov.7
O am. Early Composers. Host Greg
Alain presents a program of music by
the early masters.
1 p.m On Stage. Music from Broadway with Joe Jackson and Jane K robin.
2 p.m Big Band Era. Bobby and Tern
Bryan remember the 30a, 40's, is IC's
with news events, hit songs and
memories from the Big Band Era. Join
Inittato contestants as they "name
that tune" and its year.
II pm. The Black Cats Jump Bob
Bryan features sane lesser known contributors to the Big Band Era ; black
musicians, arraniters, sidemen and
vocalists.
I p.m. Jan "really" Alive. The best
of mainstream and contemporary jazz
from the extensive WKIAS(an library
11 p.m. Soulflight Join Ellery
Moreland and the rest at the Soalflight
crew for three hours of contemporary
soul dance mink
Monday,Nov.1
am Adventures in Good Music.
'Double Esposure.' Karl Haas
featnreis compositions written for two
orchestras, two choirs, u well as the
phenoroenon a echo effects, repeated
at 7 p.m.
11:3I p.m Star Wars. "The Making of
Star Wars for Radio. A Fable for the
Mind's Eye." This special takes an inside look at the sound inamc behind the
radio production of the radio adaptation
of Star Wars.
BP:a p.m. Easy Street. Teddy Wilson,
Cal Thder, Peggy Lee, Frank Sinatra,
Johnny Hodges, Dizzy Gillespie and
Count Baste.
Tineaky, Nov.1
I am. Adventures in Good Music.
"Contemporary Likeness." A -comparison of some major works written by
composers who were contemporaries,
repeated at 7 p.m.
p.m. Feaival of American Composers. Natonal Symphony Orchestra
performs works by Sowerby. Griffes,
ltacDowell and Chadwick /Adidas
Rostroporch conducts
111:11 p.m. Easy Street. Nat Cole, Ray
Bryant, Carmen McRae,Sonny Rollins,
"Sweets- Edison.
Wednesday, Nov. 10
am. Adventure% in Good Musk
-Schiller in Munk " A new assessment
of the influence upon the field of music
exerted by the writings of the German
poet Friedrich Schiller
I p.m. Chicago Symphony Margaret
Hillis conducts the Chicago Symphony
Chorus in poutenc's Mass in G,
Debussy.3 TrOill ChIMIMMIL, Ravel's
Troia Chansons, Schoenberg's Peace on
Earth and the chorus and symphony in
Mendeissohn'a The First admires
Night
111:31 p.m. Easy Street. Bobby Short.
Dave Etrubeck, Nancy Wilson, Hi-Lo's,
Marshall Royal, Freddie Hubbard,
Jerry Gray

T'huraday, Nov. II
0 a.m. "Europe Calling" Karl Haas
presents the first of a aeries of three
reports on his moat recent partkipation
in the Music Festival at Sea in the
Mediterranean, repeated at 7 p.m.
0:30 p.m. Speak Easy. "Ls Our
Weather Gain' Berserk" with Mark's
guest Dr John Mylroie
430 p.m. A Canticle for Leibowitz. A
radio adaptation of the classic science
fiction novel by Walter M Miller.
Friday, Nov. 11
I am. Adventures in Good Music
-Can You Name Him" Karl Haas invites his listeners to identify a famous
master by his works, ranging from the
obscure to the well-known. Repeated at
7 p.m.
11:30 pm Nightfall. "Gerald." A
mysterious stranger enlists the Braises
of a 10-year-old boy to terrorize a small
town with diabolical acts.
I p.m. Minnesota Orchestra. Guest
conductor Herbert Blornstedt presents
Weber's Overture to Oberon,
Paganini's Violin Concerto no. 1 and
Symphony no. 4b7 Brahma.

from the shoreline

you my problems, my
hurts. Especially I am
sorry about denying you
three times. I have not
been able to get that off
my mind...Also, the
others are lonely, too.
Defeated, W at ease.
They do not say much
either. Lord, that is not
the way it used to be. It
sure would be nice to get
together, like we did
before-the good old days.
We need HELPIHN
As you read and
meditate on the Word of
God, one recognizes the
loving and magnetic personality that our Lord
possesses. Multitudes
flocked to His side, deaf
mutes, crippled, and the
lame, the blind, the sick
and the afflicted, the
down in heart. Then here
comes Jesus, walking into their lives. "Oh What a
Difference Since Jesus
Passed By", is a song
that expresses the above.
Has your life been
changed by this loveable
personality? Has there
been a difference, since
He has passed by your
side? There can be!!!!
Jesus the Christ is just as
much alive today as He
was in Peter's day! Yes,
all of us need to get away
and be alone with Jesus,
the Christ, the Risen
Lord.
As the story continues,
the disciples left in the
ship and were rowing out
on to the Sea of Galilee.
They fished all night and
they caught nothing.
There was depression
and discouragement.
They probably wondered
why the Lord was not
near to them. If so, He
would help them. He had
before.
Yes, it was a long night
of the soul. Do you ever
experience such long
nights of the soul? Maybe
life has dealt you a bad lot
and maybe even you have
had a night of dryness.
Then, all of a sudden, thre
is a breakthrough. Dawn
has finally arrived and
you see the Son of God.
You remember the words
of the Psalm, 30:5b;

"Weeping may tarry tor waiting to see his Risen
a night, but joy comes in Lord, was now found
the morning." This is just swimming to shore to see
what happens to the His Master. What a story
Disciples.
of beauty. In John 21:9-17
Morning arrives and we find the restoration of
Jesus is standing on the the man called Simon
shoreline saying, Peter. Why do you supKENNETH COLLINS, Rt. 1, BMW received
"Children have you any pose that the second
meat?" They answered "Restoration" or second cosigratelations on his solo flight Oct.IS t Mayfield
Him,"No"! What do you work of grace was Sityways. He will continue his traisiag for Ms
suppose the Great Fisher necessary? After Peter's private pilot license. Hs is tie son of Mr. and Mrs.
of men said, "Cast your denial, would he have Gess Collins of Elardin and is employed at GUMMI
nets on the other side, and been able to exercise the Tire and Rubber Co., Mayfield. His greadparents
you will find some." So tremendous witness in are Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dick of Hardin and Edgar
they did what Jesus said. Jerusalem that he later Collins of Benton.
Are you surprised at what gave without the publicly
happened? I am not! displayed confidence that
They were obedient!!
the Lord replaced on this
BOBBY WOLFF
As a result of their obe- occasion? Peter's part of
dience they were reward- this transaction was to
ed with happiness. Jesus acknowledge Christ. Due "Faith is the root of all
NORTH
114-A
4Q 8 2
said, "Cast your nets on to this confession and the good works a root that pro9A
7
642
the other side, and you ensuring command for duces nothing is dead." —
•J 8 2
shall find some." Maybe Peter to "Feed my Daniel Wi1900.
•K 3
we all could learn a sheep" Peter is looked
WEST
EAST
lesson from Jesus. Things upon as the leader of the I have much faith in my•J 10 9 5
•K 7 6 4 3
do not always workout Apostles.
partner to produce good J3
IP 9 5
•A K Q10
the way we plan them so It is well to note at this results. Were it not for his 0965
•A
98 4
•J2
lets do it Jesus' way.
point that a disciple is one excellent and decptive play,
SOUTH
There was excitement who learns as opposed to I would have to give up on
A
and enthusiasm with the an apostle, who is sent all those pushy games we
•K Q 108
Disciples again, for Jesus forth to tell. It is very im- both like to bid. Here's an
.743
passed their way from portant to us to stop and example of how Ace Bob
•Q 10 7 6 5
Hammen
brought in a game
the shoreline of their decide what we are. If
Vulnerable: None. Dealer
lives. Yes, there was joy Peter could not have done that many would lose.
in the campground. So- the great things for the In the Aces' Club System, South. The bidding:
a
meone has stated that Lord that he did before one club bid is artificial Smith West North East
and strong and partially iv
pass
rjs
pass
unhappiness causes more his confessions to Jesus, explains
Bob's one heart 41,
Pass Pass Pass
illness in the personality how do we expect to opening. My
jump to three Opening lead.
Spade jack
of men and women than serve, proclaim and hearts was a limit
raise,
any other cause. There is witness as Christians showing at least four high
club. A club ruff and
no unhappiness when we without our loyalty to trumps and 9-11 points,
another spade ruff paved
believe in the most Happy Jesus, the Christ.
Many would win the the way for
another diaPerson who ever lived Our relationship with
draw mond discard and instead of
and moved on the face of Christ is essential and side"
trumpsa and
atth
tri
one
en
d'clubs. one down, Bob had created
cklea
the earth, Jesus the must be kept alive daily. Dummy's king would win himself an overtrick.
Christ.
"Everyday with Jesus is and declarer's club 10 would Overbidding can be fun,
So, the Disciples cast sweeter than the day go to West's ace. With little but you've got to back up
their nets and they were before, because we love future for a set in spades,such bidding with excellent
rewarded with many fish. Him better each day. West would shift to dia- play.
They were unable to haul Jesus is the same yester- monds and three quick
Bid With The Aces
them in themselves. John day, today, and forever- winners would net one
down.
the Beloved recognized more.
When Bob played this South holds. 11-6-B
that it was Jesus and he In summary, we need
•K 6 3
hand
some time ago, he
leaned over and said to Jesus to help us in all that
'95
Simon Peter, "It is the we do. In our lonely played dummy's spade
•AKQ10
queen at trick one, captur4J 2
Lord!" Simon Peter, im- hours, in our decision
ing East's king with his ace. South North
mediately put on his making, and when we are Now when West won
his ace
2*
clothes and jumped in. having fun and enjoy- of clubs, he felt sure that he 14
(There he does it again.) ment. Jesus is the author could afford to try at least ANSWER:Three diamonds.
And he swam ashore, and of a Happy Life because one spade before he shifted Super diamond support but
he left the other disciples He was the Way, the to diamonds. Curtains! Bob overall strength is weak. A
Truth, and the Life. He ruffed West's spade 10 and jump to four diamonds
to bring in the catch.
The man who had been can satisfy your soul.
threw one diamond on his would be a gross overbid.

THE ACES®

Levi & Farah

CORDUROY
JEANS

1 /2

•
Sale
Oce41/244
eoave.de.gt
Smokeie44
ENERGY EFFICIENT
KEROSENE HEATERS

Price

Sizes 28-38

GRAHAM it JACKSON

Allrocit. Caber,*
'roe liandkas

For the Particular Man

Aulocnolic lia•Ory IgnIllon

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Proloclive Gov
Auksmalic loner, Onelion
numb Sob

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier most receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pee
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
- yew carrier
So... paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.

Mirnuy Ledger 8r Times

AMul-011
C Jo.ad o,Tied
Foe, MI LAI 0.40 km*

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET INC.

Gibes Munroe.,

$11900

P 0 BOX 148 • PHONE 753-2617
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

Model NTS 95

9,800 BTU-99.9% Fuel Efficient

10.9% A.P.R.
ON NEW
1982 MODELS
LIMITED TIME

00412 SlrIS AVAJIAIKE

,tee

ietreeti SC11444

P,0•00,1 Sit44,?wimp

fI
iffITIC117

Ron &
Joyce's

SIRLOIN Sil'OCICADE

FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY SPECIAL
6 oz. Sirloin Steak $379
OR

Chicken Fried Steak $499

with country gravy
Both include: Choice of Potato & hot roll
and All you con eat

SALAD BAR

A

Purchase an ECHQ CS500V1: 116*

or 20 bar) G. receive a Free carry-

53

ing case & extra loop_ olchain. lip
to $53.74 value Similar savings on
other ECHO chain saws in stock.
ECHO chain saws give you years of extra dependable servK
patented anti-vibe system & automatic oiler
tough durable
construction inside out
M Ii PR :kV

Chain Saw

25%

Chain Oil
Gel

RENTAL SALES

Chain
New

...th• ONE that lasts!

Off

Chain Files

CENTER
200 E. Main

S1941

75341201 j

99'

Member FDIC

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

iWi BankoiMurray

New clubs now being opened at all locations!

Saturday, Nov.6, 1982

SO lopilseled
0171124 Wien arapelwag
NOON FOR T
Oleo asps)as
Clin
Why
see
set
Mehl
faleade)
(Erik
Peach
rebberles,
el
err*
loa
eniey.
-Mrs"
ea
place
the probable ringleader.The highway adiostable

The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times
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MONDAY
1 1/8/82
5:00 AM.
- Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Jerry Lewis, Dr
Lonnie Barbach and Dr. William Rader, who discusses
compulsive overeating.

_

5:30 A.M.

MOVIE: 'I Go Pogo'
Pogo Possum is railroaded
into running for President in
this
animated
feature.
Voices of Vincent Price,
Ruth Buzz', Jonathan Winters, Rated PG

6:30 A.M.

- Inside Business

7:00.M.
O-

11:00 A.M.

-

HBO
Magazine
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO

•

12:00 P.M.

-

MOVIE:
O
'City
Beneath the Sea' Sciencefiction adventures of a
pioneer underwater colony
in the year 2053 Robert
Wagner, Stuart Whitman,
Rosemary Forsyth 1967.
O MOVIE: 'Ode to Billy
Joe' The romance of two
teenagers brings joy until a
secret intervenes
Robby
Benson, Glynnts O'Connor,
Joan Hotchkis. 1976 Rated
PG
-

HBO Theatre: Fronk
1:00 P.M.
Langella
In
Shade,*
- MOVIE: 'Submarine
Holmes The world famous
detective---unravels
'The —Command' Story and events extending from the end
Strange Case of Alice Faulkof World War II to the outner.' Susan Clark, Stephen
break of hostilities in Korea
Collins
are shown. William Holden,
8:00 A.M.
Nancy Olson, William BenMOVIE: 'Never Steal
dix 1951
Anything Small' A small
2:00 P.M.
stevedores'
local
boss
113 - Video Jukebox
wants to become boss of
waterfront and will let noP.M.
thing stand in his way
MOVIE: 'Falling in
James
Cagney,
Roger
Love Again' A discontented
Smith, Shirley Jones 1959
middle-aged man tries to re9:00 A.M.
capture his lost youth. Elliott Gould, Susannah York,
CU - Phil Donahue DonaKaye Ballard. Rated PG
hue's guest is Dr. Elizabeth
Connell, professor of OH
4:00 P.M.
GYN of Emory University
le CU - Lobo
MOVIE: 'Failing in
4:30P.M.
Love Again' A discontented
O - MOVIE: 'I Go Pogo'
middle-aged man toes to rePogo Possum is railroaded
capture his lost youth Elinto running for President in
liott Gould, Susannah York,
this
animated
feature
Kaye Ballard. Rated PG
Voices of Vincent Pnce,
Phil Donahue
Ruth Buzzi, Jonathan WinDonahue's guest is Jerry
ters Rated PG.
Lewis
•

-

0-

2:30

o-

113

-

10:00 A.M.

- MOVIE: 'Tammy Teti
Me True' The romantic adventures of a backwoods
girl who sets out to get a
college education Sandra
Dee, John Gavin, Charles
Drake 1961

10:30 A.M.

_ Woman Watch
..1.mmMum

5:00 P.M.
O - Carol Bumdtt
3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]
-

5:30 P.M.
O - Bob Newhart Show
0
Disabilities

LEDGER & TIMES.Saturday, November,
6,1962

o CE - Eyewitness News
CE - Barney Miller

-

Learning

6:00 P.M.
- Newswatch

113 - Gomer Pyle
CU - Scene at 6
O - H80 Magazine
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO
CE U - News
- Business Report
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Charlie's Angels
CBS News

Symbols clash

_

He may not be the man
some girls think of as handsome, but to Bernadette
P6ters, the octogenarian has
got "it." NBC shows what
others think with "George
Burns
&
Other
Sex
Symbols," Monday, Nov. 8.
(Stations reserve the right
to make iest-rnintee changes.)

sso ca -

6:30P.M.
- P.M. Magazine

e

Family
Feud
CU - Tic Tac Dough
American Professionals
Jeffersons
0 afp - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
People's
0
It
Business
M•A•S•H
lEO

CU

CE)

-

-

-

_
7:00P.M.
- That's
O CE
Incredible!
_ Square
O C5D

Pegs Marshall hopes his
science fair project will convince Lauren that she's in
love with him
MOVIE: 'The Grass
Is
Greener' When
an
American millionaire invades
the private quarters of an
Earl's mansion, he falls in
love with the lady of the
house Cary Grant, Jean
Simmons, Robert Mitchum
1961
Little House:
A New Beginning Dr
McQueen goes to court to
regain custody of a deaf
boy in a carnival. (60 mmn )
O - MOVIE: 'Ghost
Story' An unforgiving ghost
returns 50 years after her
death to punish those responsible Fred Astaire, Melvyn Douglas, John Houseman
CC - All Creatures
Great and Small
Great Performances 'Charterhouse
of
Parma.' Fabrizio becomes a
fugitive when he kills the
jealous lover of a come-

dienne. (60 min.)
- Starsky and Hutch
- NFL Monday Night
Match-ups Tonight's program
previews tonight's
NFL contest (60 min.)

7:30 P.M.

-

CD 0 CE -

o

0

-

O

a)

(ft _

Private

Benjamin

8:00 P.M.

CE CID

-

NFL
Football: San Diego at
Miami/or Alternate Programming If the NFL players' stoke continues, alternate programming will be
shown.
MASH
O
A visiting Army officer tries
to make a war hero out of a
North Korean pilot.
GID 0 CC - George Burns
and Other Sex Symbols
George Bums is joined by
John
Schneider,
Linda
Evans and Bernadette Peters. (60 min.)
Great Performances 'Chartertxxise
of
Parma.' Fabrizro becomes a
fugitive when he kills the
jealous lover of a comedienne. (60 min.)
0 (ID - Magic of Dance

CE

-

CE -

'What Is New?' Dame Margot Fonteyn looks at the
work of dance pioneers (60
min.)
MOVIE: 'Funny Face'
A fashion magazine photographer sends a girl from a
book store to Pans Fred
Astaire, Audrey Hepburn,
Kay Thompson. 1957.
- NCAA Football:
Georgia at Florida

-

•

8:30 P.M.

GE 0 (12)- Newhart

O

The community encourages
Dick to become a city councilman.

9:00 P.M.

OD0(12 - Cagney &
Lacey

Cagney and Lacey
are chosen to head up a
task force to crack a robbery ring. (60 min.)
0
- Loretta Lynn
in Big Apple Country Loretta's guests will be Debbie
Allen, Peter Allen and Judd
Hirsch. (60 min.)
MOVIE: 'Stranger in
the House A psychopathic
college student terrorizes a
sorority house with threatening phone calls Keir Dellea, Olivia Hussey, Margot
Kidder, 1976. Rated R
Magic of Dance
'What Is New?' Dame Margot Fonteyn looks at the
work of dance pioneers (60
min.)
O (11) - Six Great Ideas
'Goodness.' Dr. Mortimer
Adler and Bill Moyers discuss how you determine the
ultimate good. (60 min.)

(3)

(1)

with football talk, talent
and tallies this month on
• WTBS — NCAA Football
every Saturday evening,
prime time,cable channel 4.
'World Championship Boxing Pryor vs. Arguello WBA
Junior Welterwieght Title
HBOnly! Live

9:15P.M.
O
Op

Cablevision of Murray

TBS Evening News

10:00P.M.
C1) - Eyewitness

0

-

10:15 P.M.
- All In the Family
10:30 P.M.

Cablevision's Never Short
On Sports

Television Worth Watching

-

News
(4)0 Op
(12 - News
Business
CL
Report
- Benny Hill Show

o

al CE - Sanford and Son
- Nightline
- Three's Company
- On Location: Catch a

•

Call 753-5005CABLE
VISION

o CE -

-

10:45 P.M.

(2)- News
O - MOVIE: 'The Strange
Love of Martha biers' A
woman, who as a child
murdered her aunt, is confronted with the return of a
childhood fnend who witnessed the crime Barbara
Stanwyck, Kirk Douglas,
Van Heflin. 1946.

-

-

Cablevision Always
Makes The Extra Points

CI CC - Tonight Show
Johnny is joined by Beverly
Sills, David Brinkley and
Buddy Rich. (R)(60 min )
PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country.
0
- Captioned ABC
News
- Starsky and Hutch
Trapper John
M.D.

Rising Star's 10th Anniversary This celebration features the stars who began
their careers at this famous
New York club

o

11:00P.M.

Trapper John,
M.D.
CU - Last Word
- Barney Miller
a - News
(10

-

11:15 P.M.

-

Tonight Show
20th Anniversary

11:30 P.M.
GID 0 CE - Late

Night
Letterman
with
David
David is joined by Henny
Youngman and David Miller
(60 min )
- Nightline
O - MOVIE: 'Road to
Zanzibar' Bing and Bob
barnstorm
their
way
through Africa trying to
raise enough money to get
back to the U.S. Bing
Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy
Lamour . 1941
- NCAA Football:
California
at
Southern
California
MOVIE:
'Columbo:
The
Most
Crucial Game' Lt Columbo
investigates the slaying of
the owner of a professional
football teem. Keith Ericson,
Happy Hairston, Jam McMillan 1973,

-

12:00 A.M.
GE) - Eyewitness News
• - MOVIE: 'Ghost
Story' An unforgiving ghost
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DAYTIME

DEL—Weather

6:00 A.M.
- CBS Morning

News
- SuperStation Funo
time
o GID - Early Today
e - Jim Bakker
e cut - Breakfast Show
6:15 A.M.
- News
•
6:30 A.M.
- ABC News/Morn
o — I Dream of Jeannie
o News
0CL - Business Report
0- Jimmy Swaggart
6:45 A.M.
O EL - Newswatch
7:00 A.M.
(1)-

O CLELO-Good

Morning America
o - My Three Sons

•

0-M.

0EL - Sesame Street
- Abbott and Costello
8:30A.M.
CL - Child's Play
0- Andy Griffith
9:00 A.M.
- Richard Simmons
▪ CE)
132 - N•vi
$25,000 Pyramid
- 700 Club
CL - Phil Donahue
0(1)- Donahue
- Hour Magazine
•
0 EL - Instructional

•
- Ni•A*S•H
12:15A.M.
- Nightline
(1) - MOVIE:
'Columbo: The Most
Dangerous Match Columbo is called in to investigate the death of a former
chess champion. Peter Falk,
Laurence Harvey 1973

12:30A.M.
CAD 0 CL - NBC News
Overnight
O - MASH
12:45A.M.
_ Entertainment
Tonight
1:00 A.M.
- News/Sign Off
•
wo - Jim Bakker
• (72, _ CBS News
Nightwatch
1:15 A.M.
O (2) - News
MOVIE: 'The Naked
o
Runner' An American busi-

lea, Olivia Hussey, Margot
Kidder. 1976 Rated R.

Programs
- Jim Bakker
9:30 A.M.
ei - You Asked For ft
- Laverne and
so
Shirley
O CID - Electric Company
- Child's Play
10:00 A.M.
111 c2)
- Love Beet
ifj
e
_ Price Is

•

Right

[2)- Love Bost
0- News
EL -Fantasy
o(10 - Texas
DEL -instructional
Programs
Love, loyalty and faded
•
- movie
dreams are the elements in
this film about two deaf
11:00 A.M.
mutes, an insecure white
at)- Soap World
girl and the divisions in the
(I)- Midday
family of a black doctor
au0- Family Feud
Alan Arkin, Sondra Lock,
- Mike Douglas People
Cicely Tyson 1968
Now
3:15 A.M.
EL -News
O _ MOVIE: 'Heil
Richard Simmons
O
Raideni' A demolition
gio
- Young and the
squad in Italy during World
Restless
War 2 is ordered to return
to a former American head11:30 A.M.
quarters building and blow it
Ell 010 CID
- RIfen's
up
John Agar, Richard
Hope
Webb, Joan Huntington
Young and the
1968
Restless
4:00 A.M.
(1)- Noon show
NCAA Football.
O
•- Search For
North Carolina at Clemson
Tomorrow

- NCAA Football:
Georgia at Florida
2:15A.M.
•(2) - MOVIE: 'The
Heart Is a Lonely Hunter'
•

CI)

-

A -A

R 111

gioltand Aar

105 SOUTH 4111 ST

PHONE 75344w

sorority house with threatening phone calls Kew Dul-

tld8(889

Wimp are provided by
Hoe TV station, Moo
esselions woke preys

12:00 P.M.
CE OD•My
Chiidren
- pAove.
Cl) am az - News
- Independent Network News
12:30P.M.
•ELS(I2-Asth.
World Turns
(I) - Search For Tomorrow
le GE) - Days of Our UVIPS
- Carl Tipton Show
1:00 P.M.
SI CID JD•- on. We
to Live
(4)- Another World
Afternoon Movie
1:30P.M.
ID CID 61 - capitol
- Anothor World
2:00P.M.
•(2)
- General
Hospital '
11/ CID
- Guiding
Light
o
- SuperStation Funtime
(1)- Texas

•

•

•-

CD

*two
otter
odielideo bon boo eat
to Woe oemepoper.

di au - mow,
2:30 P.M.
•
- Ounsmoko
- Fannon.
Mr
• - Fantasy
Rogers' Neighborhood
•CIED - Varied Programs
- Scoeby Doo
3:00 P.M.
- Little Home* on
no
111 - Rhoda
the Prairie
Walton*
se 4:30 P.M.
C3)S- Ed9* of Night
al EL - krA*15•11
_ Munster'
(j)- Hogan's Heroes
- Days of Our UV**
•
- Seviiitched
Sesame Street
0
(I)
- So You Got Troubles
- Little Rascals
•
IIIGID021- Electric
e 01- Tattletales
Company
3:30P.M.
- Moppet Show
▪ ciro - Beverly Hillbillies
15:00P.M.
(I)- Romance Theater
•cL-Uveon2
o - Lame It to Beaver
cu - Good Times
al - Here's Lucy
C1)- Eyewitness News
•
- Andy Griffith
• - Over Easy (Closed 5- Carol Burnett
31) - Tic Tee Dough
•- Hint:tones
•EL- News
•
- H•PPY Dori fil - Sanford and Son
89 - Sesame Street
Again
II tit - 3-2-1, Contact
4:00P.M.
(Closed Captioned'
e Go - Family Feud
- Jeflereona
•e
•op - Varied Programs
- Varied Programs
•
(I)- Bever* Hillbillies
6:30 P.M.
- Brady Bunch
(3)- People's Court
CEI CU 5 - ABC

Ilelleeds Cesteeren Doi
Free Medical Steteseets For All
Term Tea & keereece Records
ACCUPIACY

PNOFILE SYSTEN

CONVENIENCE

PEINPOPIAL ATTENTION

SPIED

DELIVERY SERVICE • NAIL OUT
FREE PARKINS
EMERGENCY PEICENE

753-1906

enekUriti's

MUNI:CRS

753411111

Ced buenea pot keep 'moon. We Roams, ri to Ow above We we old
tod000ld bad %ea do West weesoider ledinoisev

711.1-1314

Chee
Serl
lut

STEAK and PIZZA
HOUSE

.
MURRAY. KY 42071,

Shoddier Tee k Iteceivieg These Esseetiel Plieneecy

News

(A)- Romance Theater
1:45 A.M.
c2) _ Face to Face
2:00 A.M.
- CNN Headline News
- MOVIE 'Stranger in
•
the House' A psychopathic
college student terrorizes a

1
SILL HEWLETT /IPA

BOS DUNN R

1:30 A.M.

CE) - CBS
o
Nightwatch JIP

WNGE Nashville, TN
WSIL
Harrisburg. IL
Nashville. TN
WSM
1NTVF
Nashville. TN
WPSD Paducah, KY
WDCN Nashville, TN
KFVS
Cp Girardeau, MO
WKMU Murray, KY
Viewers volse remake
*Noir isievleise sigma vie
moms Amid ,.Is, Se
die silks mesa elimel
evadiers.

-

-

nessman is asked by the
British Intelligence to do a
crucial job for them On a
business trip to East Germany Frank Sinatra, Peter
Vaughan, Michael Newport
1967.

listo.Catie
Chem&

WNGE Nashville, TN
WTVF
Nashville, TN
Atlanta, GA
VVTBS
HBO
HOCTIO Box Office
WPSD Paducah. KY
WBILI Jackson, TN
WDCN Nashville, TN
WKMU Murray, KY
WZTV
Nashville. TN
USA
USA Network
K FVS
Cp Girardeau, MO

Viewers IA, receive
televisioe signals vie
_ Money C.abirvisien diseld
oho to IhS Meek wen
diummei emben le the as.
esupanybe lobe.

-

MONDAYcon
returns 50 years after her
death to punish those responsible. Fred Astaire, Melvyn Douglas, John Houseman.

Cato
Chmosie

(4)0 CL - Today
0 CU - Guten Tag
21) - mr. NNW,
'
Neighborhood
lB - Great Space Coaster
- CBS Morning
News
7:15 A.M.
ge CID - Weather
7:30 A.M.
B- That Old
0 EL - Instructional
Programs
Oi)- Weather
- Tennessee Tuxedo
7:45A.M.
- Instructional
Programs
8:00 A.M.
Cartoon Store

11111110000111111

5:00 A.M.
▪
_ ABC News/Morn
- Hour Magazine
▪ - TIM Morning News
(3)- Early Today
up Cit _ CBS Early
Morning News
5:30 A.M.
CD- Ralph Emery Show
▪
- Country Day
5:45 A.M.
- Morning Stretch

Sunday Buffett

11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
4 MATS 6 VEG.
SALAD BAR, BEVERAGE,& TAX

$499
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE COME TO EAT
We Deliver
Sun Thurs 10 JO A M to 12 Noon and S P M to 11 P M
Fri Sat 10 30 AM toll Noon and 5 PM to 12 PM
Catering and Private Dining for Parties
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TUESDAY
1 1/9/82

Parker,
1959

Nicole

Maurey

5:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

CE) - Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with actress Deborah
Kerr, Dr. William Rader and
entertainment
columnist
Shirley Eder.
Raggedy Ann and
Andy The two rag dolls set
out to rescue the kidnapped
French doll Babette.

- Phil Donahue Dona
hues guests discuss nononsense education
MOVIE: 'Ice Castles'
A young figure skater's
dreams of Olympic glory
seern shattered after she is
almost totally blinded in 2:t
accident. Robby Benson,
Lynn-Holly Johnson, Colleen
Dewhurst 1979.
- Phil Donahue
are
guests
Donahue's
American Jews who oppose the recent Beirut Massacre

fi

o_

6:30 A.M.

- Blockheads Mariette
Hartley hosts this group of

O

international ventriloquists.

7:30 A.M.

- MOVIE: 'Paternity' A
o
bachelor goes on a campaign to find the right surrogate mother to provide him
with an heir Burt Reynolds,
Beverly D'Angelo, Lauren
Hutton. 1981.

8:00 A.M.
O

'The
MOVIE:
Jayhawkers' Ruthless men
attempt to seize control of
an entire state after the Civil
War Jeff Chandler, Fess

o-

10:00 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Come
September'
A
wealthy
American arrives at his Italian villa two months earlier than usual and discovers
his caretaker using it as a
hotel Rock Hudson, Gina
Lollabrigida, Sandra Dee
1961

-

11:00 AM.
HBO Theatre: The

Rainmaker A handsome
stranger fulfills a lonely
woman's yearning for love.
Tuesday Weld, Tommy Lee
Jones, William Katt.

12:00 P.M.

- MOVIE: 'Taggart
young man seeking

Acting her
part

O

A
revenge
on those responsible for his
parents' murder finds himself hunted by professional
gunslingers. Tony Young,
Dan Duryea. 1965.

Actress Jane Seymour
plays actress Marguerite St.
Just in "The Scarlet Pimpernel," a CBS remake of the
1935 Leslie Howard movie.
Anthony Andrews stars as
the titular hero Tuesday,
Nov. 9.

1:00P.M.
MOVIE: 'The Borgia
Stick' Underworld infiltration into American business
focuses attention on major
crimes' billion dollar investment in legitimate securities. Don Murray, Fritz
Weaver, Inger
Stevens
1967.

0-

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

1:30 P.M.

- Blockheads
Hartley hosts this

O

Marlene
group of
international ventnloquists

2:30 P.M.

_ MOVIE: 'Paternity' A
bachelor

goes on a campaign to find the right surrogate mother to provide him
with an heir Burt Reynolds,
Beverly D'Angelo, Lauren

Hutton. 1981

4:00 P.M.
(j)- 111.1 and the Bear
Raggedy Ann and
Andy The two rag dolls set

9-

out to rescue the kidnapped
French doll Babette

5:00 P.M.
O - Carol Burnett
11) (2i) - 3-2-1, Contact
(Closed Captioned]

5:30 P.M.
O - Bob Newhart Show
O - Rascal Dazzle This
compilation of film clips
catches the 'Little Rascals'
at their best Narrated by
Jerry Lewis.
0
- G. E. D.

6:00 P.M.
O (1)- Newswatch
O G1D - Eyewitness News
(I)- Barney Miller
O Gomer Pyle
C4.- ) - Scene at 6
0(4)0- News
CO (1)- Business Report
(2j) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
▪ - Charlie's Angels
0(12 - CBS News

-

6:30 P.M.
- P.M. Magazine
- Family
CEO 0
Feud
Tic Tac Dough
O Andy Griffith
- Jefferson*
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Kentucky Journal
0)
MASH
G

c3Do

a-

7:00 P.M.

AUTOGRAPH PARTY
Ken Wolf will be at the Murray Ledger Si Times from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. Friday, Nov. 12, to autograph copies and to promote sales of "-"Thoughts In Season," a 260-page collection
of his regular feature in the Murray Ledger Si Times.
Wolf and the Murray Ledger L Times Managing Editor Matt
Sanders finalize plans for the sale, to benefit Need Line and
Adult Activities Class of Comprehensive Care Center.

0 CIO Cl) 0 - Happy
Days A former crybaby
holds a childhood grudge
against Fonzie (Closed Captioned)
- MOVIE:
0 cu 0
'Scarlet Pimpernel' Sir
Percy Blakeny is the Scarlet
Pimpernel. a heroic figure
who rescues French anstocrats from the blade of the
guillotine
Anthony
Andrews, Jane Seymour, In
McKellen 1982,
O - MOVIE: 'The
Mountain' Two brothers
climb a towering Alpine
peak to reach the wreckage
of a crashed airliner Spen-

MOICIAYcota

Wilray Ledger & Times

News
ID c - CBS News
ft - Bob Newhert Show
X CO (I)- NBC News
- Varied Programs
CD
•- Alice
- News

go

cer Tracy, Robert Wagner,
Clair: Trevor 1956.
GD
(j) - Father
Murphy One of the orphans
is kidnapped in an attempt
to stop her from claiming
her intwitance. (60 min.)
- MOVIE: 'Ice Castles'
A young figure skater's
dreams of Olympic glory
seem shattered after she is
almost totally blinded in an
accident. Robby Benson,
Lynn-Holly Johnson, Colleen
Dewhurst. 1979
CO
(10
Political
Spectrum
(21) - Nova 'Here's
Looking at You, Kid.' Tonight's program tells the
story of a young boy's fight
to recover from severe
burns. (60 min.) [Closed
Captioned]
0- Starsky and Hutch
NHL
Hockey:
Montreal at Minnesota

o

-

7:30 P.M.

ocEaDes_ Laverne &
Shirley Laverne decides to
become a Playboy Bunny
Guest starring Hugh Hefner
and Carrie Fisher. (Closed
Captioned]
1:3 cep - To Be Announced

8:00 P.M.

ammo- Three's
Company Janet and Tern
help Jack cook up a recipe
to salvage his chance to operate 17 own restaurant.
giD 0 CIE - Gavilan GaviIan and art associate are
taken hostage by modemday pirates (60 min.)
CU - Contest of
Champions
21) - IVfysteryl 'The
Head of Caesar' Father
Brown comes to the aid of
a woman who has stolen a
priceless coin (60 min.)
[C'osed Captioned1
- MOVIE: 'Save the
Tiger' A man made desperate by the corruption in his
life st.-Jggles to regain his
seff-respect. Jack Lernmon,
Jack Gifford, Laurie Heineman. 1973.

o

8:30P.M.
ID CID OD
-9

to 5
Doralee packs her hags for
Tennessee 'when her boyfriend comes to town

9:00P.M.
II IX CU
- Hart

to
Hart The Harts, on a visa
to a western theme perk.
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WEDNESDAY

ner • Susan Clark, Stephen
Collins

12:00 P.M.

Tierney, Thelma Ritter, John
Lund. 1951.

1 1/10/82
5:00 A.M.
- Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Deborah Kerr, Dr.
William Rader and Dr Isadore Rosenfeld.

5:30 A.M.
O -

MOVIE: 'Incredible
A
Woman'
Shrinking
housewife, subjected to the
chemicals in aerosol sprays,
finds herself shnnking fast.
Lily Tomlin, Charles Grodin,
Ned Beatty. 1981. Rated
PG.

7:00 A.M.

- MOVIE: 'Any Which
Way You Can' A barroom
brawler teams up with an
orangutan for fun and adventure. Clint Eastwood,
Sondra Locke, Ruth Gordon.
1980. Rated PG.

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Mating
Season' The mother of an
man
young
ambitious
comes to live in her son's
home as a servant. Gene

9:00 A.M.
(4) -

Phil Donahue Donahue talks with two suppliers
of pornographic material for
cable television.
MOVIE: 'Loophole'
Master criminals plan the
perfect heist at the world's
most impregnable bank. Albert Finney, Martin Sheen,
Susannah
York.
1981.
Rated PG.
0
- Phil Donahue
Donahue's guests discuss
the effects of military toys
on children.

O-

- MOVIE:

'Big
V
Broadcast of 1938' A race
between two ocean liners
and an ex-husband chased
for back alimony by three
ex-wives Bob Hope, W C.
Fields, Martha Raye 1938

-

9:15 P.M.

- TBS Evening News
10:00 P.M.
ID CD RD0CI) ID
cfz - News
CU
- Eyewitness
News

o alD 0

-

Business

Report
- Benny Hill Show

10:15 P.M.

o - All In the Family
10:30 P.M.
•(1)0 (I) - Tonight
Show Johnny is joined by
Ricky Schroder and Tony
Trabert. (60 min.)
Sanford and Son
(I)- Nightlong
(I)- Threes Company
MOVIE: 'True
Confessions' A brutal murder tests the conflicting loyalties of two brothers.
Robert De Niro, Robert Duval, Charles Doming. 1981
Rated R.
- PA'A•S•H
121 (f) - PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
Count.
Captioned ABC
NOWA
- Starsky and Hutch
•
•-Quincy

▪

-

_

•

•

cit -

4'44

1:00 P.M.

0_ SRO: Crystal Gale In
Concert Crystal sings all of
her greatest hits.
- MOVIE: The Black
Orchid' A gangster's widow and a law abiding businessman find their romance
threatened by their children
Anthony
Loren,
Sophia
Quinn. 1959

10:00 A.M.

2:00 P.M.

local man's life becomes a
struggle when he meets a
female.editor working on location. Burt Reynolds, Barbara Loden. 1968.

Way You Can' A
brawler teams up with an
orangutan for fun and adventure. Clint Eastwood,
Sondra Locke, Ruth Gordon.
1980. Rated PG

Th• groom
wore white
Hospital issue and a trousseau fill the costume requirements when Alexis (Joan
Collins) marries Cecil (Lloyd
Boctiner) despite his Awl
attack on "Dynasty,"
Wednesday, Nov 10 on ABC
(Stattone reserve iSis rtght
to malt* at -menult• ~peg 1

Which
V - MOVIE: 'Fade In' A 0- MOVIE: 'Anybarroom

1 1:00 A.M.
HBO Theatre: Frank
Langone
In
Sherlock
Holmes The world famous
detective
unravels 'The
Strange Case of Alice Faulk-

3:30 P.M.
-

0-

ABC
Afterschool Special 'A
Very Delicate Matter ' Kristin faces a difficult decision

-

10:45 P.M.

MOVIE: 'The Trap'
Attempting to flee the country, the notorious head of a
crime syndicate isolates a
small town in southern California. Richard Widmark,
Tina Louise, Lee J Cobb
1959.

- Quincy

- Last Word
(I)- Barney Miller
- M•A*S•H
NHL
Hockey:
Montreal at Minnesota

•

e -

11:30 P.M.
SCES- Paghlline

faces Richelieu and challenges the Cardinal's right
to order the death penalty
for Huguenots
Raymond
Massey, Conrad Veldt, Annabelle 1937.
ck
- NBC News
Overnight

1:00 A.M.

e _ Jim Bakker
e (21 - CBS

•

- Entertainmervt
Tonight

cID - Eyewitness News

- CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
(I)- Romance Theater

2:00 A.M.
(E)- NOV411
- CNN Headline News

e- MOVIE: 'Paternity' A
bachelor goes on a campaign to fond the right surrogate mother to provide him
with an heir. Bun Reynokls,
Beverly D'Angelo, Lauren
Hutton 1981
- Seiko World Super
Tennis

•

2:15 A.M.
O

MOVIE: 'How to
Stuff a Wild Bikini' A man
calls upon a witch doctor to
keep an eye on his girl and
divert any male attention.
Annette Funicello, Dwayne
14ick man.
an Donlevy.
-

ea)- Ann Holt at Large
3:00 A.M.
(2)- MOVIE: 'Man on
•
String' A government undercover agent lands in the
middle of waning mobsters
when he sets out to sabotage a crime ring from the
inside. Christopher George.
Jock Warden, Joey Grey
1971

a

and

Wife

O

- MOVIE: 'Cutters
Way' A bitter Vietnam veteran draws his wife and his
only friend into an obsessive mission to uncover a
murderer. John Hoard, Jeff
Bridges, Lisa Eichorn 1981
Rated R.

12:30 A.M.
•CID - MOVIE: 'Tenor
From Within'
- MOVIE: 'Under the
Red Robe' A swordsman

•

1:30 A.M.

0

2:30 A.M.

12:00 A.M.

e- Last Word
12:15 A.M.
•cu - McMillien

News

Nightwatch

cu -

Late Night
GCI 0
Letterman
with
David
David is joined by Jay Leno
(60 min.)
MOVIE: 'The Day the
Earth Moved' No one believes a man who says their
town will be destroyed by
earthquake.
Jackie
an
Cooper, Stella Stevens, Wilham Windom. 1974
- MOVIE:
• (tb
'McMillan & Wife: The
Fine Art of Staying Alive'
Sally is kidnapped, and her
abductors demand a Rembrandt painting as ransom
Rock Hudson, Susan Saint
Danova
James, Cesare
1973

4:00P.M.
- Lobo

O - Bushman of Kalahari

se - News/Sign Off

11:00 P.M.

O

when she learns that she
may bave a venereal disease (60 mm.) (Closed
Captioned)

O

TUESDAY COM:
get involved in a game of
shoot 'em up, (60 min.)
(Closed Captioned]
GO 0
- St. Elsewhere
Dr. Morrison's feelings are
in conflict when he must
treat a terrorist. (60 min.)
MOVIE: 'So Fine' A
college professor becomes
a successful fashion designer in this comedy. Ryan
O'Neal, Jack Warden, Richard Kiel. Rated R.
0 al) - Sound Festival
'Flora Punm and Airto with
Batucaje.' The traditional
rhythms of Brazil with the
strains of jazz are presented. (60 min.)

St 4

3:45 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'So Fine' A
•
college professor becomes
a successful fashion designer Ni this comedy Ryan
O'Neal, Jack Warden. Richard Kiel Rated R.
4:15 A.M.
0- Rot heal

This documentary looks at
an African tribe forced to alter its way of hie

5:00 P.M.

o - Carol Burnett
- Two of Hearts A
young girl stumbles onto
the truth behind her broken
home
O CED - 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]

•

5:30 P.M.
- Bob Newhart Show
e 21)- Another Page
6:00 P.M.

ep (2)- Newswatch

e - Eyewitness News
CID - Barney Miller
e-GOITIOr Pyle
(I)- Scene .tll
- Al Night Radio An
all-night radio station is humorously profsied
- News
0CU
Business Report
- MacNeil-Letwer
Report
- Charles Angels
•C12 - CBS News
•

ocugip

•

6:30 P.M.

ex- P.M. Magazin*
',memFeud
(1)- Tic Tac Dough

- Andy Griffith

e-

Yesteryear... 1942
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1942
0- Jefferson*
•(I) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
•2f) - International

(12 - ki•A•S*H
•
7:00 P.M.
ci)
- FaN Guy
•

•ap e Brides for Seven Brothers
e - MOVIE: 'The Three
&MINI

Musketeers' The Three
king
serve
Musketeers
Louis XM, with the help of
their new friend, the dashing D'Anagnen Oliver Reed,
Michael Yost, Chariton Heston, Richard Chamberlain,
Roque& Welch. 1974
GI)
- mist People
Tonight's program features
a salute to America's veterans and servicemen (60
min.)
- Ascent of Man
In Perlomeincei
at the White Howe Violin
virtuoso ttzhak Perlman pre
gents a special performance
from the East Room at the
White House (60 min)
0- Starsky and Hutch
- Pro iloweers Tour
Coverage of the Columbia
300 Open is presented from
Detroit, MI. (2 hrs.)

e

•p

-

•

Family

7:30P.M.

•-

MOVIE: 'Incredible
Women'
A
Shrinking

CNICKINS AECOUNTS...SAVINOS ACCOUNTS...CERTIFICATES Of DEPOSIT
...IRA ACCOUNTS...24-HOUR TELIER...MONET HANKET
CANDS...CONHUNITT 000M..
T.v. DRIVE-111...NOW ACC
ACCOUNTS....OANSWETT DEPOSIT NOUS.
INGS ACCOURTS...
CLUS....INA ACC
WIVE-1111...NOW
CERTIFICATES Of
ACCOUNTS....
ITT INDOW...
...TRAVELERS
Cu....
row ACCOUNT
Ssit
CHECKING
OWES—
...CHRIS
L..LOANS
LOANS...
-MONET
T.V. SRI
ITV
PANKET
S..5*
VELERS
ACCOUNTS.
.GANCLUB
CNECAS...
..24-HOUR
%KETT OE
.CARiSTRAS
TELLER...T.
_TRAWLERS
CLUO...SAVI
ia ca
CHECAS...111A
ACCSUNTS
...NOW ACCOUNT
HMV SOORRS
MENDED FOIC...T.
ACCOUIRS...14A
OtPOSIT
S...CAEOIT CAWS
ACCOUNTS—CHEMINS
...A-esult
NEMER MIC...CERTIfICATES
...CANNUNITT 111001...T.V. NOIRE-111...TIANELERS cutcas...siectue
HOMY MAW CERTifiCATES...MOW ecteums...cetcsias examsWINOS 5CCOUNTS...1MA ACCOUNTS...CERTIFICATES sr ORPOSIT..110
ACCOUNTS...CHECKING accsuiers...sarrn ORPOSIT sents-cansimin

_lorry

housewife, subpected to the
chemicals in aerosol sprays,
fonds herself shrinking fast
Lily Tomlin. Cherie* Grochn,
Ned Beatty 1981 Rated
PG

8:00 P.M.
•CID III GUI -

Alice
Mel's mother comes to
Phoenix and announces that
she has been divorced
GU •(I)- Facts of We
Blair fells for a handsome
but slightly retarded boy
- In Peclormence
at the White House Violin
virtuoso itzhak Penman presents • special performance
from the East Room at the
White House (60 mm)
- Gossip Front the
IS
Forest The story behind the
signing of the 1918 Armes
we is presented (90 mm)
- MOVIE: 'Paper
Moon' A con artist is out conned when he falls prey
to the charms of a not

•
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5:00 A.M.
- Hour Magazine

Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Loni Anderson,
Debdrah Kerr and Dr. William Rader.

5:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 1 Go Pogo'
Pogo Possum is railroaded
into running for President in
this
animated
feature.
Voices of Vincent Price,
Ruth Buzz', Jonathan Winters. Rated PG.

7:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Father
Figure' A widowed father
struggles to reestablish a
relationship with his two
sons from whom he has
been separated for five
years. Hal Linden, Timothy
Hutton, Cassie Yates.

8:00 A.M.
o - MOVIE: 'A Man
Called Gannon' A cowboy
drifter unwillingly takes a
brash young Easterner for a
sidekick and teaches him
the art of being a seasoned
cowboy Tony Franciosa,
Michael
Sarrazin, Susan
Oliver. 1969.

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue

Donahue's guests are children
who supervise themselves
at home while their parents
work

Parker,

o

10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'West Point
Story' A Broadway musical

struggles to reestablish a
relationship with his two
sons from whom he has
been separated for five
years. Hal Linden, Timothy
Hutton, Cassie Yates

director goes to the Academy to help stage a variety show. Virginia Mayo,
James Cagney, Doris Day.
Gordon MacRae, Gene Nelson. 1950

3:00 P.M.
Sesame Street
4:00 P.M.
• CE) - BJ and the Bear
O - MOVIE: 'I Go Pogo'

010 - Phil Donahue
Donahue provides an overview of parental responsibility laws.

10:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Foolin'
Around' An Oklahoma
ranch hand enrolls in college, but learns more about
life outside the classroom.
Gary
Busey,
Annette
O'Toole,
Eddie
Albert.
1980. Rated PG.

12:00P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Seminole' A
lieutenant assigned to a fort
in Florida tries to stop his
commander from moving
against the Indians. Rock
Hudson, Anthony Quinn,
Barbara Hale 1953.

12:30 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Silence of
the North' A young woman
grapples with the loneliness
and hardship of a Canadian
wilderness. Ellen Burstyn,
Tom Skerrilt, Gordon Pin
sent 1981. Rated PG.
1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Naked
Jungle' A South American

dog struggle to survive in
the rugged Alaskan wilderness Fred Romer, Jack Palance, Joan Collins. Rated

plantation owner and his
beautiful bride fight billions
of soldier ants eating everything in their path. Charlton

WHY DOB MY
AUTO INSURANCE
HAVE TO COST
SO MUCH?
IT DOESN'T!
CAL ONE OF THE REPRESENTATIVES
LISTED BROW:

David King/ Agent
Jackie Conley/Personal Lines Rep.
Mary Holland/Personal Lines Rep.
Sue Miller/ Receptionist-Bookeeper

M.,.pl.=MO OW Mel

Eleanor

2:00P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Father
Figure' A widowed father

PG.

O - MOVIE: 'The Great
Adventure' A boy and his

nt
weal'11101.1111
NW,
Moylederg or,*
M.
pvr. mereer
40.••••
J

Heston,
1954

753-8355
901 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.

KING-LANDOLT
"Peruse! Service pets es est
frent...cempetiNve Metes keep is There"

reD

Reese's piece
Della Reese (pictured)
speaks her mind as a judge
and friend to Patty Duke
Astin on "It Takeq Two," the
ABC comedy that airs Thursday, Nov. 11.

-

Pogo Possum is railroaded
into running for President in
this
animated
feature
Voices of Vincent Price,
Ruth Buzzi, Jonathan Winters. Rated PG

o

(Stations reserve the right
to mate last-minute changes

M r. Rollers'
Neighborhood
4:30 P.M.

CD

-

- Electric Company

5:00 P.M.
EP - Carol Burnett
3-2-1, Contact
CI

(ft

o - Video Jukebox
0 - G. E. D.
6:00 P.M.
e
- Newswatch

-

[Closed Captioned]

5:30 P.M.
0- Bob Newhart Show

- Eyewitness News
O
(E)- Barney Miller
a- Gamer Pyle
(J)- Scene at 6

O - Money Matters

This
program shows how money
can be saved and spent
wisely

WEDNESDAYcotit
innocent 9-year-old
girt.
Ryan O'Neal, Tatum O'Neal,
Madeline Kahn. 1973

signing of the 1918 Armistice is presented (90 min )

8:30 P.M.
a) us
- Filthy

9:15 P.M.
Evening News
9:30 P.M.
0 (21) - New England

Uncle Arthur makes a pass
at 15-year-old Mallory

Begins Host Sam Waterston explores the lives of
the first American colonists
- MISL Soccer: New

o

0- TBS

Rich
CF 0 gi) - Family Ties

9:00P.M.
0c3) CID
- Dynasty
Michael Torrance catches
Blake off guard with his
claim to the Carrington dynasty, the kidnapping of FatIon's baby reaches a climax
and Alexis lays claim to
Colby's weahh (60 min )
[Closed Captioned]
• (I)
Cj2 - Tucker's
Witch
- Quincy A han(4)0
dicapped coroner attacks
Quincy for believing that a
father is innocent of murdering his own child. (60
min.)

- MOVIE: 'Prince of
the City' A double-agent

•

exposes corruption in his
department and becomes
the number-one target of
the mob Treat Williams.
- Gossip From the
Forest The story behind the

o

York at Los Angeles
10:00 P.M.
OCIDGDOXIIIIN

(it- Nows

O 05D (F - Eyewitness
News
Business Report
o
O - Benny Hill Show
10:15 P.M.
O - All In the Family
10:30 P.M.
(2) 0 (1) - Tonight
Show Johnny is Joined by
21) -

Alan King (60 min )

a (1)_ Sanford and Son
- Nightfine
@ID - Three's Company
O _ MASH
- Business Report
O
21) - Captioned ABC
o
News
- Starslcy and Hutch
as
Archie's Place

•

,

We're Open
ff
.H
MO
EL
DLAAN.D 4)
1
ICA
‘
_
The Finest In Haase Health
Supply & Metikol Equipment
*Featuring*
Renosaber Medicate
*Wheel Chan
will wry up te SOS e4
Kneelses
your medical Impel*
•Beils
hews cew I ree ere
•Ceses
45 peers or Mor
*Sewed stockings
owl mock, mach
onete.
Costal Fee You Is Ow Teedliiee
Woo To Illollsoors Oise Iliewerwriree Mawr
.

-

--

10:45 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'She' An

Englishman in Palestine is
given a ring and a map of a
lost city. Ursula Andress,
John
Richardson,
Peter
Cushing. 1965.
1 1:00 P.M.
- Archie's Place

- Last Word
(F- Barney Miller
a - MASH
o (:11:) - PBS Late Night
(.1(P)
0
- MOVIE: 'Happily
Ever After' An aspiring sin-

a) 0 cc - NBC News
Overnight
- Pro Bowlers Tour

•

Coverage of the Columbia
30C Open is presented from
Detroit, MI. (2 hrs.)
12:4§ A.M.
IB MOVIE: 'Kona Coast'
The skipper of a fishing
boat finds his daughter
dead under the influence of
drugs given to her at a
party Richard Boone, Vera
Miles, Joan Blondell 1968
1:00 A.M.
O - News/Sign Off

a - Jim Bakker
• Cf2 - CBS News
Nightwatch
1:30 A.M.
- CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- Romance Theater
11:30 P.M.
2:00 A.M.
0GO
- Nightlene
es c2D- News
0
- MOVIE: 'The
(4) - CNN Headline News
Child Stealer' A woman
a _ All Night Radio An
begins a desperate search
all-night radio station is hufor her children when her
morously profiled.
ger is torn between a
chance at fame in Las Vegas or the persistent courtship of a mountain man.
Suzanne
Somers, Bruce
Boxleitner, John Rubinstein
1978

ex-husband' kidnaps them.
Beau Bridges, Blair Brown,
David Groh. 1979
@ID 0
- Late Night
with
David
Lettermen
David is joined by 'Breatharian' Wiley Brooks and

Sting of the rock group
'Police'. (60 min.)
•- MOVIE: 'You Can't

Cheat an Honest Man'
Two men try to keep a

2:30 A.M.
• Cf) - MOVIE: 'The
Now Centurions' The story

of a veteran cop and his
rookie partner. George C.
Scott, Stacy Keach. 1972.
a - MOVIE: 'Loophole'
Master criminals plan the
perfect heist at the world's
most impregnable bank Albert Finney, Martin Sheen,
Susannah
York.
1981

showman's daughter from
Rated PG.
marrying a wealthy man.
Edgar Bergen, W.C. Fields,
gp - MISL Soccer New
Charlie McCarthy. 1939.
York at Los Angeles
2:45 A.M.
12:00A.M.
- Entertainment • - MOVIE: 'Island
Tonight

Affair The wife of a weal-

thy inclustriskst avoids an
cs:)- Eyewitness News
affair with a young doctor
•- MOVIE: 'Any Which
until she learns that her husWay You Can' A barroom
band has been unfaithful
brawler teams up with an
Mark
Damon, Daniels
orangutan for fun and adRocca, Elaine Stewart
venture. Clint Eastwood,
4:15A.M.
Sondra Locke, Ruth Gordon.
1980. Rated PG.
•- SRO: Crystal Gale In
Concert Crystal sings al of
- Last Word
her %Freston hits.
12:30 A.M.
4:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The
Devil's Web'
- Rat Petrol
•
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pertinent superior and a
MOVIE:
0
- Wild America
councilman (60 men )
: The Disposal
'Time of the Grizzly.' ToMan' McCloud is assigned
night's program looks at the
- PAystetyl 'The
to
Jefforsons
to protect a weelthy corporcomplex habits and history
Head of Caesar.' Father
ation head from a hired
- MacNeil-Lehrer
of the grizzly bear
Brown comes to the aid of
0
killer Dennis Weaver, P.a woman who has stolen
Report
▪ ti) - Sneak Previews
trick O'Neal. Nina Talbot
pnceless coin. (60 min )
- Kentucky
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
1971
(Closed Captioned)
Considered
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
12:00 A.M.
what's happening at the
0 at, _ K ET Schol.
- M•A•S•H
movies
s ap - Entertairwnent
Challenge
7:00 P.M.
Tonight
- Starsky and Hutch
- NBA Etesketball:
ES(I)CE13Houston at Portland
- MOVIE: 'Foolin'
- National RollerskatLoves Chachi Beatlemania
Oklahoma
An
Around'
ing Championship
P.M.
9:30
invades Delvecchio's
ranch hand enrolls in colJukebox
P.M.
Video
7:30
- Magnum,
o (1)
lege, but learns more about
- star of
World of Books
▪ cu cu
P. I.
life outside the classroom
the Family Douggse and
Annette
Busey,
Gary
10:00 P.M.
O - NCAA Football: West
Buddy fall for the same
Albert
Virginia at Rutgers
Eddie
O'Toole,
C2)C3DOCIJUU
starring •
woman.
Guest
1980 Rated PG
(I) 0 (1) - Fame Dons
- Nowa
Joanna
Kerns,
Rhonda
falls for the new vocal
fp - Last Word
ap - Eyewitness
0
Shear and Richard Karron
coach. (60 min.)
• - NBA Basketball:
News
o - MOVIE.: 'Ghost
Houston at Portland
O TBS Evening News
Story' An unforgiving ghost
12:15 A.M.
'The
MOVIE:
returns 50 years after her
O
Formula' This film follows • cp
- MOVIE:
death to punish those resMcCloud
the action during an internaponsible. Fred Astaire, Mel'McCloud:
9 to
5 6
tional synthetic fuel conspivyn Douglas, John HouseMeets Dracula'
Scott,
racy. George C
man.
12:30 A.M.
12
Martha
Marlon
Brandi),
al) (ID - Tennessee
- MOVIE:
fp
R.
Rated
Keller.
1980.
Outdoisrsmen
'Carnation Killer'
pp
- Hitch Hikers fp op a 45) - Business
1:1ID - NBC News
Xi
Report
Guide/Galaxy
Overnight
Show
Hill
Brow
8:00 P.M.

tow?,

THURSDAYcow(

fp cc fp - News

- Business Report
MacNeil-Lehrer

111

•21)

Ralson
Angels
- Charlie's
-•
CBS News
@2-•

6:30P.M.
o CI) - P.M Magazine
- Family
ff (I) 0
Feud

- Tic Tac Dough
O Andy Griffith
o - Inside the NFL

•

•

•

•

11) -

-

l..n
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games.

TELE"PUZZLE
-f
2
14
18

4

38

44

39

48

47

45
51

49

56

57

59
"
Z3F

58
1
ACROSS
1,5 Shown, plays
Alex on Taxi
11 Played Columbo
12 Plays Archie
14 Miss Scott's sign-off
15 Miss Ekberg's handbag
ID
16 Geneva: Abbr
17 Mervyn — Roy
18 Exists
19 Burghoff role
21 Pop flavor
23 Nickname for Ms.
Taylor
25 The—in Her Life
26 Plays Animal
27 '' .. can do, — — do
better"
29 tar. Nugent's insigne

The — Chase
Catherine and Johann
Mr. Alda's sign-off
Chicago area
Played Mr. Spook
Hatchback
The — of Us
Gershwin, et al
Plays Alice
Miss Remick's sign-off
Mr. Ewell's insigne
— Hill
Ring outcome
One Day — A Time
Played Huggy
Plays Krystle
Carrington
58 Mr. BorgnIne
59 Sally or Ayn

30
32
36
37
38
41
44
45
46
48
49
50
51
52
53
56

DO WN
38 Miss Talbot
Newsperson Savitch
39 Dunne or Castle
Neighbor of WY
40 Lucy to Lucie Arnaz
"— Abby"
41 Sebastian or Bruce
I — of Jeannie
42 Miss Valli's sign-off
Role for Bob Crane
43 Josh Taylor role
Champagne bucket
46 — Lane
Ely or Glass
a Miss North's handbag 47 TV science show
50 Compass point
ID
54 Plays Sidney: lnit
9 Plays Nurse Brancusi:
55 Switch setting
Init.
57 — Act of Murder
10 Maria on House calls
11 Tommy on Alice
SOLUTION
13 — People
r!xAitJBNEIZIE:Ig1
20 Olivia — Havilland
QMOWQ
21 Panama —
CIO 2!./E1 EiLdar
22 Take It — Leave It
t;)E MOON -JCA
Clobber
24
:44V13
26 Nickname for Miss
cit;
Mr.C•A
Reynolds
relMEGE•:TAtiglarn
c- 1-0111
28 Peter and Wolfe
al=
31 Enriquez on Hill Street
IngC.itsZD; !411J
CANE :-.TCAEUE
Blues
ZW;P: E_VAi 7-.1Z
33 Pallet
34 Vera on Alice
MIE/Nglin r -*lad
35 Wide World of —
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

C IOU United reetne• flyn010011. Inc

(I)- CNN Headline News
2:30 A.M.
- MOVIE. 'It
Happened One Night'
'Ghost
MOVIE
Story'
•- Pro Bowlers Tour

•-

4:00 A.M,
O-

Mission Impossible

4:30 AM.
•- Video Jukebox

1:00 A.M.

•

co co)
34 35

2:00 A.M.
_ News

-

23
27

- Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyse this week's
NFL action and look aheed
to next week's games

•

- Too Close

For Comfort The Rush
household tries to solve the
mystery of who took precious Andrew.
dB Cr
- MOVIE:
A
'Private
Benjamin'
spoiled nch girl, looking for
a better way of life, is
conned into joining the
Army. Goidie Hawn. Albert
Brennan.
Brooks, Eileen
1980.
Ci4) 0 (1) - Cheers Sam
agrees to help Norm hold a
private 'toga. party.
OB(3D- Snook Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies.
Nova 'Here's
Looking at You, Kid.' Tonight's program tells the
story of a young boy's fight
to recover from severe
bums. (60 min.) (Closed.
Captioned)
fp - MOVIE: 'Last of the
Red Hot Lovers' A happily
married, middle-aged restaurant owner yearns for an
affair to releave his humdrum existence Alan Arkin,
Sally Kellerman. 1972
8:30,P.M.
1110 (1) JD 0 - k Takes
Two Lisa's handsome blend
date sweeps her off her
feet
(I) 0 G4D - Taxi Alex
takes a second job working
as a gofer on Broadway
- Portfolio
13

al)

-

10:30 P.M.
fpxfpcip- Tonight
Show
IS(S)- Sanford and Son
ar)- Nightline
- Three's Company
- kil•A•S•H
- PBS Lets Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telePitions calls
from viewers ar6und the
country.
- Captioned ABC
pi
News
fp - Starsicy and Hutch
s - Quincy

•

•

- News/Sign Off
•
fp - Jim Bakker
• (12 - CBS News
Nightwetth
1:30 A.M.
Cl) - CBS

News
Nightwatch JIP
0 - MOVIE: 'Kisses For
My President' The story of
the first woman President
of the United States and the
fist male 'First Lady of the
Mack4urray,
Land: Fred
Polly Bergen, Arlene Dahl,
Edward Andrews. Eli Wallach 1964
(1)- Romance Theater

WS

PURPLE PASSION —
Julia (Abby Dalton,
pictured) takes a second
away from vineyard
corns to have a
and child reunion with
Mr son Lance on -Falcon
Croat," airing Friday,
Nov. 12 on CBS.

11:00P.M.
- Quincy

- Last Word
MOVIE: 'Battle of
Villa Fiorito' The mother of
two teenagers falls in love
with an Italian composer
and with her husband's
consent goes off with him.
Maureen O'Hara, Rosanno
Brazzi, Richard Todd 1965.
(F- Barney Miller
- M•A•S•H
•

o -

Join -Us Tonight...
for a Special
Friendship Festival
edition of

11:30 P.M.
ED XI
- Pal9fftline
(1) - Late Night
13D
Letterman
David
with
David is joined by Pvlerv
Griffis and punk rocker Captain Beetheart 460 mat)
III 7 MOVIE: 'The Virginia
Hill Beaty' A woman flees a
hie of poverty in the South
to make a new kte in Chicago and goes on to become the girlfriend of the
gangster
Sle991
Bu911Y
Dyan Cannon, Hervey Kietel,
1974
Alan Garfield.

9:00 P.M.
OS (I)(I) U - 20/20
CE 0 01) - Hill Street
Blues Capt. Funk, is caught
in a crossfire between a de

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINFS t.
zAISTOM WOODvRNING

Onuris
753-5940

r
Solid Wood Ciiboc.i.,
Birch • rjor • ‘roii.i.r• • Chirrs
Gunco,,ts • ',took., • •Bro‘cosc., •K,tcr,
Cabin( t lops
Custom Built Furn,turr. tir Furn,turt

COMPETITIVE PRICES

1000. Big Band Era with
Bobby and Terry Bryon
Swim 2-6 p.m.

FM :::traw•
913
70-470

121 2 Main

THE MI

R A), Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES.Saturday.!November 6. 1982

Unique dining
Atmosphere
Stodgy Whit
Friday Seafood Maui

ROOM E. JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVETT AVOITORILIM

Pizza •Salads
Sandwiches
Spaghetti
Usages

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special
Fast MO Dersery
Opse I I AM Oni17
4 PM kg*

Were More
than Ice Cream
*Nachos
*Deli Sandwiches
*Hot Dogs
'Chili
*Custom Made
Ice Cream Cake
Your One Stop Meal

THE IIRAR AI , Ky., LEDGER & TIMES.Sourday. Nereaseser4. 11112

99`

fu,_

Gifted 9100016.Cameo
MossoIran ibe Stadium
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FRIDAY
11/12/82
5:00 A.M.
a CID - Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with James Farentino,
Dr. William Rader and 'Annie star Aileen Quinn.
O - Two of Hearts A
young girl stumbles onto
the truth behind her broken
home.
--- - -6:00 A.M.
O - Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games
7:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Ice Castles'
A young figure skater's
dreams of Olympic glory
seem shattered after she is
almost totally blinded in an
accident Robby Benson,
Lynn-Hotly Johnson, Colleen
Dewhurst. 1979.
8:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Sign of the
Pagan' The hordes of Attila
hurtled against Rome and
the mighty sword of the Rowithstood
man
warrior
them Jeff Chandler, Jack
Palance, Ludmilla Tchenna
1955
9:00 A.M.
QD - Phil Donahue Donahue examines the scientific,
moral and legal questions
surrouniiing the nation's
first sperm bank for geniuses
O - MOVIE: 'Any Which
Way You Can' A barroom
brawler teams up with an
orangutan for fun and adventure. Clint Eastwood,
Sondra Locke, Ruth Gordon.
easy 1980 Rated PG
I CI
- Phil Donahue

Donahue discusses the declining quality of textbooks.
10:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Promise
Her Anything' Young widow's efforts to catch a
husband results in riotous
mixup. Warren Beatty, Leslie Caron, Robert Cummings. 1966.
1 1:00 A.M.
0- SRO: Crystal Gale In
Concert Crystal sings all of
her greatest hits.
12:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Thunder
Over the Plains' A Union
officer is assigned to the
Southwest territory in the.
post-Civil War period. Randolph Scott, Phyllis Kirk,
Fess Parker. 1953
- MOVIE: 'Ode to Billy
Joe' The romance of two
teenagers brings joy until a
secret intervenes. Robby
Benson, Glynnis O'Connor,
Joan Hotchkis. 1976. Rated
PG.
1:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'From the
Earth to the Moon' Three
man and a girl takes off to
the moon Joseph Cotten,
George Sanders, Debra Paget 1958
2:00 P.M.
O MOVIE: 'Ice Castles'
A young figure skater's
dreams of Olympic glory
seem shattered after she is
almost totally blinded in an
Robby Benson,
accident
Lynn-Holly Johnson, Colleen
Dewhurst 1979.
2:30 P.M.
0 aft) - New Shapes in
Education
3:00P.M.
O - MOVIE: "Spiderman

-

-

and the Chinese Web,'
Spider-Man attempts to
clear the reputation of• a
Chinese politician falsely accused of murder Nicholas
Hammond, Robert F. Simpson, Chip Fields 1978.
(21) - Sesame Street
4:00 P.M.
Lobo
O - Two of Hearts A
young girl stumbles onto
the truth behind her broken
home.
- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood

Oily Holly

0 -

4:30 P.M.
- Electric Company
5:00 P.M.
0- Carol Burnett
O - Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games
3-2-1. Contact
a
(Closed Captioned]
5:30 P.M.
Bob Newhart Show
- Dealing In
a
Discipline
6:00 P.M.
News
Eyewitness News
- Barney Miller
- Winners
- Scene at 6
MOVIE: 'Any Which
Way You Can' A barroom
brawler teams up with an
orangutan for fun and adClint Eastwood,
venture
Sondra Locke, Ruth Gordon.
1980. Rated PG.
CC - Business Report
- MacNeil-Lehrer
0
Report
0- Charlie's Angels
CBS News
6:30 P.M.
P.M. Magazine
- Famity
0

Lois Chiles portrays Holly
Harwood, a wealthy oil heiress who turns to J.R. Ewing
for advice in "Dallas," airing
on CBS, Friday, Nov. 12.
(Stations men* the right
to make last-rninute &mopes

-

O-

El(1)0(1)0-

-

O-

0

-

Go o al)

NOW IS THE TIME
Microwaves StadAt$279
To Ley-A-Way For Christmas With The Lowest Priam IN Ton

Feud
- Tic Tac Dough
Andy Griffith
- Jeffersons
MacNeil-Lehrer
a
Report
Comment on
Kentucky
MASH
7:00 P.M.
GI - Benson
0 (2)
Benson comes to the aid of
the governor's gardener
(Closed Captioned]
of
•ou
Hazzard Boss Hogg opens
a horse betting parlor (60
min.)
O - MOVIE: 'Adventures
of Neelca' Neeka, an Alaskan Indian boy, spends an
eery night in a ghost town
with his ranger fnend. Lassie, Mark Miranda, Jed Allen. 1964
X 0 01
1 ) - Powers of
Matthew Star Matthew's
class camping tnp turns
deadly when he realizes assailants are after them. (60
min.)
Itt CU
0
Washington Week/Review
Paul Duke IS Joined by top
Washington Journalists analyzing the week's news
- Starsky and Hutch
- Friday Night Boxing
Coverage of professional
boxing is presented from
Madison Square Garden,
New York, NY (3 hrs.)

o-

-

0

-

0

- Dukes

•

•

1+11:1141LCRELIF
ID Deluxe microwave with larger 1.4
Top 'N Bottom
Cu, ft. capacity
microwave feed system for evenly
cooked foods El Solid-state touch
controls III 10 Power levels plus defrost cycle el Cooks fast by time or
temperature 0 Quick-set control for
Double-DutyAl shelf
popular foods
Model RE965
Auto Roast Control

141:Ttp.Cri..rktIII Counter SaverTm microwave oven
installs over your present cooktop•
2-Speed exhaust fan IN Cooidop light
II Cooks by time or temperature
3 Power levels • Extra-wide 16"
oven interiors
Model RVM43

7:30 P.M.
C2)
- New Odd
Couple Felix informs Oscar
that his former wife is coming to visit. [Closed Captioned]
O (1) 0 ti) - Wall
Street Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a
weekly review of economic
and investment matters
8:00 P.M.
Greatest
i
)
(l
American Hero Ralph and
Pam decide to become engaged. (60 min )
Dallas J R
and Bobby take different
routes to outdo each other
for Ewing Oil_ (60 min.)
IX 0
- Knight Rider
Michael Knight must use all
his car's capabilities to save
Devon Miles. (60 min.)
- VVorid Championship
&KIM • AMMO. Pryor. ow.

cu 0 -

O

Microwave Oven Cooking Accessories
Microwave Oven Carts in Many Styles
641 N. Ninny
Across From The
()kaki Hoe

753.4478
itA

WEST KENTUCKY

•

40 (12) -

Alexis Arguello
- Nova 'Here's
0
Looking at You, Kid.' Tonight's program tells the
story of a young boy's fight
to recover from severe
burns. (60 min.) (Closed
Captioned]
(21) - Masterpiece
Theatre 'To Serve Them
All My Days.' David is given
his first promotion. (60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
MOVIE: 'Bang the
Drum Slowly' A young
baseball player wants to
play one last season before
he dies. Robert DeNtro, Michael Moriarty. 1973
8:30 P.M.
0 - NBA Basketball:
Atlanta at Utah
9:00 P.M.
Quest The
(2)
questers search a remote
African village for King
Charles. (60 min.)
Falcon
O
Crest Cole's grandmother
makes a surprise visit to
clear her grandson's name
(60 min.)
Remington
X 0
Steele Remington discovers
a corpse in his apartment
(60 min)
- Hitch Hikers
0
Guide/Galaxy
- Odyssey 'Bath
O
Waters ' Tonight's program
looks at the discovery of a
lethal amoeba in the hot
springs baths of Bath, England. (R)(60 min.)

o

-

cum-

O

ap 0 @2 -

(1E)

-

9:30 P.M.
CI CI) - Inside Business
10:00 P.M.

(10 GIO0 CID ID

-

News
- Eyewitness
a (E)
News
cp 0
- Business
Report
O Benny Hill Show

o

-

10:30 P.M.
ciD - Tonight

ggp (11)
Show

la

- Rockford Files
(3)- Nightline
(4)- Three's Company
- MOVIE: 'Howling' A
young Journalist seeking refuge from the city finds terror at a California retreat
Dee Wallace, Petrick Macnee, Dennis Dugan 1981
Rated R.

•

- Solid Gold
0 (1) -

PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country
- Captioned ABC
News
- Starsky and Hutch
0 Cif - MOVIE: 'Death
Car on the Freeway' A
psychotic killer singles out
lone female travelers and
torments them by forcing
them off the road. George
Hack
Hamilton, Shelley
1979.
10:45 P.M.
O TBS Evening News
11:00 P.M.
(2)- Lallit Word
G)- Barney Miller
11:30 P.M.
Nightline
a (I) - MOVIE: To Be
Announced
O MOVIE: 'Courage of
Black Beauty' A young boy
is given a new colt for his
John Crawford,
birthday
Mimi Gibson, Diane Brewster. 1957.
- SCTV
GCI
Network
0- MASH
up - Best Of The
Midnight Special
12:00 A.M.
Entertainment
Tonight
- Don Kirschner's Rock
Concert
MOVIE: '9trariger in
the House' A psychopathic
college student terrorizes a
sorority house with threatening phone calls Keir Dullea, Olivia Hussey, Margot
Kidder 1976. Rated R
- Nightline
12:30 A.M.
c2D - At The Movies
- Last Word
- MOVIE: 'Invasion of
the Animal People' Ice-age
giants, controlled by alien
brains, run amuck_ John
Carradine, Barbara Wilson,
Robert Burton 1962
• - News/Sign Off

-

(2)-

-

_

a•

•

•

am
ei -

:00 A.M.

_ Madame's Place

MOVIE: 'Trog' A
Woman anthropolipost Mu

GE 11
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—SPECIALS—
MONDAY
11/8/82

SATURDAY
11/13/82
2:30PM U — Blockheads
1100PM
— Best of Midnight Specials

7-00AM U — HBO Theatre: Frank Langefla In Sher.
ia* Koine*
11:00AM0— H80 Magazine Starring Dick Cavet
2:00PM 0— Video Jukebox
8:00PM 0— HBO Magazine Starring Dick Cavett
8:00PM AD0
— George Bums and Other Sex
Symbols
9:00PM CEO
— Loretta Lynn in Big Apple Country
10:30PM 0— On Location: Catch a Rising Star's 10th
Anniversary
11:15PM U
Tonight Show 20th Anniversary
Cie -

"I,
S.

SUNDAY
11/14/82

a. 111111

— Yesteryear... 1942
— HBO Theatre: Frank Langeta In Sherlock Holmes
4:00PM 0
Young Peoples Special
9:00PM (21) 5 gr) — Doug Henning's Magic On
Broodway
1000PM
— All Night Radio
1:45AM U
HBO Theatre: Frank Langela In Sherlock Holmes
11:00AM
1:30PM

_

1401

ACADEMIC STANDING
— John Dullisto ploys the
you
prldormaor DavidNowell Jaime M -To
Sorvo Thom All My
Dom" The 13-pert odopWhom of R.F. DokterhoItra novel airs Sundays
throughout Novontbor
and December on PSS

-

TUESDAY
11/9/82
5:00AM 0—
8:30AM 0—
11:00AM U —
1:30PM
4:00PM 0—
5:30PM U —
9:00PM

a_
CP

Raggedy Ann and Andy
Blockheads
1180 Theatre: The Rainmaker
Blockheads
Raggedy Ann and Andy
Rascal Dazzle
— Sound Festival
WEDNESDAY
1 1/10/82

We are your
door to...

1100AM U — 1180 Theatre: Frank Langone In Sherlock Holmes
1:00PM •-SRO: Crystal Gale In Concert
3:30PM 0(it)(1) — ABC Afterechool Special
4:00PM 0— Bushman of Kalahari
5:00PM •— Two of Hearts
8:00PM •- All Night Radio
6:30PM •— Yesteryear... 1942
7:00PM 0(2])— In Performance at the White House
8:00PM 0
(ID— In Performance at the Whits House
CIED — Gossip From the Forest
•
9:00PM O
— Gossip From the Forest
2:00AM
— All Night Radio
4:15AM
SRO: Crystal Gale In Concert

Your ad in the Murray
Ledger and Times and The
Murray Ledger and Times
Shopping Guide, which is
published every Thursday
reaches 16,800 homes in
Murray and the surrounding
area.
Call today for help in planning your ad...whether in
classified advertising or
display advertising.

•

a-

THURSDAY
11/11/82
5:30PM
6:00PM
9:30PM
4:30AM

•- Video Jukebox
Money Matters
U
•— Video Jukebox
•— Video Jukebox
-

FRIDAY
11/12/82
5:00AM •— Two of Hearts
1100AM
SRO: Crystal Gale In Concert
2:30PM 0(2j) — Now Shapes in Education
4:00PM •— Two of Hearts
6:00PM 5

ap-

-Winner.

FRIDAYcon
dies a troglodyte,a punitive
half-ape, who is released
and goes on a rampage
Crawford, Michael
Joan
Gough, David Grain 1970.
- NBC News
GC 0
Overnight

1:30 A.M.
• - Eyetwitneles News

ap - MOVIE:

'Cutters
Way' A bitter Vietnam veteran draws his wife and his
only friend into an obsessive mission to uncover a
murderer. John Heard, Jeff
Bridges. Lisa Eichorn. 1981.
Rated R.
- News/Sign Off

2:30A.M.
- CNN Headline News
3:00 A.M.

a - MOVIE:'The Burning
of Rome' This film portrays
the goldsmith and sculptor
Berivenuto Celbni who commanded the defense of
Rome against the armies of
Charles V. Brett Halsey.
Claudia Mori. 1960

3:30 A.M.
-

•

News

- MOVIE: 'Ode to Bay

Joe The romance of two
teenagers brings joy und a
secret intervenes. Robby
Benson. Glynnis O'Connor.
Joan Hotchkis. 1976

2:00 A.M.

4:00 A.M.

MOVIE:'Cokir
Him Deed' A husband and
wife de1ct1ve team are in
hot tit of a kite when
he murders their wealthy
agent. Gayle Hunricut. Stephen Res. Christopher Gazenore. 1974
(1)- Nonience Theater

•cp - MOVIE: 'The
Coacher' A pobce detective
resigns Verde to practice
his unique talent 'catching'
fugitives, runewey
husbands, missing yourtgaters.
etc for private clients. Michael Witney, Jeri-Micheel
Victim, Tony Francicies

69

-

0.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
and

Milierray Ledger & Times
53-1916

Shopping Guide

1001 Mita

9,

,
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SATURDAY
1 1/1 3/82
5:00 A.M.
- Movie Cont'd
- TBS Morning News
5:30 A.M.
Gip - Sign On
'Loophole'
O
Master criminals plan the
perfect heist at the world's
niost impregnable bank Albert Finney, Martin Sheen,
York
1981
Susannah
Rated PG
5:45 A.M.
3)- Agriculture U.S.A.

•

- MOVIE:

8:00 A.M.
11 C30 - Health Field
0
- Mornings on 5
- Ag USA
Between the Lines
Perspective
6:15 A.M.
- Farm Digest
6:30 A.M.
0GO - Children's Gospel
Hour
- New Zoo Revue
- Vegetable Soup
- To Be Announced
U.S Farm Report

o42 _

0

A.O.Smith
CONSERVATIONISI''
water heaters
offer agreatReturn
on investment
for your residential
customers.

6:45 A.M.
- Weathw
News
7:00 A.M.
CE OD 0 - Super
Friends
0 CU 0 C2 - Speed
Buggy
0- Romper Room
- Flintstone
Funnies
- Super Heroes
7:30 A.M.
11) cap - Pac Man/
Little Rascals/Richie Rich
ap
Ci2 Pandemonium
That Girl
CL 0(10 - Shirt Tales
O - MOVIE: 'Sphinx' A
beautiful woman journeys to
Egypt in search of a longtomb
Lesleyforgotten
Anne Down, Frank Langelta,
Sir John Gielgud. 1981.
Rated PG
dip - Spiderman
8:00 A.M.
0 CU 0
- Gilligan's
Planet
- Civilisation
- Smurfs
C4D 0
- Understanding
Human Behav.
- Wild Kingdom
8:30 A.M.
IX 0 (it - Bugs
Bunny Road Runner Show
- Lone Ranger
9:00 A.M.

0

-

o

- mod, &

(2) I3D

o

that's a 33% annual return on the extra $100
investment. Better than money in the bank.

CALL TODAY FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION.

Murray Supply
Co.
208 E. Ws

753-3361

*Conservationist is the registered trademark
of A.O. Smith Corporation

Eastwood tries to
a beer during
one of the less raucous
scenes from "Every Which
Way But Loose" which CBS
airs Saturday, Nov. 13. Sondra Locke and Ruth Gordon
are also featured.
Clint

cogitate over

o-

Mindy/ Laverne & Shirley!
Fonz Hour
0- MOVIE: 'Jim Thorpe:
All American' The story of
one of the world's most popular athletes. Burt Lancaster, Phyllis Thaxter, Charles
Bickford. 1951
(E)- Focus on Society
•- Daniel Boone
9:30 A.M.
- Gary Coleman
(1)0
Show
O - Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games

More plumbing contractors than ever before
have begun recommending and installing
residential Conservationist water heaters.
Why?
The reasons are simple. First, consumers are truly
interested in purchasing energy-saving products
if the pay-back period is fast enough.
Second, more contractors are beginning to stress
the return on investment concept in selling
Conservationist water heaters. They point out
that the average extra cost of $100 for a gas
Conservationist water heater will ordinarily save
the customer about $33 a year or more. And

Message in
a bottle

10:00 A.M.
OGOCEID- Scooby.
Scrappy.
Yabba-Doo/
Puppy Show
- Incredible
GC 0
Hulk and the Amazing
Spider- Man
- Personal Finance
Wild. Wild West

•

_

10:30 A.M.
Meatbal s
& Spaghetti
- MOVIE: 'Fooiin'
Oklahoma
An
Around'
ranch hand enrolls in college, but learns more about
life outside the classroom
Annette
Busey,
Gary
Albert.
Eddie
O'Toole,
CE)

-

11:00A.M.

•(L) C3D 0

-

ABC
or
Special
Weekend
NCAA Football: Teams To
Bo Announced The teams
and times of NCAA Football
have not been determined
If NCAA Football does not
air, Weekend Special will be
followed by American Bandstand or local programming.
- r4CAA
O GE) 0
Today
CD)- Jetsons
(1)
0 CID - Everybody's

Rusanimis
- Wrestling

•

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

11:30 A.M.
0 CID 0 (2 - NCAA
Football: Teams to be
Announced
O - MOVIE: 'Sword of
Lancelot' The classic love
story of Sir Lancelot and
Cornel
Guinevere
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne
1963
gi)0 - Flash Gordon
12:00 P.M.
- Big Blue Marble
0
- Atop the
Fencopost
- GED Course
- Writing for a
0
Reason
- Twilight Zone
12:30 P.M.
(4) - Please Don't Eat
Daisies
'Loophole'
Master cnminals plan the
perfect heist at the world's
most impregnable bank. Albert Finney, Martin Sheen.
1981
Susannah
York
Rated PG
Here's Richard
CD 21) - Writing for a
Reason
1:00 P.M.
- Courtship/Eddy's
Father
- MOVIE: 'Goliath
0
Awaits' Pt. 2
- Art of Being
Human
21) - Focus on Society
- MOVIE: 'Five Million
Years To Earth' A time
capsule is unearthed in London and is found to contain
clues to an ancient Martian
invasion of earth Andrew
Kier. Barbara Shelly. James
Donald 1968
1:30 P.M.
- Happy Days Again
Focus on Society

•

0 _ MOVIE:

-

o

0 -

2:00P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Miracle of
the Bells' A hard-boded
Hollywood press agent accompanies the dead body
of an actress to her home
town, where a mit/KW happens Alicia Valli, Fred MacMurray, Lae J Cobb, Frank
Sinatra 1948
(1)- That Nashville Music
- American Story
ID
Making It Count

0 2:30 P.M.
ct)
• (s) U - USA vs

Wrestling
the World in Amateur
Boxing or NCAA Football:
1:10 - Montage
Teams To Be Announced
0CU - Portfolio
The teams and times of
- Matinee at the
cp
NCAA Football have not
Bijou
been determined. If NCAA
Fu
not air,
Football does
_News
U.S.A. Boxing will be fol5:30 P.M.
lowed by Wide World of
- Here's Richard
In
Sports or local programming.
@ID - Bobby Jones Gospel
CI) 13
News Haw
CUie.
Show
Gip 001)- NBC News
Blockheads Manetie
O - World Championship
Hartley hosts this group of
Boxing: Aaron Pryor vs.
international ventriloquists.
Alexis Arguello
- Making It Count
0
0 CID - Tony Brown's
Journal 'Blacks in White
3:00 P.M.
TV.' Tony Brown looks at
O CID - John Merritt
the early commercial deciShow
sions that affected the
ciD0 - SportsWorld
treatment of black actors
- Everyday Cooking
0
(.12 - CBS News
•
)-G. E. D.
6:00 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Whispering
soft-spoken,
A
Smith'
MI CID0CU - News
agent
special
(1) - Memories With
sure-shot
Lawrence Welk
shoots it out with a pack of
train robbers Alan Ladd,
gID - Scene at 6
Brenda Marshall, Donald
Hee Haw
Crisp. 1948
- Bobby Jones'
CD
- CBS Sports
World
Saturday Today's -program
•- Dance Fever
features a 15-round WBA
6:30 P.M.
Lightweight Championship
- Teddy Bart's
bout between Champion
Na▪ shville
Ray 'Boom-Boom' Mancini
Eyewitness News
and Deuk-Koo Kim. (2 hrs.)
gl)- Point to Point
3:30 P.M.
- Accent
CE)- Munsters
0 lID - Tennessee
0 - MOVIE: 'Sphinx' A
Outdoorsrnen
beautiful woman journeys to
0 trfi) - KET Soho&
Egypt in search of a longChallenge
tomb. Lesleyforgotten
CD - Nashville on the
Anne Down, Frank Langone,
Road
1981
Sir John Gielgud
Rated PG.
7:00P.M.
0 CI) - Woodwright's
O CU CU •Shop
Hooker Sgt. Hooker is ac021) - G. E. D.
cused of shooting an un4:00P.M.
armed juvenile. (60 min I
Battlestar
O
UlD
- mat
Galactic.
Disney 'No Deposit, No Re- This Old House
turn Conclusion. An 11 0
[Closed Captioned]
year....- 4d gin and her 9-yearold brother engineer their
O21- Firing Lin*
own kidnapping to stick
4:30 P.M.
their
grandfather. Guest
- Pillotorweek Illusstarnng David Niven, barren
trated
McGavin, Don Knotts_
- Grizzly Adams
(*CAA Football:
I)
0 CU - Shopsrnith
Louisville at Florkie State
'Hands On'
(1)
cu - Difrrent
0 (El - Magic a Oil
Strokes WOis becomes inPainting
volved
with an 'older
worrIn.'
5:00 P.M.
- Glen CarrspbeN
be
MOVIE:
Show
Fonnule This film fellows
the action during an imam.World Championship

O -caKung
O

-

0

0

Cl2

0

a -

-

o

-

•

o-

-

SATURDAYcan
none' synthetic fuel conspiracy. George C. Scott,
Marthe
Brandi),
Marlon
Keller. 1980. Rated R.

o CU - Firing Une

sautted, a law-abiding citizen becomes a one-man
vigilante
squad.
Charles
Bronson, Hope Lange, Vincent Gardenia. 1974.

0

- Nature 'Kopie. A
Rock for All Seasons ' A
study of some of Africa's
shaped
strangely
most
rocks are presented. (60
mm.)

8:30P.M.
C4D 0

- Love. Sidney

Laurie accepts a part in a
six-month Hollywood series

9:00P.M.

the

CAD 0 (1) - Devlin

Country
7:30 P.M.
C)(I)- Silver Spoons

beautiful heiress who is actually an imposter out to defraud an estate. (60 min.)

_

Pop!

Goes

- MOVIE: 'Ghost
Story' An unforgiving ghost
returns 50 years after her

Opry

death to punish those responsible. Fred Astaire, Melvyn Douglas, John Houseman.
- MOVIE: 'The Boy
Friend' An actress gets her
big chance when the star of
the show breaks her ankle
Twiggy, Christopher Gable.
1971.

- Backstage/Grand Old
8:00 P.M.

o CE (3)o - Love Boat
- MOVIE:
o Cr 0
'Every Which Way But
Loose' A tough barroom
brawler has an orangutan
for a pet, a motorcycle
gang on his tail and a girlfriend who'd rather be a singer than a wife. Clint
Eastwood, Sondra Locke,
Ruth Gordon. 1978
IT 0 CL - Gimme a

Break

0 CeJ - Six-Gun Heroes

- Undersea

World

of Jacques Cousteau

C) - MOVIE: 'Death
Wish' After his wife and
are

brutally

as-

0

o

Mystery! 'The

-

Head of Caesar.' Father
Brown comes to the aid of
a woman who has stolen a
priceless coin. (60 min)
[Closed Captioned]

10:00P.M.
INCEXI8(12- News

cu

_

- ABC News

NBA Basketball:
Atlanta at Golden State

e-

-

11:30 P.M.

mined to establish a peaceful life, must strap on his
gun again in defense of the
homesteaders Alan Ladd,
Jean Arthur, Van .Heflin,
Jack Palance. 1953.

12:00 A.M.

ecu-SoiidOokl

- MOVIE: 'Cloudlike
The story of a love affair
between a garbage collector
and
a
poverty-stricken
mother of six Diahann Carroll, James Earl Jones,
Lawrence Hilton Jacobs
1974
- Saturday Night
ai

CID - Eyewitness News

B- Wrestling
10:30P.M.
- NCAA Football:
Vanderbuilt at Virginia
Tech
O CID - Eyewitness News
(1) - Hem Come the
Brides
GD - Saturday Night Live
o 21) - Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy
Dance Fever

12:15A.M.

- TBS Weekend News
GO - Wrestiing

12:30 A.M.

B

- Entertainment
This Week

10:45 P.M.

1:00 A.M.
- America's Top

o

MOVIE: 'Prince of
the City' A double-agent

ED

-

us

Movie Cont'd
- 20th Telethon of

-

2:15A.M..

-

MOVIE:
'Chamber of Horrors Gruesome and appalling murders
occur and the bodies we
taken to a terrifying charn-

3:30A.M.
113 - Mission Impose

•-

MOVIE- 'Mom
Story' An unforgiving ghost
returns 50 years after her
death to punish thaw res
ponsibie Fred Astaire. Mel
vyn Douglas, John House
man

3:45 AM.
• - MOVIE: 'Creature
from Slack Luke' Two an
thropology studems search
for a creature from the
Black Lake Jack Elam, Dub
Taylor, John David Carson
1975

Wood Burning
Stoves
Now On Display

1:15A.M.

MOVIE: 'The Two
Mrs. CarroNs' A man's first

wife dies suspiciously and
when he remarries, his second wife begins to fear for
her safety Humphery Bogart, Barbara Stanwyck, Alexis Smith 1947

1 1:00 P.M.

O CU - Gunsrnoke

0 cu -

Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy
(ft - Best of Midnight
Specials

-

Notre Dame Football

I,

'15.1

t

meMachine

12
Stars

Leaks

Ten

exposes corruption in his
department and becomes
the number-one target of
the mob. Treat Williams

I, t,
'

SAVE
$$$$$$$$

or-

111

Ow
LA Palmer
Banks 1940

Live

-

0-

2:00A.M.

CID - Wrestling

10:15P.M.

Connection Nick falls for a

Ricky and Derek discover an
orangutan in a cemetery

daughter

Ky.. LEDGER K TIMES.Saturday, November 6. ltilt
Highlights
0 - 26th Telethon of
11:15P.M.
Stars
MOVIE: 'The Moon
1:30 A.M.
Sneak Previews
Is Blue' A young lady sets •
cu - ABC News
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
out to outwit a 'man-about- Eyewitness News
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
town' who doesn't believe
ep
MOVIE. loophole'
what's happening at the
in marriage. William Holden,
News/Sign Off
•(12movies
Maggie McNamara, David
1:45A.M.
Niven. 1953
111 - MOVIE: 'Shane' A
0
- Neves
former gun-fighter, deter-
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PRE-SEASON
STOVE SALE
Diu

6241— $29995

OFF

ANY HAIR
CARE SERVICE
ALL YOU NAVE TO DO IS BRING IN A
COPY Of TOW OWNCII MIT*sad
wog #ve leo leDff any hair corit
service. IS ipso roe to illsaver the
wily, service, essivesiesce sod
vie of WW1* Sem. MR TON
NEVet Nil AN AMOINTAMIT.
•IMI•

:

By Teresa Byrne-Dodge
Milton Berle, known as Uncle Miltie to millions, was 5
when he first appeared on stage, followed by work in vaudeville, films and on the radio. In 1950, be was awarded an
Emmy for Most Outstanding Kinescope Personality

At&

OTUAPIC PLAZA,
MINIRAT, 753-11542

1) What oil company was as early simmer of "The Miltoa
Berk Show"?
3) Besides Uncle Mink, Berk had a section& akkaame.
What was it?
3) Berk appeared ow "Batman" ass guest villain. What
was the character's same?

•

MIT IX. MATINS DIM
PADIKAN, 442-43$6

PalasticSani
'Oh

min aq alw71(t
uoTtPuliai. All(3
oztosaj,
11.1311111111V

the original Family Hair
EOM loceasit. awl one sow pop

Seim act

1
44414444414411141E444

MON i139111111111.11111111111.1
Mom
L .

weresegeo,Ario,114011Plife

e
:
•
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SUNDAY
11/14/82
5:00 A.M.
News
5:30 A.M.
- It'; Your
o
Business
O - MOVIE: 'Falling in
Love Again' A discontented
middle-aged man tries to recapture his lost youth. Elliott Gould, Susannah York,
Kaye Ballard Rated PG
6:00 A.M.
- Today's Black
Woman
- Mornings on 5
o James Robison

O - TBS Morning

-

6:1 5 A.M.
- Eyewitness Magazine
0 a)- 26th Telethon of
Stars
6:30 A.M.
- Face to Face
- Best of Kids Are
People Too Today's guests
are Sugar Ray Leonard,
Charlie Daniels and Charlene
Tilton (R)(60 min.)
o - It Is Written
- Perspective
6:45 A.M.
- Farm Digest
7:00 A.M.
- World Tomorrow
(10 - Jerry Falwell
o - Cartoon Carnival
(3D - Community Worship
o - Spiritual Uplift
- Sesame
0 CID 0
Street
America's Black
Forum
Robert Schuller
7:30 A.M.
II CD - Amazing Grace
- Day of Discovery
a) - Nashville Gospel
Show
MOVIE: 'The Great
Adventure A boy and his
dog struggle to survive in
the rugged Alaskan wilderness Fred Romer, Jack Palance, Joan Collins Rated
PG
O James Robison
Old Time Religion
8:00 A.M.
Jimmy
Swaggart
(I) - It Is Written

-

•

- James Robison
o - Lost In Space
a) - At Home With the
Bible
- Trinity Tabernacle
0 CU - Undersea World
of Jacques Cousteau
0(21 - Sesame Street
Show My People
8:30 A.M.
SIX - James Robison
CE) - Reborn
CC0 Day of Discovery
Garner
Ted
O Armstrong

o

-

•

_

9:00 A.M.
CD
Kenneth
Copeland
- Oral Roberts
- Kingdom Living
o Lighter Side
)- Silhouettes of The
City
MOVIE: 'Fattier
O
Figure' A widowed father
struggles to reestablish a
relationship with his two
sons from whom he has
been separated for five
years. Hal Linden, Timothy
Hutton, Cassie Yates
O - Miracle Revival Hour
o (1 - Mystery! 'The
Head of Caesar.' Father
Brown comes to the aid of
a woman who has stolen a
priceless coin (60 min
(Closed Captioned)
(b) - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
Ernest Angley
Jerry Falwell

o

ai

-

_

o
•

- Sesame Street

- Lone Ranger

10:30 A.M.
CU CC - Baptist
Church
Face the Nation
This Week with
David Brinkley
- Way of Life
• - MOVIE: 'Charlie
Chan In Reno' Charlie's in
Reno, trying to clear his
client's wife of a murder
charge. Sidney Toler, Ricardo
Cortez,
Phyllis
Brooks. 1939.
• - Rex Hinnbard
11:00 A.M.
o()- Newsmakers
- Baptist Church
O - Yesteryear... 1942
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1942.
- First Baptist Church
•
0
f21) Kentucky
Entrepreneur
• Oral Roberts
1 1:30 A.M.
ft (2) - This Week with
David Brinkley
GD 0 Ci2 - NFL
Today
- Jerry Falwell
▪ - NFL '82
o(I) - Sneak Previews
0 2i) - Comment on
Kentucky

o

O

-

-

a

_

-

a(2 -

O_

_

O-

0C

-

-

-

Italian Spaghetti
Special

a co -

$ 1 49

After 39 years in broadcast
news, David Brinkley gets his
own show, "This Week with
David Brinkley," an interview
show with hard news
segments. The ABC show
airs Sunday mornings, beginning Nov. 14.
(Stations reserve the right
to make tain-rninut• changes.)

c2 -

12:00 P.M.
0 CD - NFL Football:
Teams to be Announced/
or Alternate Programming
If the NFL players' strike
continues, alternate programming will be shown.
113 - MOVIE: 'Peyton
Place' The stark, vividly
9:30 A.M.
complex revelations of the
O
- Two Rivers Hour
secret life of a small New
(3)- World Tomorrow
England community Lana
O MOVIE: 'Shane' A
Turner, Lloyd Nolan, Hope
former gun-fighter, deterLange_ 1957
mined to establish a peace(1) - NFL Football: Teams
ful life, must strap on his
to
be
Announced/or
gun again in defense of the
Alternate Programming In
homesteaders. Alan Ladd,
the event of a players'
Jean Arthur, Van Heflin,
strike, alternate programJack Palance. 1953.
ming will be shown.
CC - Herald of Truth
115 - MOVIE: 'Paternity' A
- Oral Roberts and You
bachelor goes on a camo (21) - Electric Company
paign to find the right surrogate mother to provide him
1 0:00 A.M.
with an heir, Burt Reynolds,
O CID - Rex Hurnbard
Beverly D'Arigelo, Lauren
- PTL Club
Hutton. 1981.
IT
0 (tit
Andy Griffith
Whittington Religion
CO
0 2t O CU - Matinee at the
Washington Week/Review
Bijou 'Tex Rides With the
Paul Duke is joined by top
Boy Scouts
Washington journalists analyzing the week's news
• MOVIE: 'The Birds'
A small shore town is attacked by thousands of
birds of varying shapes and
sizes and colors. Rod Taylor, Jessica Tandy, Suzanne
Pleshette 1963
• C12 - NFL Football:
Minnesota at Washington/
or Alternate Programming
If the NFL players' strike
continues, alternate programming will be shown
12:30 P.M.
Ann Holt at Large
- Computer World
- Search the ScripWith Garlic Bread
tures
Salad 59 Extra
CIID 0 (21) - wen
Street Week Louis RukeyInside Dining Only
r,e, R. fills On Dr.nks
ser analyzes the '80s with a
weekly review of economic
and investment matters
99. Special For Kids
1:00 P.M.
-Johnny
Nodnesday
Majors
(2i) - At The Movies
•

Good morning,
David

o

•

cu 0

NFL Football:
0 CID
Teams to be Announced
J IP
0 (i) - Everybody's
Business
- Writing for a
Reason

o a

1:30P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Strange
Cargo' Escaping prisoners
from a penal island find religion, love and mysticism in
a South American jungle.
Clark Gable, Joan Crawford,
Ian Hunter. 1940
•- HBO Theatre: Frank
Langone
Sherlock
In
Holmes The world famous
detective
unravels 'The
Strange Case of Alice Faulkner Susan Clark, Stephen
Collins
0 CU - Everybody's
Business
0 (E) - Writing for a
Reason
2:00 P.M.
(2) - Vandy Coach's
Show
o - This Week with
David Brinkley
CID
(21) - Focus on
Society
2:30P.M.
- At The Movies
- Focus on Society
0)
- MOVIE: 'The Last
Sunset' Three men vie for
the love of a woman during
a cattle drive from Mexico
to Texas Rock Hudson,
Kirk Douglas, Dorothy Malone 1961
3:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Girl
Happy' Rusty, the leader of
a hot musical combo, has
the assignment of keeping
an eye on the daring daughter of a tough Chicago
nightclub owner Elvis Presley, Shelley Fabares. 1965
NFL Football:
O
Teams to be Announced/
or Alternate Programming
If the NFL players' strike
continues, alternate programming will be shown.
O MOVIE: 'Return to
Peyton Place' The lives of
nine people are dramatically
affected when a young author writes a sensational
novel about their community Carol lynley, Jeff Chan
diet, Eleanor Parker 1961
- MOVIE: To Be
Announced

-

O

-

-

Fitness
0
3D
PAotivation
- Gunsrnoke
O CID - Understanding
Human I3ehav.
0(211) - Making it Count
NFL Football:
O
Dallas at San Francisco/or
Alternate Programming If
the NFL players' stnke continues, alternate programming will be shown.

-

3:30 P.M.
GE - Wild Kingdom
O - MOVIE: 'Falling in
Love Again' A discontented
middle-aged man tries to recapture his lost youth. Elliott Gould, Susannah York,
Kaye Ballard Rated PG
Greatest Sports
o
Legends
o (21) - Black Stream
4:00 P.M.
- Western Outdoorsman
o (I) - Young Peoples
Special
- Gunsmoke
CL -O American Story
0(21) - This Old House
(Closed Captioned)
0 - NCAA Football:
Purdue at Michigan

cu -

•

4:30 P.M.
(3)- To Be Announced
- Nashville on the
Road
0
- Bridge
5:00 P.M.
News
(2)
•
(I)
- ABC News
GE) - Sunday Scene
O (I) - Art of Being
Human
0(21) - Everyday Cooking
IR) - Wonder Woman
5:30 P.M.
- ABC News
Anderson
CS) - Jack
Confidential
0- Nice People
C430
- NBC Stews
O MOVIE: 'The Great
Adventure' A boy and his
dog struggle to survive in
the rugged Alaskan wilderness Fred Romer, Jack Palonce, Joan Collins. Rated
PG
e - M•A•S•H
0
- Wild America
'Time of the Gnzzly
Tonight's program looks at the
complex habits and history
of the grizzly bear

0 _

_

6:00P.M.
O CID C3D - RiPloY's
Believe It Or Notl Tonight's program features the
violence
of
volcanoes,
Spanish lovers who both
died of heartbreak and a
look at the butterfly world
(60 min )
O OSD 0 C121 - 60
Minutes
Best of World
Championship Wrestling
(C 0 CC - Voyagers!
Cleopatra and Phineas are
transported to New York in
the roanng '20's and Jeffrey offers to help Babe
Ruth. (60 min.)
- Solid Gold
•
o(I) - Personal Finance
- Nature 'Amine:
The Great Fig Tree.' The
majestic fig trees from the
rain forests of Belize are examined. (60 min.)
•- Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew

ap -

7:00 P.M.
el (1) CID 0 - MOVIE:
'Superman' An infant from
the planet Krypton journeys
to Earth where he grows up
to battle evil. Christopher
Reeve, Gene Hackman, Margot Kidder.
O 05)0(12- MOVIE:
'Blue and the Gray' Part 1
The story of two families
drawn into the compelling,
frightening and glorious events of the Civil War is presented
Stacy
Keach,
Gregory Peck, John Hammond. 1982
o Nashville Alive
GlID 0 01:1 - MOVIE: 'Blue
Lagoon' A shipwrecked boy
and girl come of age on a
tropical
island
Brooke
Shields, Christopher Atkins
O MOVIE: 'So Fine' A
college professor becomes
a successful fashion designer in this comedy Ryan
O'Neal, Jack Warden, Richard Kiel Rated R
.CU - Nature 'On the
Edge of Paradise ' Tonight's
program explores a 300mile-long archipelago of islands in the Canbbean (60
min )
a - All Creatures
Great and Small
1111 - Ernest Arwaley

-

_

8:00P.M.
O - Week In ROVNIN

THE MAR Al ,Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES.Saturday. Neveasher b. IMO
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•

— NCAA Riede* Georgia at Florida
2:00AM•
4:00AM S— NCAA Footfall,* North Caroline at Clemson

—SPORTS—
MONDAY
11/8/82
NFL Monday Night Match-ups
0(2)(1)0— NFL Football: San Diego at
MiamVor Alternate Programming
NCAA Football: Georgia at Florida
NCAA Football: California at Southern
11:30PM
California

7:00PM
8:00PM

TUESDAY
11/9/82

—

0-

—
go —

SUNDAYcon
c
0 ID Masterpiece Theatre 'To
Serve Them All My Days
While David searches for a
runaway, a policeman arrives with news of a tragic
accident. (60 min.) (Closed
Captioned)
- Black Pulse

0

8:30 P.M.

Blakely, Gene Barry
0 CL - MOVIE: 'Smiley's
People Part 2 See part
one for text.
700 Club

ap al

-

It's

Your

Business

11:30P.M.

05)-

-

-

_

WEDNESDAY
11/10/82
— Pro Bowlers Tour
7:00PM
9:30PM 5— MISL Soccer: New York it Los Angeles
1230AM5— Pro Bowlers Tour
2:30AM 0— MISL Soccer: New York st Los Anspeies

SUNDAY
11/14/92

EP0(112 — NFL Today
i:now
•
— NFL '82

THURSDAY
11/11/82

12.130PM

— Inside the NFL
8:30PM•
7:00PM S — NCAA Football: West Virginia at Rutgers
— Nation*, Rollerskating Championship
— NBA Basketball: Houston at Portland
9:00PM•
NBA Basketball: Houston at Portend
12:00AM
1:30AM S Inside the NFL
Pro Bowlers Tour
2:30AM
National Boderskating Championship
4:30AM
-

_
a_

-

-

-

-

o

7:00PM 61— NHL Hooker Montreal at Minnesota
11:00PM 61, — NHL Hockey: Montreal at Minnesota
— Seiko World Super Tennis
2:00AM

11:15P.M.

Koji*
(1)- 700 Club
bachelor goes on a cam.
11:45 P.M.
paign to find the right surroAndy Griffith
gate mother to provide him
with an heir. Bun Reynolds, • - MIZZOU Football
Beverly D'Angelo, Lauren
12:00 A.M.
Hutton 1981.
MOVIE: 'Cry, the
O Bryant Productions
Beloved Country' Black
and white fathers in South
9:00 P.M.
Africa
find
friendship
- T8S Weekend News
through the tragic deaths of
- Doug
GiD 0
their sons. Sidney Poitier,
Henning's
Magic
on
Canada Lee. 1952_
Broadway Doug's guests
12:15 A.M.
are Tony Randall, Erik Estrada and Ann Reinking. (60
MOVIE: 'Father
min.l
Figure' A widowed father
struggles to reestablish a
Writers'
0
relationship with his two
Workshop
sons from whom he has
0 21) - Crisis to Crisis
been separated for five
- Jerry Faiwell
years. Hal Linden, Timothy
9:30 P.M.
Hutton, Cassie Yates
CID - Washington
Andy Griffith
Report
12:30 A.M.
0
Benson & Hedges
Anderson
0(1)
Championship Tennis CovConfidential
erage of the men's semifinals is • presented from • - Eyewitness News
News/Sign Off
Wembley Arena, London,
England. (4 hrs.)
12:45 A.M.
10:00 P.M.
0 - Sports Sunday
0CL - Eyewitness News
1:00 A.M.
Jerry Falwell
• CU 0 62 - CBS
- rihrwx
C1D 0(1) 410
News Nightwatch
- AN Night Radio An
CID - Directions
all-night radio station is huCNN Headline News
morously profiled
1:30 A.M.
0(I)- Lawmakers
ABC News
0- Wrap Around

'es - MOVIE: 'Paternity' A

61:10PM S — World Chseepionshie Wrinkling
— World Chareelertelb* eftlinlg Aar."
5:30PM•
Pryor vs. Alexis Arrest*
— NCAA Fesebelk Lewisville at Fiends
7001M•
SIM
NSA Basketball Adores at &Mom
1000PM
Stine
10:16PM S Wreeding
— NCAA FootbeN: Vanderbuilt at Virgi1030PM
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11:30P1IA CID — Wrestling
12:16AM5 Wrestling
1:1SAM S — Notre Dome Football Highlights

-

•

-Jack

-

•
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AD -

-

10:30 P.M.
CIO - News

_

1:45 A.M.

HBO Theatre: Frank
Sherlock
In
Langelle
0(11) - Rockford Files
Holmes The world famous
- ABC News
unravels 'The
• detective
- Miller and Co.
Strange Case of Alice Faulkner.' Susan Clark, Stephen
- MOVIE: 'True
Collins.
Confessions' A brutal murder tests the conflicting loy2:00 A.M.
alties of two brothers
MOVIE: 'Next to No
Robert De Niro, Robert DuTimis' A shy factory emvall, Charles Duming 1981
ployee tries to put his plan
Rated R.
of automation into practice
0 al) - Frank &ismer
Kenneth More, Betsy Drake,
Show
Roland Culver 1958
- B.J. and Gospel
0
•- Benson & Hedges
- Jack Van Imps
Championship Tennis Coverage of the men's semifinO(12 -CBS News
als is presented from
10:45 P.M.
Wembley Arena, London,
CE)- Eyewitness News
England. (4 hrs.)
- Jim Soldier
3:45 A.M.
- Face the Nation
di
MOVIE: 'So Fine' A
11;00P.M.
college professor becomes
•(1) - Saturday Niglvt
a successful fashion desigLive
ner in this comedy Ryan
(I)- Rey Dempsey
Jock Warden. Ri
chard Kral Rated R.
0- °Peri UP
(3) - MOVIE: 'A Cry for
4:00 A.M.
Love' Two lovers, an alcohRat Patrol
obc and an addict, discover
4:30 A.M.
that recovery is not easy.
- k's Your IkallifiONS
Susan •
Boothe.
Powers

•

-

•

•

•

-

or Altanwea horsemen,
Mi110100010 at Weekingsenior Atearnate Programming
113OPPA S(ID— NFL Football Teems Is be Announeed JIP
2130PM 0CI) — Vandy Coeeit's Ilhew
LIP
— NFL Football Teague to be An3:00PM III
noenoed/or Alearnets Preerenwaing
do
— NFL FooSbelk Defies at Son
Promisee/or Alternate Preeromming
3:30PM IBM— Greatest sports Leetinde
— NCAA Football: Pwdee at Miehigsa
41)0PM
— Monson & Hedges Championship Tennis
11:46PtA
(12— Mizzou Football
— Simeon & Hedges Championship Tee2:00AM•
nie
CACTI AND CONFUSION
— I was maimed after
watehlag -The Shad•w
Riders." This 'sensed to he a
oetpsel to "The Ilsetetts," but
the three hrethers were
sawed Troves is the sew
envie. Why'

(1) — NFL Footbelk
•

•

•

— Inside the NFL
0— Inside the NFL
— Friday Night Boxing
— World Chempionship Boxing: Aaron
Pryor vs. Alexis Areuelto
8:30PM 1111 — NBA Basketball: Atlanta at Utah

8:00AM
5:00PM
7:00PM
8:00P M

•

SATURDAY
11/13/82
— Inside the NFL
9:30AM
NCAA Today
11:00AM
•-Wrestling
11:30AM SIMS(12— NCAA Football: Teems to be
Announced
— USA vs. the World in Ama2:30PM 0(7)(I)
teur Boxing or NCAA Football: Teems To Be
Announced
3130PM (1)
SporuiWortd
— C811 Sports Saturday
MI
in (E)

(1

-

•

up CID — NFL Foetben: Teems to be An.
nounoed/or Alternate Programming
— NFL Ameba& Teems to be Anneenead/

-

Your confusion is understandable Both CBS movies
were based on Louis LA/neer
novels and starred Sam
Elliott, Tom Selkirk and Jeff
Osterhage as brothers But
they were not supposed to be
playing the same characters

'

Bookmobile
schedule
Schedule for the
Murray-Calloway County
Public Library
Bookmobile has been announced by Carolyn
Adams, bookmobile
librarian.
Nov. 8 — Ellis Drive, 10
a.m.-11:30; Henley's Fox
Meadows, 11:30-12;
Phillips-Poplar, 12-12:30;
Brown Tucker, 1:30-2:30;
Dortch-Wiswell Road, 33:30;
Nov. 9 — University
Day.Care, 10-11; Charlie
Brown, .11-11:30;
Burgess-Highway 121,
11:30-12:30; Canons, 1 :
2:30; Miller,2:30-3:30;
Nov.'10 — Bowen, 1010:30; Karnes, 10:30-11;
Tucker, 11-12:15;
Houston Lax, 1:30-2:30;
Helen Hill, 2:39-3:30;
Nov. 11 — open, 10-11;
Seaver!, 11-12; Allbritten, 1:30-2; Hale, 2-2:30;
and Steely,34.

Sea Otter
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View This
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NBC's Friday night leadoff hitter remains hitless
By FRANK BLODGETT
A year ago last summer a young actor named
Peter Parton was injured
doing a scene for a new
television series when he
accidentally fell into a
lighted flare. Instead of
beginning in the fall, 1961
season, the show —was—
delayed until this fall —
and, in my opinion, it
should have been
postponed permanently.
Mr. Barton, of course,
plays the title role in
"The Powers of Matthew
Star" seen Fridays at 7
p.m. on NBC.
If this show is for kids,
and it certainly seems to
be, it doesn't have enough
action. Despite the
premise that Matt is an
alien from the planet
Quadris and has super
powers on earth, all he
seems to be able to do is
make objects move or
stop by concentrating
real hard. (For some
reason everything turns
to slow motion when he
does this.) Well, on one
show he did lock minds
with a girl who found she
could see the future after
getting a blow on the
head. (Sort of a modern
day Vulcan mind meld, I
suppose.)
Barton's major con-

tribution to the show is
staring into the camera
for long periods of time
with his ower-sized brown
eyes (and concentrating
real hard). I suppose this
is designed to appeal to
teenage girls.
If this show is supposed
to appeal to adults, it goes
far off course by avoiding
its major premise (the
only part of the show that
promises even a
semblance of an interesting story): Star and
his companion Mr.
Shepherd escape from
Quadris just ahead of
"intergallactic raders"
who take over the planet
from Matt's parents.
(He's the crown prince,
you see.) Of course the
bad guys chase Matt and
are out to see that he
never returns home for
revenge. None of the
shows I've seen or read
about even hint at this
premise, except in the
opening titles. It's as if
the producer forgot to tell
the new writers what the
show is supposed to be
about.
We know the premise
because veteran actor
Louis Gossett, Jr., who
plays Shepherd, tells us
during the opening titles.
It sounds like a Saturday

Murray State TV
slates programs
This week's local programs from Murray
State's television facility,
seen on Murray Cablevision channel 11, will
feature the author of a
world premiere play, a
plan for avoiding major
earthquake damage in
our region and an update
on the plans for
rebuilding the Murray
Cablevision system.
Paducah doctor and
playwright Ben Bradford
will appear on "Spotlight
on Murray" Tuesday at 6
p.m. and again Friday at
6:30 p.m. to discuss his
new play "Caterpillars,
which has its world
premiere run Nov. 11-13
in the University
Theatre. Bradford is currently the theatre's

playwright in residence.
The play's director, Dr.
Mark Malanauskas, will
also be present to discuss
the process of producing
a brand new play. On the
same program Craig McCrystal, Piedmont
Regional Manager for
ATC,the parent company
of Murray Cablevision,
will discuss some of the
plans and options being
thought about for the
rebuilding of the Murray
cable system.
On Wednesday at 6:15
"Earthquake — A Plan
for Disaster" will point
out things that area
residents can do to
prepare for the major
earthquake which is
predicted in the next few
years near the New
Madrid fault.

AD ADDENDUM — Ed McMahon and Marlette Hartlity
host "New and Improved: Talsivision's Greatest Cornmorcials Numbor 2" on NBC. TM hour special, to be
broadcast Sunday. Nov. 7, takes a loving look at the
30-ymr history of television adv•rtising.

Shepherd who has the
super powers. He does
dispense advice. Someone's always giving
teen agers advice. I'm
certain Gossett is counting his money while he
waits for a good part to
come along.
The plots are so plodding and ordinary I won't
even bother to recap
them. And the special ef-

morning cartoon. The
script for this is so hokey
that I'm sure it took all of
Gossett's considerable
acting skill to keep from
laughing. He walks
through the part of
Shepherd as if he's thinking of something else. He
might as well be since the
character has no dimensions and no real functions since it's Matt, not

fects are few and far between and, by today's
standards, very ordinary.
(I guess this show is sort
of a low budget Superman.)
And as for Matt being,
as the credits call him,
"A typical american teen
ager," I don't even want
to talk about it.
NBC is in deep trouble
with their Friday night

lineup and their lead off
hitter, Matt, has yet to
get a hit. In fact, be's
been consistently buried
in the bottom five of the
ratings. If I were those
bad guys on Quadris, I'd
get busy and take care of
Matt quickly. After the
November ratings
sweeps he'll probably
have no place to go but
home.
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Reduced 706°
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9" Diagonal
COLOR TV
Model 19PC3704W Cabinet constructed of high.
impact plastic

COLOR
MONITOR
SYSTEM

• Vivi-Color System for locked-in channel

• Auto Roast
• Automatic
feature for
cooking control
meats/poultry
automatically
sets the correct • Electronic Micropower level and
Touch' controls
cooking time

tuning • In-line Black Matrix picture tube
• Automatic Color Control • Performance
II solid state chassis
• Custom Picture
NOW ONLY
Control

$35800

slay-A-Way For Christmas
GIN STORE FINANCING
*We Service Long After Christmas
*Check Service Before You Buy

25" Diagonal
COLOR CONSOLE
modal 25PC3810W Modem styl'rig cabinet
ccrtstructed of genuine oak solids, engraved wood
composibon board and simulated wood accents
• Color Monitor System adjusts color picture

before you see it • Quartz Electronic Tuning
with 91-channel capaNOW ONLY
bility • "Set-andForget" volume controf • Performance II
solid state chassis

$5680°
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